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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The responsibilities of our governments today and 
' 
the resulting ~portance of the public servant make it man-
datory that the best qualified and most capable men and wome 
be selected for the service of the state. This is as true 
today of the State governments as of the Federal government. 
For almost one h'Wldred years civic minded persons have striv-
en for the selection of public servants on the basis of merit 
rather than political affiliation. Much progress has been 
made, particularly in the last thirty years, but politicians 
and partisan advocates everywhere h ave been reluctant to give 
up the tt spoils system, 11 and they h ave h'Wlg on to it like a 
leech to a little boy's big toe. 
Thus, though it has a grip on the enemy, the merit 
system has by no means won the fight. Just fifteen years ago 
it was asserted that "in only a limited number of cases has 
any governmental unit a personnel policy worthy of the name.~ 
Sixteen states at this writing h ave genuine state-wide merit 
1 
William E. Mosher and J. Donald Kingsley, Public Personnel 
Administration (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 
1936), p. XII. 
-=~~=--=~=!~===-~==========================================================~~~~~-~~ 
systems .functioning with some degree of' e.f.fectiveness and 
.five states have l aws applying to their health and wel.fare 
2 
agencies only. 
On January 1, 1940, all st ates receiving Federal 
grants under the Social Security Act were required to place 
their unemployment insurance and public assistance employees 
under a merit system. Similar requirements apply to gr ants 
.for public health, child welfare, public employment, and 
vocational rehabilitation activities. Thus, a total o.f 
thirty-two states h ave limited merit systems applying to all 
or most o.f their agencies receiving Federal grants, even 
though their other departments continue .for the most part 
3 
under party patronage. 
This thesis is a study of' one phase o.f the national 
battle ag ainst the public spoilsmen, the e.f.fort to base the 
selection o.f the employees of the State of' Tennessee upon a 
merit rather than political service. Consequently, I have 
undertaken an analysis of the Tennessee merit system .from its 
inception in 1937 through 1950. I h ave attempted to identi.fy 
the political .f actors in the passage o.f the original merit 
system act and to appra ise that act as amended from the 
standpoint of good administration. In considering the merit 
2 William E. Mosher, J. Donald Kingsley and o. Glenn Stahl, 
Public Personnel Administration (New York: Harper & 
Brothers Publishers, 1950, 3rd edition), p. 30. 
3 Ibid. 
2 
system of Tennessee in this period, I have tried to evaluate 
its scope, its organization and its program against recog-
nized standards of good personnel administration. Finally, 
I have endeavored to make a general evaluation of the status 
of personnel administration in Tennessee, indicating its 
achievements, pointing to areas where a strengthening or re-
vision of the system is needed and making suggestions for 
improvement. This work I hope will contribute to better per-
sonnel administration in Tennessee and thus to better govern-
ment in that state. 
In making this study I have utilized standard refer-
ences in public personnel administration, but my principal 
materials have been documentary ones, including Statutes of 
the State of Tennessee, rules and regulations of the 
Tennessee Civil Service Commission and publications of both 
the Tennessee Civil Service Commission and various Federal 
agencies. A considerable amount of periodical literature of 
Tennessee government was utilized and the reports of 
Tennessee newspapers were of much value. Finally, of partie-
. ular importance were interviews and correspondence with offi-
cials of the Tennessee Department of Personnel, the Bureau of 
Public Administration of the University of' Tennessee, the 
Tennessee State Planning Commission, the Tennessee State 
Library and Archives, the Department of Political Science of 
Vanderbilt University and of Citizens' organizations working 
for Civil Service reform. 
3 
To Professor O.B. Conaway or the Department of 
Government, I am grateful for a number or valuable sugges-
tions in the execution of this study. My sincere thanks go 
also to Dr. Lashley Harvey, Head of the Department of 
Government for reading and criticizing this study. I am in-
debted, and hereby express my appreciation, to: Mr. James H. 
Lokey, Supervisor or Examinations, Tennessee Department or 
Personnel, for making avails.ble to me the racilities and cer-. 
tain materials of that Department; Mr. Frank M. Smith, 
Research Associate of the University or Tennessee's Bureau 
of Public Administration, Miss Margaret Pouder, Acting 
Director of Research, Tennessee State Planning Commission, 
Dr. D.F. Fleming, or the Political Science Department of 
vanderbilt University; the Library Staffs of the Joint 
Libraries and the Tennessee State Library and Archives of 
Nashville, for aiding me in the location of other materials. 
The writer owes a special debt of gratitude to Mrs. Robert V. 
Bodfish of Nashville, Tennessee, for making available certain 
information of the Citizens' Committee for Merit Reform. 
For any errors of fact or interpretation, substance 
or form, the writer assumes full responsibility. 
Boston University 
May 1951 
Alvin J. McNeil 
3a 
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CHAPTER II 
HISTORY 
It was twenty-eight years ago that efforts were first 
made to strump out the influence of the spoilsmen in the 
state government of Tennessee. The reorganization bill of 
1925 made provision for a newly created Department of 
• Finance and Taxation to supervise personnel administration. 
This department was given the power to plan for better co-
ordination of all departments as well as power to classify 
all employees in the departments, to fix salary scales, to 
certify payrolls, to transfer employees from one department 
to another, and to approve plans for vacations with pay. 
Nothing of importance was ever accomplished with this power 
however; and these sections of the Act were repealed in 
1957 when the merit system law was enacted.1 
For almost another whole decade civic organizations 
in Tennessee and others interested in merit principles 
worked faithfully to bring the merit system into the state 
government. There was no question but that the public in 
general was in favor of the merit system. In a nation-wide 
lwilliam H. Coombs, and Willimn E. Cole, Tennessee, A 
Political Study (Knoxville: The University of Tennessee 
Press, 1940), pp. 155, 156. 
4 
poll conducted by Dr. George Gallup in 19~6, eighty-six 
percent of the people in Tennessee voted in the affirmative 
against fourteen percent to the question: "Should govern-
ment positions, except those which have to do with impor-
tant matters of policy, be given to those who help put 
their political party in office, or those who receive the 
highest marks in civil service examinations?"2 That swme 
year Gordon Browning, one of the Democratic candidates for 
Governor, inserted reform of the merit system in his plat-
form. In his inaugural address in January, 1937, he said, 
"The most needed reform in our state government is the in-
stitution of a merit system for all classes of employees to 
whom the system can be practically applied. 113 
Following the primary election in August, 1936, a 
"Personnel Division" made up of voluntary workers was set 
up in hotel rooms which had been used as campaign head-
quarters. This division sent out printed application 
blanks, and fifteen thousand of them were filled out. 4 
It was at the request of the new Governor that a merit 
system act was included in the reorganization of 1937. As 
~ George Gallup, ttcivil Service Given Huge Majority Over 
Party Patronage in Poll," News Letters of the Civil Ser-
vice Assembly of the Unite~ates and Canada, April 1936, 
p. 3. 
3 
"Governors Praise Merit System in Inaugurals," News 
Letters, Sivil Service Assembly of the United States and 
canada, February 1937, p. 2. 
4 Combs and Cole, ~· ~., p. 136. 
5 
soon as funds were made available, a Director of Personnel, 
a Senior EXaminer, and a Personnel Technician were appoint-
ed from the voluntary group which had worked prior to the 
passage of the Act. Including clerical help, there were 
about ten persons in all. This division was set up 1n the 
Department of Administration, an overall department created 
by the 1937 reorganization bill. The Act was brief but 
definite, and it gave the administrator a great deal of 
freedom in establishing procedures and practices. out-
standing characteristics of the Act include: 5 
(l) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
The adoption of the single administrator type 
ot organization whose office was made a "part 
ot the works" of' the executive department; 
the ~equirements of a defensible recruitment 
process based upon competitive examinations; 
the conduct ot in-service training programs; 
the formulation of a career system; 
the establishment of good working conditions; 
the development of service and promotional 
rating schemes; 
the use of wide open back door for demotion 
and for dismissal of employees of proven in-
competence. 
The Act gave the appointing authority power to recom-
mend that classified employees be promoted, or if too old 
to do the work, that they be retired. He was given author-
ity, at gny tLme, by giving written notice to the Director, 
to transfer, to demote, to lay off, or to dismiss any em-
ployee. The Act also provided that no action be taken by 
any person for political or religious reasons, but:-,no 
5 Ibid. 
6 
provisions were made for insuring the rights of the employee 
6 in this regard. In addition, the Act provided that ttas far 
as practicable" positions would be filled by citizens of the 
State of Tenneasee. 7 
Despite the evident approval of the merit principle 
by the public and the unanimous vote for the bill in both 
8 the Senate and the House, adequate appropriations were not 
made for the effective application of the merit principles. 
Only about twenty-one thousand dollars was given the divi-
. 9 
sion for equipment and operating expenses the first year. 
On suCh a small amount, the division could not prepare and 
administer competitive examinations, much less secure ex-
perts to do the work of the divisiQn. Not only this, but 
superiors and politicians who resented interference demanded 
6 Michie's Tennessee Code of 1938, annotated, The Michie 
Company, taw Publishers, Charlottesville, Virginia, 1939, 
Chapter 43, Section 345 (29) of the Act reads: ftAny person 
in the state service violating any of the provisions of 
this article or of the rules established in accordance 
with this article may be dismissed from the service." 
This, however, does not provide an ·appeals procedure for 
employees. 
7 Ibid. Section 345 (25) of the .Act says that 11 Positions in 
~e service shall be filled as far as practicable by 
citizens of Tennessee and the county residence of the em-
ployee be considered in order that there may be in so far 
as practicable some equitable distribution of positions 
in the state service." · 
8 News Letters, op. cit., March, 1937, p. l. 
9 Combs and Cole, op. cit., p. 137. 
7 
administrators to appoint 1~'desirablel!lt persons .for employ-
ment.10 Thus, eligible lists were not based on open compet-
itive examinations until the .fall of 1938. 11 With the aid 
o.f .federal .funds, competitive examinations were set up .for 
four hundred positions in the Unemployment Compensation 
Division. Earlier, however, tests assembled in Washington 
were given to employees o.f the Tennessee Employment of.fice.12 
Because of this pressure from politicians, the division was 
forced to adopt a negative rather than a positive policy for 
administration of the Act; thus, its activities were limited 
to keeping records and serving as a clearing house for per-
sonnel work. 
In the meantime, the Governor dismissed numerous em-
ployees whom he replaced without following the merit princi-
ples that had been set up. There were about three thousand 
two hundred appoimtments including regular, temporary, and 
reappointments, and more th~n one thousand six hundred ter-
~nations. Records show a turnover of forty-nine percent 
from April 1, 1937, to the summer o.f 1938.13 Again, the 
10 
11 
Ibid., p. 139. 
A statement in News Letters for January, 1939, p. 11, 
says: "Tennessee's state personnel division has just made 
available to the State Unemployment Compensation Division 
the first eligible lists, based on open competitive exam-
inations, which have been established since the creation 
of the Personnel Division in 1937.tt 
12 Combs and Cole, loc. cit. 
13 Ibid., p. 137. 
8 
politician won the ~ight. However, despite the pressure, 
some action was evident which gave assurance that there 
still existed very de~inite sparks of li~e in the system. 
The Personnel Director realized the need ~or some 
sort of standardization o~ salaries and of position titles 
and on May 22, 1937, the Director began to formulate plans 
for establishing classifications and compensation plans. 
Even though these plans were not scientifically formulated, 
due to inadequate personnel, the work did straighten out to 
a great extent the confused conglomeration of -titles on the 
payroll. The compensation plan which was formulated is said 
to have been 11 one of the greatest accomplishments under the 
Act. "14 
In the reorganization bill of 1939, the Department of 
Administrations was abolished and the divisions of that de-
partment are now departments headed by directors who are 
directly responsible to the Governor. The 1937 Merit System 
Law was abolished and a new merit system Act was passed at 
15 
the time of reorganization. 
14 Ibid., p. 139. 
15 Ibid., p. 132. 
9 
CHAPTER III 
ORGANIZATION 
With reorganization in 1939 ewne the present Civil 
Service .Act. The most outstanding ~provement in the 1939 
Act over the 1937 law is the establishment of a State Civil 
Service Connnission which, although it is not given enough 
power to "act as a watchdog of the merit system," minimizes 
to a certain extent the influence of the Governor over state 
personnel administration. However, the new Act bestowed up-1 
on the Governor very important powers in delegating to b±m 
the authority, withtn nine months after the passage of the 
.Act, to list as unclassified any positions that were not 
. 1 
specified in the Act. The Governor also has the power to 
appoint the Director of Personnel and the Civil Service 
Commission. Furthermore he is given the power to control 
the appointments, dismissals, and salaries of' all statutory 
officers and employees with the exception ot teachers' col-
leges. Section eleven of the .Act says, "The Governor may 
strike f'rom the state payroll a:ny State employees appointed 
by him or his appointee and may fix, increase or decrease 
the salaries of such employees." Thus, in fact, the 
1 Public Acts of Tennessee, 1939, Chapter Number 221, Sec. 7. 
10 
----=-=-=~F==========================---~=-==========~~==~======-~~-=-==========~===· ~~ 
Governor has control over practically all state employees. 
or signiricance is the fact that the Commissioners' salaries 
are not set by the Governor but by the legislature. 
The Act provides ror open competitive examinations, 
practical in character, of applicants for the classiried 
service; for making appointments to the classified service 
from among those graded highest in the examinations; and for 
a probationary period before absolute appointment. Veterans 
are given five and ten points which is added to their final 
grade. The Act specifies that employees not in the classi-
fied service shall include officers elected and one confi-
1 dential assistant to each, members of boards and commissions . 
and heads of departments appointed by the Governor and one I 
confidential assistant to each department head, board and 
commission; officers and employees of both houses of the 
legislature, employees of the Governor's office, judges, 
referees, receivers, .and jurors, and one confidential as-
sistant to each judge of a court of record, assistant dis-
trict attorneys-general, investigators and staff, and the 
State Legal Department and its employees; officers and mem-
bers of the teaching starr of the Unive~aity or Tennessee, 
employees of the Division of Vocational Education, the 
state colleges and schools and student employees of such 
institutions; patient or inmate help in charitable, penal 
and correctional institutions; all commissioned and non-
co~ssioned orficers and enlisted men in the National 
11 
------- ===== =================== =tt===== 
Guard 1 military and naval militia of the state engaged in 
military or naval service, and all other positions deter-
mined by the Governor within nine months following the pas-
sage of the Act. 2 The Governor took advantage of the latter 
sub-section of the Act and excluded all other state employ-
ees with the exception of those in three departments includ-
ing the Department of Health 1 the Department of Public 
Welfare, 3 and the Department of Labor. A year later the 
merit system was extended to the Department of Safety. In 
1945 the General Assembly passed a law which separated the 
Division of Unemployment Compensation from the Department of 
Labor 1 and set up a new department known as the Department 
of Employment Security 1 which was placed in the classified 
service. The Department of Labor is now in the unclassified 
service. 
The Act forbids the removal of an employee for polit~ 
ieal reasons. The solicitation or receipt of political as-
sessments of public employees by any person in the classifie · 
service is also forbidden. Provisions are made for employ-
ees who are removed or demoted to appeal to the Civil 
Service Commission. Rules and Regulations for administering ! 
the Civil Service Act were established by the state Civil 
Service Commission, with the approval of the Director and 
2 Ibid., 
3 For some unknown reason the Division of Blind in the 
Department of Welfare was left in the unclassified group. 
12 
the Governor, in 1939, and from time to time since then have 
been amended. The Rules and Regulations have the general 
e.ffect of law. 4 
The purpose of the rule is to 5 
••• give effect to the provision of the Civil 
Service Act and to establish methods for the 
handling of personnel activities and transac-
tions in such manner as to insure that the pri-
mary controlling factor in making appointments, 
separations, promotions and demotions, and in 
doing all other things in any way affecting an 
employee or prospective employee shall be based 
on accepted principles of public personnel admin-
istration and of merit and efficiency. 
The Department of Personnel is an over-all agency for 
centralization of personnel administration in the state gov-
ernment. Both the Director and the Civil Service Commission 
are answerable to the Governor, which makes the department 
virtually a p?rt of the Governor's office (See Chart A for 
the position of the department in the state government.). 
Some of the department• s activities extend to:unclas-
sified as well as classified employees in the state. Be-
sides the Director's office, there are five units which 
carry out the .Act and the Rules and Regulations. These five 
units include the Examination Unit, Payrolls and Certifica-
tions Unit, Classifications Unit, Machine Tabluations Unit, 
and Central Files. .:All the units with the exception of the 
4 Rules and Re~lations for administering the Civil Service 
Act, Chapter 21, Public Acts, 1939, Bulletin 3, Depart-
ment of Personnel, State Civil Service Co~~ission, 1940. 
5 Ibid., Rule 2. 
13 
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fl::. 
Examination Unit are parts of the old division which was set 
up under the 1937 merit system law. The Examination Unit is 
new, having been established when the 1939 Act was passed, 
which puts the Examination Unit in an unenviable position. 
Civil Service Commission 
The Civil Service Commission consists of five members 
appointed by the Governor for overlapping terms of five 
years. Members are "paid $15.00 per day for attendance upon 
its meetings, but not more than $500.00 in any year." 6 The 
commissioners are required to represent the public interest 
in the ~provement of personnel administration, to act as an 
advisory body to the Governor and Director concerning prob-
lems of personnel administration, to make investigations 
considered desirable concerning administration, and to make 
annual and special reports to the Governor and Director re-
garding personnel administration and suggestions and recom-
mendations for more effectual accomplishment on the purpose 
of the ~llct •7 To qualify for membership, persons have to be 
citizens of the state and must be in sympathy with the ap-
plication of the merit principles. No member is allowed to 
hold any elective public office during his membership. 8 The 
Governor may remove members for cause, but such members are 
given a copy of the charges against them and a public 
6 Public ,Acts of Tennessee, 1939, Chapter Number 221, Sec. 3 
7 Ibid. 
-8 Ibid. 
15 
=============~F~==--== 
hearing is held before the Governor. 9 Meetings of the 
Commission may be called by the chairman, the Director or 
the Governor; but the Director, who acts as secretary to the 
commission, is responsible for notifying members of the com-
mission not less than five days prior to the date of the 
10 
meeting. 
In addition, as the secretary of the commission, the 
Director keeps records of all transactions of the commission 
He prepares proper agenda prior to meetings of the commis-
sion, keeps the records and files of the commission, gathers 
information, and attends to correspondence on behalf of the 
11 
commission, and other duties. 
Members of the Civil Service Connnission of Tennessee 
as of 1951 include: 
9 Ibid. 
Russel Kramer, Chairman 
Attorney, Knoxville, Tennessee 
Dan F. Nealon 
Vice President, National Toilet Company 
Paris, Tennessee 
Wayne Parkey 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
Joe Roberts 
Attorney, Chattanooga, Tennessee 
C. M. Sarratt 
Vice Chancellor, Vanderbilt University 
Nashville, Tennessee 
10 Rules and Regulations, o~ cit., Rule 3. 
ll Ibid. 
16 
17 
---=====!l===,-==: 
Russell Kramer, Chairman of the Civil Service Commission, 
is the only member of the Board who has served on the com-
mission since the first one was appointed in 1939. 
Director of Personnel 
The Director, as executive head of the Tennessee 
Department of Personnel, is responsible for the direction 
and supervision of all its administrative and technical ac-
tivities. He is appo_inted by the Governor for a :· period of 
12 two years at a salary of five thousand dollars per year. 
In addition, the Act states that it is his duty to act as 
secretary to the commission and to keep recorda on the meet-
ings, to maintain a roster of all state employees and other 
data, to appoint, in accordance with provisions of the Act, 
necessary employees for the department, including a Deputy; 
"to deve).op, in cooperation with appointing authorities and 
others, training ~d educational programs for employees in 
the state servicastt; and to perform other lawful acts neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of the Act. 13 The Rules 
and Regulations further specify that 14 
• • • the Director shall have power and it sha.ll be 
his duty: 
12 Tennessean, Nashville, September 25, 1942. 
13 Public Acts of Tennessee, 1939, Section 4. 
14 Rules and Regulations, loc. cit. 
-=--=--=-=-==U======--=====-=--==-=-=·-=--============-=-=-=·==-==---- --=--==== 
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a. to make such regulations and other administrative 
memoranda as he may deem necessary, not inconsistent 
with the Act and these Rules, relative to matters 
involved in the administration of the Act and these 
Rules; 
b. to direct and control the offices, examination rooms, 
records, properties and expenditures of the Department 
c. to recommend to the Commission amendments to these 
Rules and to cause all Rules in effect to be pub-
lished and copies thereof to be given to appointing 
authorities and supplies thereof to be maintained 
for use by the public; 
d. to prepare and amend specifications for the various 
classes in the classification plan; 
e. to examine and pass upon the qualifications of appli-
cants for appointments to positions in the classified 
service, to establish eligible registers as needed 
and to certify names of available eligibles for fill-
ing vacancies in the classified service; 
f. to develop and administer a periodic service rating 
plan that will provide a basis for salary change, 
promotion, demotion, or separation; 
g. to cooperate with appointing authorities and others 
in providing programs of training for employees, for 
employee welfare, for the promotion of employees' 
morale and for the raising of standards of perform-
ance in the State Service; 
h. to allocate and reallocate positions in the classi-
fied service as may ·be warranted; 
i. to pass upon, for compliance with the provisions of 
the Act and these Rules, and approve or disapprove 
all appointments, demotions, transfers, promotions, 
service ratings, leaves of absences, changes in the 
rates of pay, payrolls, suspensions, separations, 
and other employee transactions affecting employees 
in the classified service; 
j. to make such investigations ash~ may deem desirable, 
with respect to the improvement and effect of the 
Act and these Rules, and such special investigations 
as the Commission or the Governor may request and to 
make special reports thereon; 
k. to provide the appropriate procedures and forms to 
carry out the administration of the Act and these 
Rules; · 
1. to perform any other lawful acts which he may con-
sider necessary to carry out the purpose and provis-
ions of the Act and these Rules. 
==='!1=----· 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR 
The Deputy Director, who is appointed by the 
Director, acts only in the absence o£ the Director at which 
time he has all the powers and responsibilities o£ the 
Director. 15 
Chie£ Consultant 
A chief consultant is appointed by the .Director ttto 
give consultation to the supervisor of Examinations in plan-
ning policies and procedures for the examination ••• " It is 
also his duty "to be responsible for public relations and 
in£ormational activities relating to the examination program 
and to act as l&aison officer between the Department o£ 
Personnel Examination unit and participating agencies on 
major problems of the examination program ••• u He gives ad-
vice on methods of weighing examinations, in the preparation 
o£ more difficult examinations, in the selection of inter-
viewing and examining boards and monitors, etc. Other dut-
ies he may also have include radio and personal addresses. 
In his capacity of liaison officer he ''con£ers with and ex-
plains to members of the legislature, sta.te officials and 
other interested parties the examination program." However, 
the Ghie£ Consultant is liaison officer for only the 
Exa~nation Unit of the Department o£ Personnel. 
15 Public .Acts o£ Tennessee, loc. cit. 
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Examination Unit 
The Examination Unit does all the recruiting or per-
sonnel, grades applicants ror experience gnd training, does 
the actual writing of specifications of positions, compiles 
the examinations, gives the examinations, sets up eligible 
registers, and does statistical research. 
It is the duty of the Examination Unit itself to give 
those examinations which are held in Nashville. Monitors 
are located in cities in West Tennessee, Middle Tennessee, 
and East Tennessee to give examinations to other applicants 
in the state. \¥.hen exmninations have been given, it is the 
duty or the Junior Personnel orficer to see that the exam-
inations are graded and that the grades are sent out to 
contestants. 
The Unit is set up with a Senior Personnel Officer, 
who supervises a Principal _Clerk and two Junior Clerks; and 
a Junior Personnel orricer under whom a Junior Typist works. 
Directly under the Supervisor of Examinations is a Stenog-
rapher and a Senior Typist. The Senior Typist acts as 
Receptionist. All of these are responsible to a Supervisor 
of Examinations, who in turn is responsible to the Director. 
(See Chart B). The duty of the Senior orficer is to grade 
applications, grading the examinations, and setting up elig-
ible registers. The job or the Receptionist is to give 
20 
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Budget 
CI-W?.T B 
Source: Exami na tion Unit, 
Department of Personnel, 
Nashville , Tennessee 
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information on examinations to personal callers and to send 
out all publicity, information, end other recruiting pam-
phlets sent out by the Unit. 
Payrolls and Certification Unit 
The duty of this Unit is to check and see that the 
payrolls of all state agencies are checked and to ascertain 
that every employee receiving pay is properly registered 
and is being paid in accordance with official recorda eov-
ering employment. A clerk in this section receives all ap-
proved leaves, appointments, separations, transfers, and 
changes of status of all state employees which she recorda 
on the personnel cards. In this Unit is a kardex file on 
all state employees set up according to departments, then 
divisions of that department, by county and by name. 
Also in this Unit is the Budget Officer, who works 
out the budgest for all of the Department of Personnel with 
. . 16 the exception of the Examination Unit. She also te.kes all l 
requests for supplies, travel expenses, and makes out the 
payroll for these Units. 
Classifications Unit 
The Classifications unit is responsible for .keeping 
existing registers uo-to-date and certifying eligibles from 
l6 The expenses of the Examination Unit are met by the de-
partments served by the Merit Systam. The Legislature 
makes appropriations to the other units. 
I 
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the registers. By keeping employment registers up-to-date, 
the Unit sends out letters of availability with questions as 
to the kind of employment, salary, location, etc. that the 
applicant desires (See illustrs.tion I and II). Any appoint-
ment or change of status of an employee must be prepared on 
different forms and, upon approval of the Department Head, 
are sent to the Classifications Unit. Here the information 
is recorded in the register and forms are sent to Central 
Files. 
Central Files 
There is one clerk in Central Files who maintains 
and keeps up-to-date all material on all employees and pros-
pective employees of the State. She also sees that records 
do not go out to anyone except those authorized to see them. 
Application blanks completed by the individual, examination 
papers, copy of appointment letter (if there has been an 
appointment), copies of letters of change in classification 
of pay schedule, copies of authorization of leave, evalua-
tion, and any other information relative to the functioning 
of the individual job, are types of information kept in 
Central Files. 
Machine Tabulations Unit 
In this Unit, punch cards are kept up-to-date on all 
employees including cards on all changes made by the employee 
23 
Name Louis Holmes 
Chemist 
--------(Ti-t~le __ o_f~P~o-s~i~t-io-n~)~--
State of Tennessee 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
1ilar Memoria 1 Building 
Nashville 
Return to this orfice 
not later than 
Har ch 3l , 195J.. 
STATEMENT REGARDING AVAILABILITY 
Check gtatementA below applicable to you. If you indicate that you will accept em-
ployment under certain condition~ and then state that you are not interested nor 
available for AUch employment when contacted by a de.partment in the cla.Mified serv-
ice, your name will be removed from the eligible register. This is not an offer of 
employment. 
1. I will accept permanent employment ( ) 
I will accept temporary employment for month~. 
-------
2. I am NOT available for employment 
Remove my name permanently from t his eligible register ( ) 
Remove my name permanently f r om a ll eligible registers ( ) 
3 · The lowest monthly salary I will accept is$ 
(If you •rill not accept the entrance rate, yo-ur_n_a-me will not be certified.) 
4. I am available for employment at this time ( 
I will not be available for employment until 19 
--------------·------- ---
5· I will accept employment in any county inthe State ( 
I will accept employment only in the counties checked below ( )' 
AnderRon Decatur Henderson Marion Se __ guatchie 
Bed-fu-.ra -- DeKalb Heney-- MarRhall ...... Sevier -
Benton Dickson Hickman Maury Shelby 
Bledsoe Dyer Houston Meigl'l Smith 
Blount Fayette .Humphreys Monroe Stewart 
Bradley Fentrel'11'1 Jackson Montgomery 
... 
Sullivan 
Campbell Franklin Jefferl'!on Moore sumner 
Cannon GibRon JOhn I'! On Mo~an Tipton 
Carroll Giles Knox: Obion TrouRdale 
Carter Grainger Lake Overton Unicoi 
Cheatham Greene Lauderdale Perry Union 
CheAter Grundy Lawrence Pickett Van Buren 
Claiborne Hamblen Lewil'l Polk Warren 
Clay Hamilton Lincoln Putnam Washington 
Coc ke B8.ncock Loudon Rhea Wa_xne 
Coffee Hardeman McMinn Roane Weakley 
Crockett Hardin McNairy Robert eon White 
Cumberland Hawkins Macon Rutherford Williamson 
David !'lon Haywood Madil'lon . Scott Wilt=!On 
6. I am employed at present by the Tennessee Department of ______________ _ 
NOTE: It is your res pon"!ibility to notify the Department of PerRonnel of any change 
in your availability, or of any change in 'address. 
Date __________________ ~9 ____ _ 
(Signature of Eligible) 
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ILLUSTRATION I 
ADMINISTRATION CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
• • 
C. W. BOND 
Dl RECTOR or PERSONNEL 
JAMES H. LOKEY 
SUPER VISOR or EXAMINATIONS STATE OF TENNESSEE' 
DAN F. NEALON , PAR I S 
WAYNE PARKEY , KNO XVILLE 
JOE ROBERTS , CH ATTANO OGA 
C . M. SARRATT, NAS HVI LLE 
Nr. J ohn H. S harpe 
715 35th Av enu e , Horth 
Nashville 8 , Te ru1e s see 
Dear Applicant: 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING, NASHVILLE (3) 
J anu ar y 18 , 1951 
This is to advise you that the employme n t r e gi s ter for the class of 
Count.y Su pervis or Gr ade I , upon which your name appears, 1s to be 
supplemented by further examinations to be admi nistered Februe.r y 9 ,1951 
Under the terms of Rule 7 . 4 of the Rules and Regulations of the Civil Service 
Commission, . you may compete in thi s supplemental examination with a view to 
improving your standing if you meet the cu~r ent requirements . You may retain 
your pre sent eligibility without further examination . If you wish to compete 
in this examination we cite the following portion of this rule : 
"An eligible who takes the supplemental examination shall 
be deemed to hav e w aiv ed all r i ghts to his original rating 
and standing upon the e sta bli s hment of the s upplemental 
register , II 
IT IS TO YOUR ADVANTAGE TO FILE A "NEW APPLICATION giving accurate, 
current record of your formal education and work history . In most examina tions, 
the information contained on your applicati on is a vital part of your score, as 
important as the written test, performa~ce te st or an i nterview . ----
If you w i sh to compete in the supplemental examination please complete the 
enclosed application blank and return it postmarked not later than midnight 
JnnJJary 26 ,1951 If you do not wish to compete, please disregard this 
letter . 
THE SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER WILL NOT HAVE A LIFE EXCEEDING TWO 
YEARS FROM THE TIME THAT THE ORIGINAL REGISTER WAS ESTABLISHED, 
Ple a se call on us if we can provide you w i th addi tional information . 
Very s incere ly y o u r s , 
Director of Personne l 
Enclosure 
EUC - 23a 
fRPv . 7. -4Q) 
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ILLUSTRATION II 
~----
such as promotions, transfers, demotions, etc. They can also 
provide information on state employees to research agencies I 
and others. 
Departmental Relationships 
I 
The employees of the State Personnel Department work I 
in close cooperation with heads of departments of the govern- ! 
ment which are in the classified service and personnel units i 
in these departments. The State Department of Personnel re-
ceives all requests and personnel needs of the.units of the 
various State Departments and fulfill their needs as rapidly 
as possible. The expenses of the Examination Unit are paid 
by these various departments, and the budget must be checked I 
and approved by each department head concerned before the 
Examination Unit can spend a cent. Department heads also 
check and approve reclassification of positions, and in prac-
tically all personnel matters the opinion of the department 
head is sought. However, supervisors in these units do not 
do any actual selection of employees except for those under 
their direct supervision. 
jl 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROGR&'\[ 
A modern personnel program includes an up-to-date and 
complete classification and compensation plan, positive re-
cruitment of qualified personnel, adequate examinations, de-
velopment of an adequate training program, a good promotional 
plan, and a satisfactory method of dismissing or demoting em-
ployees. The personnel program of the Tennessee Department of 
Personnel has improved to a very great extent since its begin-
ning. Competent personnel and cooperation from the Governor 
have been responsible for this rapid advancement. I shall now 
analyze the Tennessee Department to see how it measures up to 
the criteria set forth above. 
Classification 
A logical and systematic classification and standard-
ization of all positions is the foundation for all activi-
ties of any comprehensive personnel program. The classifi-
cation plan should describe the duties and responsibilities 
and the minimum qualifications based on the kind of work ahd 
the degree of responsibility of each position. All too 
often personnel agencies determine the qualifications and 
duties and compensation whenever occasion arises for filling 
27 
a vacancy, making a promotion, or increasing a salary. 
Thus, the value is attached to the individual instead of the 
position he holds. EVentually, such procedure results in 
unequal and unfair rates of pay for the same kind of work, 
and discrepancies between the pay for different kinds of 
work. The merit system itself requires a classification of 
positions, for the classification system forms the base of 
the organizational structure, establishment of lines of 
authority, and a fair promotional plan. 
Classification of positions in the state civil ser-
vice is a continuous function. The two phases of the work 
are original classification and reclassification. Original 
classifications are those that are made when a new depart-
ment is brought into civil service or a new position is ere-
ated. Reclassifications refer to those positions which have l 
been changed by reassignment of work or added duties and I 
responsibilities. 1 Classification questionnaires are filled ! 
I 
out by the employee and his immediate supervisor and checked ! 
by the department head (See illustration III on page 29). 
The Tennessee classification system covers those po-
sitions within the classified service with one exception. 
Positions in the Division for the Blind in the Department of 
Welfare, which was exempted from the merit system, are 
1 J. T. Bugental, "Tennessee Civil Service Program,tt 
Tennessee Government, 2:2-6, September-october 1943. 
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1 
STATE OF TENNESSEE 
DE~RTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
CLASSIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
Part I To be fill ed out by employee 
Location of work: 
-
~ame-------------------------------- -- --------------- 2 city , building, room _________________________ ____________ _ 
last ftrat middle 
Division, institution or 
8 Department_ ____________________________________ . ______ _ 4 other unit of -depar:menL-------- - - - - ---------- ----'-- - ----
Usual or 6 Payroll title __________________________________________ _ 6 working title ______________ _____________________________ _ 
Regular daily total working 7 working hours: from ________________ to _______ _________ ; working days per week _____ _______ ; hours per week __________ __ _ 
Extent and frequency of 
8 overtime work; explain __ --------------------- ----- - --- ------------- ----- --____ - --- --- -----___ - - - ---- ____ ___ - _______ __ _ 
9 Describe compensation for overtime- - ------------ - - --- - - ------ - - - - - ---------------- - ----------------- -------------- --- -
10 Job :is seasonal, part-time, intermittent, or otherwise broken. Explain _________ _____ ___________________________ _________ _ 
Length of time in 11 the State service ________________________________ months Length of time 12 in present position ---- ----------------------- ______ months 
Present per per Other compensation 
18 cash salary: $ _____ _: _______ _month $ ______________ year 14 received for your duties _________________________________ _ 
15 Describe, 'below, your work in detail. Use your own. words. Make a separate paragraph for each kind of work, listing those 
duties which consume the largest percentage of time first, and so on, with incidental or minor duties last. In column at left, 
estimate percentage of time consumed by each kind of work or duty. Explain every duty clearly and fully. If you do not 
have enough space, add an extra sheet. 
time description of work 
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ILLUSTRATION III 
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classified. Total number of positions in the classified 
service as of July 1, 1950, was three thousand five hundred 
and three thousand four hundred thirty-eight were filled. 
(Table I on page 31 shows a Distribution by General Occupa-
tional Classes of Positions in The Classfied Service, 
July 1, 1950.) On January 23, 1951, all positions were 
2 filled. 
The .<Act states that "the Director shall ascertain the 
duties, authority and responsibilities of all positions in 
the classified service. 113 The Director, however, is re-
quired to consult with appointing authorities in preparation 
of the plan. Section ten of the .Act reads: 
••• as promptly as practicable after the adoption 
of the classification plan, and after consultation 
with appointing authorities, the Director shall 
allocate each position in the classified service 
to the appropr~ate class therein on the basis of 
ita duties, authorities and responsibilities. 
Any employee affected by the allocation of a po-
sition to a class shall, after filing with the 
Director a written request for reconsideration 
thereof, be given a reasonable opportunity to be 
heard thereon. 
For each class of position there is provided (1) a 
brief descriptive class title; (2) a statement of the gen-
eral character of the duties of the position, and a few 
specially selected examples illustrative of the duties; (3) 
a statement of minimum qualifications required for entrance 
2 James H. Lokey, Supervisor of Examinations, Department 
of Personnel, Nashville, letter to the writer, January 23,
1 
:30 
1951. 1 
3 Public Acta of Tennessee, 1939, Section 10. ~ __ _ 
===IF===== r-----
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TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION BY GENERAL OCCUP ATION .. 4£ CLASSES 
OF POSITIONS IN THE CLASSIFIED SERVICE, 
JULY 1, 1950 
. : . • • 
• 
. Number 0~ . 
• • • 
• Service . Positions Percent . 
• 
. • 
• • . 
• • • 
. 
. 
. Department of • • . • • • • 
. Public Health • 1233 • 35.8 . . • . • 
. • • • 
• • . • 
• 
-· • • 
• • . 
• • . Department of . . . • 
. Employment Security 930 27.0 . • . 
. . 
• • 
. . 
. • 
. • . . 
• • • . 
Department ot . • 
Public Welfare • 852 . 24.7 • • • . 
. . . . 
• • . • 
. • • . 
• • . • 
. • 
• • 
• . . 
• • . 
• Department of Safety 331 . 9.5 • . 
. • • • 
. . . 
• • . 
. • • • 
• • . . State Parks . 70 2.1 . . • 
. . 
• • 
• • . 
• 
. . 
. 
. 
Department of • • 
Personnel 22 0.6 • . 
• • • • • . 
. 
. 
TOTAL • 3438 99.7 . 
• . . • . . . • 
Source: Examination Unit 
Department 0~ Personnel 
Nashville, Tennessee 
---- ----- -
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for entrance into the class; and (4) an indication of some 
knowledge and abilities requisite for the job. In common 
with most modern classifications, a range of compensation is 
provided for each class from minimum to maximum with specif-
ic steps within the range. These steps g~ve opportunity for 
advancement until the maximum is reached to those employees 
within the class whose efficiency records meet the standards 
of efficiency to be established for the different rates 
within the class. (Table II on page 33 shows the Tennessee 
Department of Personnel Compensation plan.) It has been 
suggested that previous experience requirements are too high 
for some positions in the present plan, and work has been 
done to reduce experience requirements through the use of 
promotional qualifications. 
The law defines "classlft or "class of positionstt as 
"a group of positions in the state classified service suf":fi-
ciently alike in duties, authority, and responsibility that 
the same qualifications may be reasonably required for, and 
the same schedule of pay can b.e equitably applied to, all 
positions in the group. 113 Thus~ the number and width of the 
gradations are determined on the basis of Chief Clerk, 
Principal Clerk, Senior Clerk, and Junior Clerk. These 
grades are determined on the basis of work actually being 
perfo~med. Job analysis sheets and interviews with employ-
ees and their supervisors were used in making out class 
3 Public Acts of Tennessee, 1939, Section 2 (g). 
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TABLE II 
COMPENSATION PLAN 
State or Tennessee 
Department of Personnel 
. 
• 
:Grade A B c D E 
• • 
• • . • . 
• • • • . 
• 1 • 50-600 . 53-636 • 56-672 • 59-708 • 62-744 . • • • • • • . 
. . . . 
• . . . 
• 2 • 65-780 . 68-816 . 71-852 . 74-888 . 77-924 • • • • • , • • 
. . . 
. • • 
. 3 • 80-960 • 83-996 . 86-1032 . 89-1068 . 92-1104 • • • • • • 
. . . . 
• . . • 
• 4 • 95-1140 • 99-1188 • 103-1236 . 107-1284 . 111-1332 • • • • • • • • 
• • . . • • • . • . 
. 5 : 115-1380 . 119-1428 • 123-1476 . 127-1524 131-1572 • • • . 
• . 
• • 
• 6 • 135-1620 . 140-1680 • 145-1740 . 150-1800 • 155-1860 . • • . . • • • 
• . . . 
• . . . 
• 7 • 160-1920 . 165-1980 • 170-2040 . 175-2100 180-2160 • • • . • • • 
. • . • 
• 8 • 185-2220 . 191-2292 . 197-2364 . 203-2436 . 209-2508 . • • • • . . . 
. 
• 
. 9 • 215-2580 • 223-2676 • 231-2772 • 239-2868 • 247-2964 • • • • • • • . 
. . . . . 
• • . . • 
• 10 • 255-3060 • 265-3180 : 275-3300 • 285-3420 295-3540 • • • • • • 
. . . . 
• . • • 
• 11 • 305-3660 • 315-:3780 • 325-3900 . :335-4020 345-4140 • • • • • • • 
• 
• 
• 12 355-4260 . 367-4404 . 379-4548 . 391-4692 . 403-4836 . • • • • • • 
. . 
• • 
• 13 415-4980 • 427-5124 • 439-5268 • 451-5412 • 46:3-5556 . • • • • • . 
• . . . 
• • • . 
. 14 475-5700 . 489-5868 . 503-6036 • 517-6204 . 531-6372 • • • • • 
==9f===--c----= 
specifications. In organizing the classification system, aid 
was also given by technical experts provided by the State 
Technical Advisory Service of the Social Security Board in 
4 Atlanta. 
The Act states further that "before establishing a 
new position in the classified service or making any change in 
the duties, authority or responsibilities of a position in such 
service, an appointing authority shall notify the Director in 
writing of his intention to do so." 5 
The Director may at any time, after giving employees 
affected a reasonable opportunity to be heard, allocate any 
new position to a class, or change the allocation of any posi-
tion to a class, or recommend to the Governor changes in the 
classification plan. These changes must be approved by the 
Governpr. Usually recommendations for changes in positions 
come from the appointing author! ties. T~1ere is no question but 
that the appointing authority is in the better position to know 
what positions should be abolished, which combined, and other 
changes necessary; however, without adequate and careful checks 
an appointing authority may use such a method to raise the sal-
aries of a few favorites or to abolish the job of a disliked 
~mployee. 
4 BUlletin to all monitors, "Summary of Monitors' Training 
Coriterence," State of Tennessee, Department of Personnel, 
Civil Service Commission, Number 1, August 10, 1943. 
5 Public Acts of Tennessee, 1939, Section 11. 
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In August, 1942, the Director of Personnel appointed 
a young attorney, who was active in the political campaign, 
as acting Director or Classifications in the State Department 
of Personnel. His job was to make studies of the work of 
employees in the different departments under the merit system 
where employees were asking for raises. He was given author-
ity to reclassify all positions under the merit system. 6 
Early in 1944 plans were under way to classify as to 
duties and salaries all positions in both the classified and 
unclassified service in the state. Under the plan as out-
lined by the Director of Personnel, specific jobs in each 
department would be classified as well as the department it-
self as to the number of employees normally needed to carry 
on its functions. Each month the department will make re-
ports to the Director giving the number of employees on its 
payroll according to their classifications and salaries ac-
companied by a written statement giving reasons if there is 
a raise in the nor.mal number of employees. The Director 
characterized this new system as nperhaps the most forward-
looking step ever taken by the state in handling personnel."7 
After this plan became effective, that was just one more step 
to putting these departments under the merit system. 
6 "Cooper Driver Gets State Post," Tennessean, Nashville, 
August 13, 1942. 
7 uclassification of State Jobs Planned Soon," Banner, 
Nashville, April 20, 1944. 
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On the basis of position classification a pay plan was 
worked out for the classified service. The plan was devel-
oped after consultation with appointing authorities and the 
fiscal officers of the state. Consideration was given ttto 
experience in recruiting for positions, the prevailing rates 
of pay for the services performed and for compar able services 
in public and private employment, living costs, maintenance 
or other benefits received by employees, and the State's 
8 financial condition and fiscal policies.u 
Provision is made for the compensation plan to include 
tta series of salary grades to which the various classes in 
the classified service are to be allocated with the salary of 
each class consistent with the functions outlined in the job 
specifications." Each grade includes minimum, intervening, 
and maximum rates of pay for each class to provide for salar 
9 
advancement in case of good service. The present compensa-
tion plan was made effective upon the signature of the &ov-
ennor on May 1, 1944 (See Table II on page 33). No change 
in the salary rates may be made without the written approval 
of the Director. The plan cannot be amended or revised with- J 
out the recommendation of the Director and the approval of 
the Governor. The Rules and Regulations give the following 
8 Rules and Regulations, Public Acts, Chapter 221, State of 
Tennessee, Department of Personnel, Civil Service Commis-
sion, 1939, Rule v. 
9 Ibid. 
-==--=====tiF==-=-=--==--=-------------- ---
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regulations in the interpretation of the compensation plan: 
a. the minimum rate of pay in any applicable salary 
grade shall be the entrance rate payable to any 
person on first appointment to a position of the 
class within the department provided, however, 
that when a person previously in the service is 
transferred, promoted or demoted or is reappointed 
from· a re-employment register, he may, with the 
Director's approval, be paid at a higher rate than 
the entrance rate but within the salary grade; 
b. an employee who is prom -o.·t ed shall have his salary 
raised to the minimum rate of pay for the new class 
if his salary before promotion fell below such min-
imum rate; if, however, his salary before promotion 
falls within the range of the new class, no change 
in his existing rate shall be made at the t~e of 
promotion, unless his salary before promotion does 
not coincide with one of the steps in the new range, 
in which case he shall be paid at the next higher 
step in that range; 
e. an employee who is demoted shall have his salary 
reduced at least to the maximum rate of the new 
class; if his salary before demotion falls within 
the range for the lower class, but does not coin-
cide -with one of the steps in that range, his sal-
ary shall be reduced at least to the next lower 
step in the new range; 
d. an employee who is transferred shall be paid the 
same salary that he received prior to transfer if 
such salary coincides with a step within the range 
of the class to which he is transferred; if such 
salary does not coincide with a step within the 
range of the class to which he is transferred, his 
salary shall not be lowered and he shall be paid 
at the next higher step, if any, in the range for 
the class to which he is transferred; 
e. a person who is appointed to a position of a pro-
fessional or technical nature may, with the ap-
proval of the Director, be paid at a higher rate 
than the entrance rate, upon the submittal of 
appropriate evidence that the services of such 
person may be obtained only at an agreed rate of 
pay; 
lO Ibid. 
-----=--=- -= = =-----=------=-- --== -..=-- --=--
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~. salary advancements in the classi~ied service shall 
not be automatic but shall be based upon the demon-
strated quality of performance as reflected by ser-
vice ratings and length of service; the Director 
shall establish a minimum service rating which an 
employee must attain in order to be eligible for a 
salary increase; salary increases shall be succes-
sive steps within a salary grade except that excep-
tional merit may be recognized by an advancement of 
two steps; salary advancements may be considered at 
intervals o~ not less than six months and shall take 
effect only at the beginning of a fiscal quarter. 
RECRUITMENT 
Finding the best qualified and the most willing appli-
cants for the positions to be filled is one of the most ~­
portant jobs of a personnel agency. The first activities in 
recruitment methods were designed to 11 keep the rascals out" 
-- a reaction against the spoilsmen -- with no e~forts to-
ward establishing a positive program o~ recruitment. Posi-
tive recruitment has been defined as the "active search for 
the best."11 Thus, a positive approach is one ·which seeks 
quality rather than quantity. It is a democratic principle 
that equal opportunity be given every citizen to participate 
-in any public enterprise, but it would be carrying this prin-
II 
I 
ciple beyond the bounds of good sense if the department spent I 
time and the tax payers' money giving examinations which 
yield no productive results. A fair objective, therefore, 
11 Recruiting Applicants for the Public Service, Civil 
Service Assembly of the United States and Canada, 1942, 
p. 14. I 
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ILLUSTRATION IV 
is to attract that part of the public which is qualified, 
and at the same time to restrict competition to a reasonable 
degree. 
The Tennessee Civil Service Act itself lays down few 
mandatory provisions regarding methods of recruitment. The 
Director is required to "give public notice of each entrance 
test,' at least two weeks in advance of such test, by posting 
a notice thereof on a bulletin board maintained in or near 
the office of the Departm~nt and by publicizing an abstract 
of such notice in at least three newspapers of general circu-
lation in the state." He is required to give notice for eac 
test at least two weeks in advance" •••• in such other manner 
as he considers appropriate to furnish information thereof 
to employees who are eligible for admission to such test." 
The Act states further that: 12 
Each such notice of a test shall state the duties 
and pay of positions in the class for which the 
test is to be held, the qualifications required 
thereof, the proposed time, place and manner of 
making application for admission to such test, 
and any other information which the Director 
considers pertinent and useful. 
The Department carries the recruitment program much 
further than these . minimum legal requirements. The program 
of the Department includes not only publicity as to specific 
examinations but it also seeks to keep the advantages of the 
12 Public Acts of Tennessee, 1939, Section 18. 
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merit system and the opportunities ~or careers in the service 
constantly be~ore the public. To achieve these ends, special 
advertising is employed through the issuance o~ informational 
booklets (Illustration IV on page 39 shows the type used), 
career bulletins, periodical reports, and articles in news-
papers and journals. Some radio announcements have been 
made, but the expense prohibits ~requent broadcasts. Contact ! 
is made with public employment agencies and similar organiza- 1 
tiona and cooperative relations are established with schools 
and colleges and scienti~ic and technical societies. 
The law states that notices must be out for an exrum-
!nation at least two weeks in advance; however, the depart-
ment usually sends out notices at least one month be~ore the 
deadline ~or application. When the Director sees the need 
for, or is advised of the need for, and the order is given 
to prepare an examination, the Supervisor of Examinations, 
who directs recruitment activities, sees that there are 
enough informational booklets and specification booklets on 
hand. Press releases setting ~orth the positions, the type 
of examinations, and all other significant material are sent 
to all newspapers in the state (See Illustration V on page 
42). Posters (See Illustration VI on page 43}, specificatio 
booklets, and application blanks are sent to social institu-
tions, colleges, and welfare offices and to other people who 
may be in~erested. For instance, information on all 
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0 p E N C 0 M P E T I T I V E EX A M I N' A T il 0 N S 
f or 
PUBLIC WELFARE TRAINEE ... . .. , . . . . . · · · · · · · · $ 170 - $ 180 
Written , 5 ; Intervi ew , 2 ; Educ ation and Experienc e, 3 
WELFARE WORKER . . . oooooooo oo ooo oo o 
Written, 5 ; Interview, 2 ; Educ ati on and Experience, 3 
SENIOR WELFARE WORKER . . · · · · • · · · · · · · · 
Written, 5 ; Inte rview , 2 ; Educ a t ion and Experience, 
COUNTY DIRECTOR IV .... · . . .. · · · · • · · · · · 
Written, 4 ; Interview , 2 ; Educ ation and Experience, 
3 
4 
COUNTY DIRECTOR III . . . . . . . . · · · • · · · · · · 
Wr itten, 4 ; Interview, 2 ; Educ ati on and Experience, 4 
COUNTY DIRECT9R II . • . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Written, 4 ; Interview , 2 ; Education and Experience , 4 
. 
. . . . $ 180 - $ 215 
. . $ zoo - $ 245 
. . . $ 215 - $ 260 
. . . $ 230 - $ 275 
$ 260 - $ 310 
$ 3lo-· _-"~t - 370 . COUNTY- o rRECTOR-1 ·.- :- .- : ··-· •• ·-.• - ~ --; .- .- .- :-:·· . -;- ·. ~ · · · · · ..P 
Written, 3 ; Interview , 2 ; Educati on and Experience , 5 
REGIONAL DIRECTOR . . 0 0 • • • • • • 0 0 • • • • 0 • $ 290 - $ 350 
Written, 4 ; Int erv iew, 2 ; Educ ation and Experience, 4 
SUPER VISOR OF TRAINING CENTER . .. ...... . $ 290 - $ 350 
Written, 4 ; Int e r v i ew, 2 ; Educ ation and Experience, 4 
CHILD WELFARE WORKER . • • . . . . . . , . . . . . . . $ 215 - $ 260 
Written, 5 ; Interview, 2 ; Educ ation and Experience, 3 
I 
CHILD WELFARE CONSULTANT .. . .. . ..... . . . $ 290 - $ 350 
Written , 4 ; Intervie w , 2 ; Educ ati on and Exper i ence, 4 
SUPER VISOR OF FIELD SERVICE . . . .. . ..... . . $ 350 - $ 420 
Written, 3 ; Interview , 2 ; Educ ati on and Experience , 5 
APPE~L_S -~XAMil:\j"ER. ·--~- '- _.,_ !..--· _. _ • .__ • •. -'--·- ·~"--· ~ .__ _ _. _ __. _ _ _ 
Wr itten , 5 ; Intervie w , 2 ; Educ ation and Experience , 3 
REGISTERS FOR ALL POSITIONS LISTED ABOVE WILL BE ABOLISHED. NEW 
REGISTERS WILL BE ESTABLISHED AS A RESULT OF THESE EXAMINATIONS. 
CL<?SING DATE FOR FILING APPLICATION (Postmarked midnight) Dec . 6, 1950 
DATE OF EXAMINATION . . ... , . , .. . • ... .. . .. . · , Dec . 16, 1950 
HOW TO APPLY 
1 . Secure application blanks and other information from any employment security, county welfare or .health offi c 
2. File your application as soon as it is completed. If you meet requirements you will he ad · d L d 
to report for examination. ' Vlse wne r e an w 
3. All applications and all correspondence regarding Tennesse~ Civil Service examinations should he addressed 
1 DEPARTMENT OF PERSQ~EL , EXAMINATION DIVISION, 323 Seventh Avenue North Nashvill 3 T ' e • ennessee. 
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ILLUSTRATION V 
STATE OF TENNESSEE 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Nashville , Tennessee - November 27, 1950- Announcement is being 
made today by C. W. Bond, Director of Personnel of the State of 
Tennessee, of examinations to be held on December 16, 1950 for 
various classes of positions in the Department of Public Welfare. 
Applications will be accepted postmarked not later than midnight 
December 6, 1950. 
Public Welfare Trainee 
Welfare Worker 
Senior Welfare Worker 
County Directors I, II, HI and IV 
Regional Director 
Supervisor of Training Center 
Child Welfare Worker 
Child Welfare Consultant 
Supervisor of Field Service 
Appeals Examiner 
Information concerning these examinations may be obtained by writing 
the Examination Division, Department of Per:;onnel , 323 Seventh Avenue , 
North , Nashville 3, or at your local Employment Security, County 
Welfare or Public Health Office. 
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ILLUSTRATION VI 
positions is sent to health units. Material is sent also to 
~ployment service offices throughout the state, to all 
Deputies of the Unemployment Compensation Division, to all 
libraries in the state, to all county clerks, to all post-
masters, to all mayors, to all civic clubs, to all veterans 
in the state, to all county agencies, to all personnel meth-
ods consultants, to all vocational rehabilitation offices, 
and to some agencies in other states. The Act makes no pro-
vision regarding the geographical area to the residence of 
which admission to competition for any given position in the 
classified service may be granted. However, in reality, 
Tennesseans are usually selected for employment; and, because 
of the convenience in contacting him, a resident of or near 
the capital city, when certified, has a better chance for 
appointment than applicants from other parts of the state. 
Special publicity is given in all examinations re-
quiring particular training or experience of one kind or 
another. A mailing list is made out according to the types 
of positions to be filled. For instance, if en examination 
is to be given for clerical positions, announcements, poster 
and informt:i'tional booklets are sent to business schools and 
colleges, high school superintendents, and other s~ilar 
officials. Announcements and application blanks are sent to 
all persons who have expressed interest in taking the exam-
inations. EVery six months a bulletin emphasizing the 
44 
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possibilities for a career service is sent out to colleges, 
post offices, employment offices, and others interested in 
the merit system to be distributed among the people. These 
bulletins include an estimated schedule of examinations for 
the six months period. Anyone interested is asked to check 
the position of his preference and to return the bulletin to 
the Department of Personnel with his name and address. Re-
turned pamphlets are kept on file for sending our informa-
tional booklets and other material. Other interested per-
sons are contacted through their personal visit to the 
Department or by correspondence with the Department. 
In addition to the notices in post offices, items in 
newspapers, and the maintenance of the card file, which are 
general forms of recruitment used in every examination, the 
Department uses a variety of other methods which it uses to 
advise the public ·· about certain examinations. A monthly 
Bulletin is printed and sent to monitors and their assistants 
located in the nine examination centers over the state, to 
the other State Departments of Personnel and others. This 
Bulletin includes any announcement of examinations, important 
personnel news notes, a register of monitors, and other in-
teresting news concerning the personnel program that may be 
of interest especially to persons engaged in this or similar 
work all over the state. 
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The effectiveness of these recruiting activities is 
determined by a question attached to the application as to 
how the applicant first learned about the examination. Tal-
lies are kept on file in the Unit, which serves as a reliable 
guide in determining what methods should be used more freely 
and what discarded. 
By the latter part of December 1942, seventeen thou-
sand, five hundred applications had been received in the 
Department for various positions. Six thousand, five hundre 
out of this number appeared on eligible registers. At first 
glance one would feel that recruitment methods were sorely 
ineffective. Most rejections were made on the basis of edu-
cation and experience ratings, while fifteen percent failed 
13 to appear for scheduled examinations. By May 1944, great 
improvement was shown. A report at that t~e shows that 
twenty-seven thousand three hundred applications had been 
filed for examinations with one out of every five failing to 
meet the minimum qualification requirements. Of the number 
admitted to examinations, four in every five passed and were 
14 placed on eligible registers. Table III on page 47 shows 
the number of applicants that were rejected in October 1944. 
During the year 1950, approximately 7,000 people 
filed with the Examination Division for Civil Service 
13 Bugental, op. cit., p. 6. 
14 s. L. Smith, Chief Consultant, Department of Personnel, 
Nashville, letter to Congressman J~ McCord, May 26, 1944. 
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'TJBIE III 
Tilliu.J...ATION OF APPLIC. ' .. IONS 
REJ3:IVED, BY CENTERS, BY CL. SIFIC "TION, 
a-J THE STENo-TYPIST-CLERICAL PROGRAM 
HElD OCTOBER 28, 1944 
H H 
Ill Ill 
·" 
,d 
~ F-l p., F-l F-l H+" F-l+> H u.J 
0.-!4 0.-!<l 0 rJl 0 rJl 0 H 0 F-l ~ ..-1 F-l .,.... F-l ...... ..-1 ...... ...... ...... ~0 ...... ~ 
§~ ,::! Ill g$ ~$ 8 g ,::! 0 8 fllr-1 Ill s:j 0 1-,)0 {/)0 .. Ill {/) (!) 8 
+> +> Cl) Cl) 
A R .t R A R 
11 0 8 0 7 0 4 0 5 0 : 4 0 : 39 0 : 
··----------. . 
. . . 
Knoxville 18 0 18 1 12 0 12 0 : 18 0 6 0 84 1 
~~~~--------------------------- ------- -----------------------
_9hattanooga 15 0 21 1~--9~-0~~11~-0~~15~--0~--3~_0~-7~9~~1~ 
Cookeville 7 0 3 0 6 0 2 0 6 0 1 0 25 0 ~~~~~----~----~--~~---- ~--~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Nashville 8 0 0 86 0 41 0 43 0 32 0 
~--~~----------------------------------
24 0 : 306 0 
Columb ia 15 0 10 0 12 0 5 0 7 0 3 0 : 52 0 
J a ckson 58 0 23 0 : 53 0 12 0 36 0 8 1 : 191 1 
-------------~------------~~-----
4 0 6 0 4 0 5 0 5 0 4 0 28 0 • 
Out -o f tate 4 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 10 0 
TOTAL :212 0 : 177 3 :146 0 95 0 : 126 0 58 3 :814 6 
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Examinations. Most of these applicants were asking for more 
than one position as exruminations are given in what are 
termed programs, oftentime consisting of 8 to 10 related ex-
runinations (See Illustration Von page 42). The number of 
positions applied for with this Department number approxi-
15 
mately 21,000. Of the 7,000 applying for Civil Service, 
2435 individuals were placed on eligible registers with most 
16 people appearing on 2 to 4 registers. The percentage of 
rejections was about twenty percent. However, Mr. Lokey of 
the Examination Unit, in a letter to the writer, has the fol-
lowing to say about rejections: 17 
••••• it is difficult to estimate the number of 
rejections since we have no minimum requirements 
in the Department of Employment Security, which 
is one of our large departments. We also have 
no minimum requirements for clerks, typists and 
stenographers. This means that anyone may com-
pete who desires and the examination is the only 
method of determining their ability to perform 
the job. Other departments such as Welfare, 
Health and Safety have minunum requirements which 
must be met before an individual can compete in 
an examination. ,Approximately twenty percent of 
the people who apply for jobs which have minimum 
requirements are rejected because they do not 
meet the qualifications. 
Those who do not meet minimum qualifications are automatic-
ally dropped. This pre-test culling of unfit applicants 
saves much time and money for the state. Other devices which 
are used to measure the qualities of an applicant include 
15 James H. Lokey, ·Supervisor of Examinations, 
16Personnel, Nashville, letter to the writer, Ibid. 
17 Ibid. 
Department of 
January 31,1951 
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written tests, performance tests, interviews, and ratings of 
published and unpublished writings. 
Examinations 
How reliable are tests in determining a person's fit-
ness to do a given job? It is an age-old question, but still 
one to be answered. The h~an being is so constituted that 
no one set formulae has been found that will measure the 
ability of any one accurately. The most any personnel agency 
can do is to make the best use of the best methods available. 
Not one of the examination processes -- the application 
blank, the education and experience ratings, written, oral, 
or performance tests, or the probationary period -- could 
stand alone in determining the ability and potentialities of 
the employee. Yet each of the mentioned procedures should be 
included in an intelligent testing program. 
Applications 
The Tennessee Personnel Department uses the applica-
tion blank to ascertain whether the applicant is entitled to 
apply for the given position according to rules laid dow.n in 
18 
the law and the Rules and Regulations. To save time, moneyJ 
and good will, it should be adequate, clear, brief, and spe-
cific. The application blank used by the Tennessee Department 
(Illustration VII on page 50) is a good example. Questions 
18 
·William E. Mosher and J. Donald Kingsley, Public Personnel 
Administration, (New York: Harper and Brothers Publishers·; 
l936), p. 129. 
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P-52A 
EUC-la (rev. 8-49) 
Date Filed 
do not write here 
STATE OF TENNESSEE 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
323 Seventh A venue, North 
NASHVILLE 
~20 
APPLICATION Al~ STATE:MENT OF QUALlFICATIONS 
Read the foUowing carefully bef~ filling out this form: 
INSTRUCTIONS TO APPLICANTS 
Review the minimum qualifications as stated in the Class 
Specifications, and apply only for those positions for 
which you think you are qualified. 
Fill out this form on a typewriter on print in ink. 
.-Read carefully each question and g1ve a e mformation 
requested. Questions left blank or improperly filled out 
may be cause for your disqualification. Your application 
constitutes a part of the examination. 
Every application must be signed. An unsigned application 
will not be considered. 
-
"' 
do not write in space below 
POSITION A R BASIS DATE 
' 
-
- -
BY 
1. What position (s) are you applying for? (1) ---------- ----- ---- ( 2) ------------------------ ( 3) ------------------------
2. Date_______________________ (4)------------------- (5) ________________________ (6)-----------------------· 
3. Are you a citizen of the United States of America? Yes 0 No 0 By birth D Naturalized 0 
(If by naturalization, give date and place of naturalization under Item 17 on the back of this form.) 
4. PLACE OF BIRTH:----------------------------------------- - - -------- Date of Birth=---- ---------------------
city county state month day yea r 
5. LEGAL RESIDENCE------------------------------------------------------·------------------------------------
number and street city county state 
Length of legal residence ___________________ How long in that county?_ ____________ How long in that state?_ ___________ _ 
years months years month• years montha 
6. MARITAL STATUS: Single 0 Married 0 Divorced 0 Widowed 0 Separated 0 Dependents: Children ______ Other ____ _ 
(excluding wife or husband) 
7. RACE: White 0 Negro D Other 0 (sp_ecify)------ Sex: _ ~ale 0 Female 0 Ht.: ____ ft. ____ ins. Wt. _____ lbs. 
- (witbout shoes) (without overcoat) 
Ha~e yeo any phyeicahderects~whieh-rffight;.,-impair your-worldn~ efi;eieney! es 8 - - No G -
(If so, describe these defects in full detail in the space provided in Item 17 on the back of this form.) 
9. Have you ever been charged with any violation of the law other than minor traffic violations? Yes 0 No 0 
(If so, state ( 1) Date, (2) your age at the time, (3) the place, ( 4) the exact nat;;;~ '.f the offense with which you were 
charged, and (5) the disposition of the case, under Item 17 on the back of this form.) 
10. Will you accept employment in any part of the State? Yes 0 No 0 Will you accept temporary employment? Yes 0 No 0 
(If not, state acceptable localities under Item 17 below.) (State, under Item 17, minimum length of employment accep-
able.) 
11. How did you learn of this examination?------- --- ---- ----·--- ---------- ------- - -· --- - --- -·-------------- -------- ----- --- - - -·---
12. Are you now employed by the State of Tennessee? Yes 0 No 0 \Vhere? - - -- - -----·--- - -·- - - --- - - - --- - - ---- - ---- ----
depart ment c ity 
Do you have a permanent Civil Service appointment? Yes 0 NoD 
------ ----------- ------- - - - ---------
-----------
13. Honorably discharged War Veterans, are eligible for 5 points Veterans Preference. Disabled Veterans, wives of dis-
abled veterans , and widows of disabled veterans a r e elig ible for 10 points veterans preference. Check on the proper 
box below if you claim such preference and submit wit h application required documents, unless such proof has been 
previously submitted. --- --
0 Veteran D Disabled Veteran 0 Wife of Disabled Veteran 0 Widow of Disabled Veteran 
1. Copy of (lOo/o or more) (10% or more) 
discharge 1. Copy of discharge 1. Copy of discharge 
1. Statement of husband's 
service. 
2. Statements from V.A. dated 2. Statements from V.A. dated 2. Proof of husband's dis-
ability. within past 6 months showing within past 6 months showing 
per cent of present dis- p er cent of husband's 3. Proof of husband's death. 
ability. present disability. 
Proof is attached 0 . Proof will be submitted under separate cover D. 
sion previously and record is already on file D. - - - -
Proof has been submitted to Examination Divi-
--- - -- -- - -- ~ -- -- - - -- - - ---------- - - -- -- - -- --~---- ----- ----- ------ ---- -------------- --- - -- ------- --
The form below will be m ailed to you if you are f ound to be el-igible f or e:.:wmination. Plac rJ only y our nam e and addr ess 011 it. 
DO NOT DETACH 
TENNESSEE CIVIL SERVICE 
ADMISSION TO EXAMINATION 
FILL IN YOUR MAILING ADDRESS BELOW: 
0 Mr. 
0 Mrs. 
0 Miss ________________ --------- - -----------------------
name 
Address- ---------------- - - ---------- -----------·- ------ ---------
Ht r-ee•. and nnrnbet·. o:t" p . o. box. 
Identification number-- -------- - -
do not write hmoo 
This is your authority to take the ex amination 
indicated on the reverse side. Y mt must p?·esent 
this slip for admission to the exam-ina tum roo·IN. 
Please do not inquire a bout your ex a minat ion; 
results will be mailed to you aa soon aa po!!J!i-l!:.l.::. 
ADMISSION SLIP 
FOR POSITION (S) OF _ -- - - ----- ----------------------------------- _______________ _ __ 
WRITTEN TEST II INTERVIEW or PERFORMANCE TEST 
Will be held Will be held 
Applicant's signature : Applicant's signature: 
---------------------- -------------------------
sign in presence of examin-er 3-ign. in. presence of e~~:amt-
'Do not write above this line. 
14. EDUCATION. ANSWER CAREFULLY AND COMPLETELY. All statements made in applicatloa ant aubject to bane-
-- -trgamm. - It- is to your interest-and-of-great~id-to--ua-tor-you-to--be--Jspecific-in all- statements. --- -- - - --·- --
vertlficate, 
_ ttended ' Major and minor diploma Dates a 
Name and loeatlon 
of aehool Highest I f I to fields of or degree Grade rom specialization and date 
_______ 
1 
__ c_o_m_p_l_e_te_d_ 1~~~ ~~__::::__ l-~r~ece~!.:iv:..!ed~-1ti-----------------
Type of 
Training 
A. Grades 
Elementary 1 2 3 4 
school 5 6 7 8 
B. 
High school 
c. 
College 
years 
9 10 111! 
total 
number of 
semester hours 
completed __ _ 
or number of 
quarter hours 
completed --
total 
D. \number of 
Graduate work semester hours 
completed __ _ 
or number of 
quarter hotll'l! 
completed --
Did you have a course in 
typing?____ shorthand? ----•-----------• ---------------------------
- --- - ·-·----·--------------------------·--------- ---------------- - ------ ----
E. _ -· ~ I give number ------------- ·---------~--·· -=-·--·J----·---·-------:-:--_-------------,--------::---·,----------------------------~--~ ---- -
Business or of months ~ -~---
t r ade school completed __ _ 1 
15. Date of Entry into Military Service Date of Separation from Service Rank at Time of Discharge 
Branch of Service Major responsibilities and duties. 
,16. 
If more space is needed attach additional pa&"e inside 
It is important for you to furnish all information requested below in sufficient detail to enable the Examination Unit to 
give you full credit in determining your qualifications. Use a separate block for each position. Start with your present 
:position and work back, explaining clearly the principal tasks which you performed in each position, accounting for all 
periods of unemployment. If your duties changed materially while working for the same employer, use a separate block to 
describe each position. Military experience should be described in the spaces above. Use additional pages 8 lh x 11 if further 
space is needed. 
If you have n ever been employed or are now unemployed, indicate that fact in the space provided below for Present position. 
p 
~ Av *'•••u 19 to --- 19 ... 
month yr. month yr. 
Title of 
yourpos~tlj~o~n~----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--_~~------~---~~----------------
E 
s 
E 
N 
T 
E 
M 
p 
L 
0 
y 
M 
E 
N 
T 
Employer -------- ----------~;,;;;---------------------
m ailing addr ess 
c ity and state 
Kind of 
business----- - --- - - - ----------------------- ---------------
Your immediate 
supervisor ____ _________ ____ ______________________________ _ 
name 
His title---- --- - ------- -------------------- ---------------
' Reason for leaving ______________________________________ _ 
Number and kind employees Total number of 
you supervised ________________ months employed ____________ _ 
Annual salary: Entering $---------- Last salary $----------
. Major responsibilities 
and duties: --------- -------------- - - ---------- ------------
- --------- - - - --------------------------- -------·-----------
-----------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
Machines operated _________________________________________ _ 
----------------------------------------------------------
B. From __________ 19____ to ---------- 19 ____ _ 
month yr. month yr. 
Employer--- ---------------------------------------
name 
mailin&' a.ddr""s 
---------------cii;--~d-;.~t;---------------~ ---
Kind of 
business --------- ----------------------------------
Your immediate 
supervisor ------------------------------------------
name 
His title ----------- ------------------------------
Reason for leavin~-----------------------------------
. Number and kind.empl<>-yees 
you supervised ______ _ 
Total number of 
__months employed 
C. From_ _________ 1g ____ to ----- a __ 
month yr. month yr. 
---- I 
Employer-----------------------------------------
name 
-----------------------------------·---------
mailinll'addr-
-----------------------·------·-----------·---------cit,- &nd at&te 
Kiad ol 
busineaa --------------------------------------------
Your immediate 
supervisor -------------------------------------
name 
His title-----------------------------------
Reason lor lea-vi~--------------------------------
Number and kind employees Total number ol 
you supervised ________________ months employed ___ _ 
Title of 
your position ----------------------------------------
Annual salary: Entering $------- Last salary $---------
Major responsibilities 
and duties: 
-----------------------------------------------
------------------------
-----------------------------------
--------------------------------------------
---------------
------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------
---------------
----------------------------------------------
Machines ~pe~ated~-~---~~----------------------------------
Title of 
your poaition ---------------------------
Annual salary: Enteriac $----Lui u1ary f----------
Major responsibilities 
and duties: ----------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------
-------------
--------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------
------------------------·---------------------
]dachines operated_ ________________________________________ _ 
~o-;-From_ -- -- _!9 ____ to ----- --- lt_.:__.~-~----+='J'.L..;H.u."l ~,.n~"'.,.. .  ,.,.,.---- - -- ------ - ------ ------'1 
mouth yr. month yr. your pos1tion ---------------------------------
Employer-------------------------------------- Annual aalary: Entering $---------- Last sa1ar7 $--------
- ]dajor responsibilities 
and duties: -----------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------
cit,- &nd at&te 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Kind of 
business -----------------------------------------------
Your immediate ----------------------------------------------------
aupervisor------------------------------------------------
-
--------------------------------
---------------------
His title---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
Reason !or leaviD&'------------------------------------ -----------------------· ·-----------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------
----------------------·-----------------------------------
Number and kind employeea Total number of 
]dachines ope~ted _________________________________________ _ 
you supervised ________________ months employed.. 
- ---- - - -- - --- - --- - -- - - ~- - - - -- - ------ -- - -- - - -- - -- - -- -- ----- - - -- - - -- ---- -
TENNESSEE CIVIL SERVICE 
FTI..L IN BELOW: 
Position(s) (1) __________________ (2) __________________ (3) _________________ _ 
(4) __________________ (5) __________________ (6) _________________ _ 
title of poooition for whieh you are app!yiDII' 
Mr. 
Print Mrs. 
1rour Name ldiss---------------------------------------------------------------
Jast lllll'Oe i\rst D&Dile middle name 
Mailing address (print)-------------------------------------------- ----- ----- ----
Telephone N 0·--------- City_ _ __________________ State_______________ . ---
IF MARRIED WOMAN GIVE MAIDEN NAME _________________________ _ __ _ 
(o'ts r) 
Check the City in which you Yish 
to take the Examination. 
Johnson City D Chattanoo~:a D 
Columbia 0 Dyerabur&' 0 
Knoxville 0 
Jackson 0 
Coobville 0 
Memphis D 
Nashville 0 
If you wish to take the examination 
in another state Check B~>Te 0 
E. Fro:m..._ _____ l9__ to _ _____ 19 __ • 
month yr. month yr. 
Employer--------------------------------------
name 
mailing address 
city and state 
Kind of 
business----------------------------------------·------
Your immediate 
supervisor----------------- ------ ------------------- -----
nar.ne 
His title----------------------------------- -------- --·-
Reason for leaving _______________________________________ _ 
Number and kind employees Total r.umber of 
you supervised _____________ months employed ____________ _ 
F. Fro:m..._ _________ l9 ____ to --------- 19 ___ _ 
month yr. month y r. 
Employer -------------------------------------------
name 
mailing addresa 
city and atate 
Kind of 
business ---------------------------------
Your immediate 
auperviaor --------------- ----
name 
Hia title __ 
Reason for leaving ______ .:_ ______________________ _ 
Number and kind employees Total number of 
Title of 
your position --------------------------------- ------------
Annual salary: Entering $---···--·---- Last salary $ ____ _____ .!_ 
Major responsibilities : 
and duties : ---------------------------------------------~-
---------------------------------------------------------~-
-- - - -·----·-- ·- - - - ,----~------ ----------- ------------------------
Machines operated ________________________________________ .;._ 
--------------------·-- --- ------- -· ---------------------------
Title of 
your positiOll.·----- - ----------···---------------------- -------
Annual salary: Entering ~--- ---- --- Last salary *----------
Major responsibilities 
and duties: ·-------- ----- ----------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------
----- -------- - ----------- ----------- - --- --------------------1-
------------- ----- ----------- - ---------------.,.. ____________ ...__ 
-----------------··· - - ---------------------- ----------------
- ------------- - - - ---·-··------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------'-
I Machines operated _________________________________________ L_ 
you supervised ________________ mon ths em ~~d_____________ - - ------------------- --- - ------------------- -------- ----- _ 
17 •. Use. the space prov:id~d ._below_ for .fm:t4.er inform_a_tion_ required !I! Itep.1s 3, 8, 9, and 10_. Make certain that you put the 
Item number in front of each statement you make. 
Add any further comments that may help to demonstrate your qualifications, such as other machines that you operate or other 
skills and abilities that you possess. , 
ITEM 
NO. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
------- -------------- ---- ----------------------------------- - - ------ -------------------------------
------------·--------------------------------------- --------- ----- -------------- -----------------------
----- ---· -- ---------- --------------------------------- - ------- --··--- - - - -- ---- - - ---------- - ------------------ -
--- ---- - ----··-- -- - - ----------- --------------- . ------·- --- - ---- - - ----- -- ----- --- ------------
------ --- --------------
- ---- ------ ---- ---------------------- ---------------- --- - - ----------- ---- --------------________ .,. -- ---------- ---- - -
--~~=~:::::1:::::::::=:::::::::=:=::::::=====::=::::::: :::::: -:::::::::=: :::::::~::::=:~:::::::::::_~ 
. I 
- ------- -- ---------------- ------------------------------ --- - - - - - ---- -------- - ------ -----------------
--------------------- ------------------------ - ----- ---- - - ---- - - ------- -- --- - - ---
- ---------- - ---------
-~~~==~~==-=-§--§-~-~~~~~--~--~--§---~--~--~- -~--~--~-§-~~~~~~~~ 
YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED WHETHER OR NOT YOUR QUALIFICATIONS ARE SUFFICIENT TO ADMIT YOU TO 
THE EXAMINATION; IF ADMITTED, YOU WILL BE INFORMED BY MA.IL OF THE TIME AND PLACE TORE-
PORT. ADVISE THE SUPERVISOR OF EXAMINATIONS OF ANY CHANGE IN YOUR ADDRESS. I 
------- - DO- -NOT -DETACH-----
' 
---------- ------ ----- --- -- -- --------- --- ------------ ---------- -----------------------------------
18. Give at leaat three references other than relativea and the supervisors listed in Item 16. 
NAME PRESENT ADDRESS HOW LONG HAS HE KNOWN YOU T 
·-·- -- - -· - ·-- - -·-- - - ------ - -- ---- --- -- - - --- ----·----- - - --------- - -------------------------------------------------------~--
·- -· .. ·--~- - - -- -- - - - --·· - --·--· - . . -- -· -- ------. --- - ------ ------- - . - - - -·-- ------ --- ----- - ··------ -----·- ----- ---- - ----------- ----- ' 
------------ - --·---·---- - ------ --- -------- -------------·- --·---- -- ----- - --------------------- ------------------
19. I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT ALL OF THE INFORMATION GIVEN HEREIN IS TRUE AND COMPLETE, TO TE:J!: 
BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND Bl:!:LIEF'. 
20. Date _________________________ l9 _____ _ Signature----------------------------------~--- -- -----·-· 
ANY APPLICATION NOT SIGNED WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED 
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ILLUSTRATION VII 
======~==========---~~===============~================~F==----
• 
ADMINISTRATION 
• 
C. W. BOND 
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL 
JAMES H. LOKEY 
SUPERVISOR OF EXAMI NATI ONS 
Hr . Joseph :Ja gncr 
1104-18th Av enue , North 
l,-ashville 8 , Tennessee 
STAT~ OF TENNESSEE 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING. NASHVILLE (3) 
J anuary 15, 1951 
CIVI L SERVICE COMMI SSION 
• 
DAN F. NEALON. PARIS 
WAYNE PARKEY. KNOXVI LLE 
JOE ROBERTS. CHATT ANOO GA 
C. M. SARRATT . NASHVIL Ct 
!dent . No . _l._.t<:~>·.2l...,..0..,~-9 ___ _ 
Dear Sir .,'QJ' M-Bdafl* 
We regret to advise you that your application for 
for the position of Child Helfare \·lorker 
admission to the examination 
has been rejected for 
the reason( s) indicated below: 
.. You are not within the age limit!5 prescribed for this position . 
. . . . You fail to meet the physical requirements of the position . 
. . XX You have not had the required period of education . 
. . . . You have not had the required specialized training . 
. . . . You have not had the required length of experience . 
. ~. You have not had the required period of related experience . 
. Yo~r applicati_on, when returned to you for correction, was not _ 
c,ompleted properly . 
.J\,pplications cannot be returned as they are part of the permanent files of 
the DepC;trtment of Personnel. 
We invite you to take part in any future programs in which you may be 
interested and for which you may have the specified minimum qualifications . 
Respectfully yours, 
James H. Lokey EUC-15 
( 7.-44\ 
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ILLUSTRATION VIII 
ADM INI STRATI ON 
• 
CIV IL SERV ICE COMMISSION 
• 
J • A • BARKSDAL E RUSSEL L R. KRA MER. KNOXV I LLE 
DIRE CTOR OF P ERSON NE L CHA I RMA N 
DAN F. NEALON. PARIS 
JAMES H. LOK EY 
SU PE RVISO R OF EXAM I NAT I ONS STATE OF TENNESSEE 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
l<ir. Al f onso H. Sherman 
3500 Centennial Blvd . 
Nas hville S, Ten.l'les see 
WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING, NASHVILLE (3) 
J anuary 1 5, 1951 
H EN RY QU EN I CHET . GER MAN TOWN 
JOE ROBER T S. C HATTANOOGA 
C . M. S A RRA TT . NASHVIL LE 
IDENT. NO . _......:l42==l=l0~--~-
Dear App 11 cant : 
Your application for the position of Semor vlelf'are ~vor~ 
has been carefully reviewed. We regret to advise you that it has 
not been found possible to admit you to this particular examination 
for the following reason(s): 
. . .•. You are not within the age limits prescribed for this 
position. 
... • . You fail to meet the physical requirements of the 
position. 
..... You have not had the required period of education. 
. • . •• You have not had the required specialized training. 
.JHC .. You have not had the required length of experience . 
•.. .. You have not had the required period of related 
experience . 
. .• . . Your application, when returned to you for correction, 
was not completed properly. 
However, we find that you do meet the minimum requirements for the 
posi tion(s) of : 
Public ~. Jelfare ':rlorker Trainee 
Accordingly, we are happy to grant you admission to the examination(s) 
listed above. Enclosed please find your admission slip. 
Respectfully yours, 
James H. Lokey 
enclosure 
. ' 
EUC -16 
(2 - 44) 
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ILLUSTRATION IX 
are clearly stated and practically every one can be answered 
in a £ew words. These applications can be placed on file in 
the Examination unit at any time. 
When applications are received in the Examination 
Unit, they are acknowledged by a form letter which contains 
information as to the approximate date the Unit expects to 
give the exa~ination in question. If the applicant failed to 
answer completely the question on the blank, he is sent other 
form letters. 
Upon the announcement of the examination the task o£ 
analyzing them begins. This is done to cull out obviously 
unqualified candidates. A technical officer compares each 
candidate's qualifications with the required education and 
experience as specified in the classification plan. Appli-
cations are received by the Senior Personnel Officer who 
files them according to the action taken upon them and ac-
cording to classification. That person is recorded and given 
one reference number and as many identification numbers as 
there are positions for which the person applies. The two 
main classifications into which all applications are divided 
are clerical and technical. Those under the clerical heading 
include all clerks, machine operators, typists, and stenog-
raphers. Those under the technical headings include all 
directors, assistant directors, deputies, managers, etc. 
These positions are separated in the files under those two 
headings with each position filed in one group. 
53 
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After application blanks are graded, identification---~ 
slips which are attached to the application blanks are sent 
out to all applicants who are accepted. If the applicant has 
been rejected he is sent a form letter. (See illustrations 
VIII and IX on pages 51 and 52 for types of form letters.) 
Education and Experience Ratings 
In grading the applicant's education as shown on the 
application blank, a certain weight is given to the various 
levels attained. For instance, ten points are given for each 
year of high school work with one extra point if the appli-
cant received a diploma. Thus, a total of forty-one points 
is given to high school graduates. Each year of college is 
accredited with a score of thirty-six points. A Master's de-
gree is given three extra points, making a total of one hun-
I dred eighty-three points for an M. A. plus a total of forty- I 
one points for high school work, will give a total of two hun- ~ 
dred twenty-four points for education (See Illustration X on 
page 55 for rating and experience chart). 
In many cases, however, the right kind of experience 
can more than make up for a lack of education. Each type of 
work the candidate has done is graded according to the value 
the experience will be to the applicant in the position for 
which he is applying. For example, experience as clerk in a 
store would be of more value to a person who applied for a 
job as a Junior Clerk than it would be to one who wishes to 
=-~~~=-====9~=========--~-==================================================~~======= 
I 
I 
PoalUoa ~e.t.l i 0 I"' ~-\-e N.oisv-~"~;--
COLLECI 
STATE OP TENNESSEE 
DEPARTMENT or PERSOHNEL 
RATING or EDUCATION AND CXPERfERCE 
I 
EDUCATIOII 
I4eaUt1caUoa Mo. I 4- ~ l l l 
Years 1 2 - 3 4 5 I 6 7 J TOTALS 
~~==~~==~=~~--- ~~==:~==~=~~--- ~:::::~==~=~~~ ~::::~~==~~~~ ~:==~~==~=~~  ~::::~==~=~~=~~ ~=~==:~==~=~~=~~ --~---
123456123456123456123456123456123456123456 I Q o A. 
B i=-;=~;=~~=~;=~~ I i=-;=~;=~~=:~~6 i=-;=~;=~~:;=~6 n=-;=~;=:t-:;::~ I i=-;=:;::~=~;=:~ I i=-;=:;=~~=:;::~ 
2- ~+=-
c 
LLB 
I Bachelor's Master• a .1 
Doctor•• 
Degree a I lyr I 2-4 yre =-~mr-A-.,~~~ 3 yrs LLB --a.- ------- ---------- --------- _L 3 1 2 2 3 5 
IIIGII SCHOOL 
Years 1---i~----1---iF:: 1---i~---- I --=-:l~----1-~=~i~~~-~ ~ 4-J 
Year a 
A 
B 
c 
D 
I 
EXPERIENCE 
i;t131 19 u.-l.\- 1 19 ~~ I 19 u.\. I 19 U.l J 19 4-g I 19 u Cf I 19 5-0 I 19 s I I 19 
4 - 8 8-lJi-24-32 -9-18-27-36 9-18-27-36 9-18-27-36 10-20- 3o-a.o 
i---; -i--2--;--~ 
2 - 4 - 16-2 -32 
Julr 
19 
10-20 
1 2 
T-'i'6 
"'\-0 
i---; 1 2 a. -i--;--;--~ r i -2 
1 
~ ~ 
1 - 2 6-12-18-2a. 6-12-18-24 6-12 ~ · 
----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- -----------1 2123412'3412'3412'3412341234 1234 12'34 1 2 
1 2 i-=-il i-::--;::n=--~:F-~fF-~:-~:-~ I i= ::-~::I i--~:-F~~ I i::=-;=~~ I~=-~=~;=~ _i::-=;=~~ 1-~~=1:~ li- 1f 
lzaa1aar --------------
Pinal Score: 
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ILLUSTRATION X 
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take an examination for Statistical Analyst. The value of 
each type of experience is determined by the Consultant and 
the Personnel Technician. ~ualifying experience is deter-
mined for each type of' job and given an tt A", "B1', or nett 
value for the position to be filled. The time the experience 
was acquired goes into the determination of what grade is 
given it. For instance, in 1944 a year of "Att experience 
would have a value of twenty; "C" experience in that same 
year would be valued at eight. However, "A" experience in 
1951 is valued at f'orty and "B" experience in 1951 is given 
a value of' thirty-two (See Illustration~). These grades are 
kept on file in the Examination Unit. The following experi-
ence was accepted as qualifying for Principal Stenographer: 
"A" Experience 
Senior Stenographer (State Agency) 
Secretary, Private Business. (Salary exceeding $1,500) 
nB" Experience 
Junior Stenographer (State Agency) 
Secretary, Private Business · 
(Salary $1,500 or less) 
1~C 11 Experience 
Secretary, Private Business 
(Combines with other duties) 
State officials have reported that this review of applica-
tions has successfully eliminated one-third of the undesir-
able or unsuitable applicants who previously created a size-
able problem'for the appointing authorities of the 
I 
i 
I 
! 
56 
----
administrative agencies. 19 
Investigations 
Un~ortunately, the tendency o~ some people to exag-
1 gerate makes it necessary to investigate information given on 1 
application blanks. Those applications that do not show the 
necessary quali~ications are discarded without ~urther actio~ 
For those that show the required quali~ications, expediency 
necessi~ates ~urther checking. Investigations are usually 
made by ~orm letters and questionnaires (See Illustration XI 
on page 58). In addition to the application blank, the 
Director may require a certi~icate o~ the applicant's physi-
cal ~itness .from one or more licensed physicians, and "any 
other information which the Director may deem necessary.n 20 
Some disquali~ications may also be revealed upon mere inspec- 1 
tion of the application, such as failure to sign the applica- I 
tion blank. In this instance, Rule six states that 11 All 
applications shall be signed, and the truth of all statements I 
contained therein certified by the applicant's signature." I 
Other disqualifications are provided for in Rule six: I 
The Director may refuse to examine an applicant, or, 
after examination, may disqualify such applicant or remove 
his name from a register, or refuse to certify any eligible 
on a register if: 
19 Bugental, 2E.· cit., p. 2. 
20 . 
Rules and Regulations, Rule 6. 
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ADMINISTRATION 
• 
J, A. BARKSDALE 
DIRE CTOR OF P ERSONNE L 
JAMES H. LOK EY 
SUPERVISOR OF EXAMIN AT I ONS STATE OF' TENNESSEE 
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
• 
RUS S ELL R. KRAMER, KNOXVILLE 
CHAIR MAN 
DAN F. NEALON, P AR I S 
H ENRY OUENitHET. GERMANTOW N 
JOE RO BERT S, CHATTANOOGA 
C. M. SARR ATT, N ASH V ILLE 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONN EL 
WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING. NASHVILLE (3) 
Dr. Earl L. Sa s ser, Regis trar 
Telli"1.es see S tate College 
Na s hville, Tennessee 
Februar y 1, 1951 
Re: Cliffo rd Strathern 
We have on-file in our department the application of the above mentioned person. 
At your convenience, please answer the questions below and return the form in 
the enclosed, stamped, self-addressed envelope. Your attention to this matter 
will be of · genuine assistance both to us and to the applicant. We would like 
to thank you in advance for this courtesy and assure you that the information 
will be kept in strictest confidence. 
Raspectfully yours, 
J.~~~r ([ y 
James H. Lokey · 
·------- - -- - -------------------------------------· 
l. Date and place of birth as 
shown on school record: 
2 . Dates of at·tendance: 
Date: ______ _..;Place: _ _ ~-~-- -~- ·-~-
From: 
---------
To: 
-------------------
:3. Last grade or- :nalf graa:e-· c-ompl·eted:-· - -- --··-·- -·-- - -_- ...,-_--_-_ 
4. Credits received 
at this SchooL 
5· Date Applicant graduated: 
b. Other schools attended 'by 
Applicant previously: 
7. Remarks: 
date 
High School: 
College: Semester hrs·--~--- Quarter hrs. _______ _ 
Diploma~--------- Degree ____________ __ 
School Credits 
title --------:-~,----signature 
EUC-5 
I-~-- 0 II."'\ 
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ILLUSTRATION XI 
a. he is found to lack any of the preliminary re-
quirements established for the examination for 
the class of positions; . 
b. he is physically unfit to perform effectively 
the duties of the position in which he seeks 
employment; 
c. he is addicted to the use of narcotics or the 
habitual use of intoxicating liquors to excess; 
d. he has been convicted of a cr~e or guilty of 
any notoriously disgraceful conduct; 
e. he has made a false statement of material fact 
in his application; 
f. he has previously been dismissed from any public 
service for delinquency, misconduct, or other 
similar cause; 
g. he has used or attempted to use political pres-
sure or bribery to secure an advantage in the 
examination or appointment; 
h. he has directly or indirectly obtained informa-
tion regarding examinations to which as an ap-
plicant he was not entitled; 
i. he has failed to submit his application cor-
rectly or within the prescribed limits of t~e; 
j. he has taken part in the compilation, adminis-
tration, or correction of the examination; 
k. he has otherwise violated provisions of thi~ 
rule; 
1. for any reason, he has failed to appear for an 
examination after notification has been sent 
out, although such failure to appear may have 
been due to no fault of his own. 
I 
I 
An amendment to this last provision was adopted July 25, 1942 / 
and states that "whenever any person has properly qualified 
for admission to an assembled examination, but because of 
I 
personal illness or because of death to the immediate family, I 
is unable to appear at the place and t~e of such assembled I 
examination shall, upon satisfactory showing of the cause of 
his or her failure to appear, be granted permission ••• to 
take said examination at a later date." 
59 
Tests ror Fitness 
If the applicant is found to possess the min~um 
qualifications, other types or examinations are given in the 
form of written, performance and oral tests. 
The Tennessee Act declares it to be the duty of the 
Director to lay down certain rules for the administration of 
the Act which shall provide for examinations to ascertain the 
merit and fitness of applicants for classified service. 21 
The Rules specify further that 22 
21 
Examinations for entrance to the service shall 
be conducted on an open-competitive basis. 
Examinations shall be practical in nature, 
shall be constructed to reveal the capacity 
of the applicant for the particular position 
for which he is competing as well as his gen-
eral background and related knowledge and shall 
be rated objectively. A practical written test 
shall be included, except that where peculiar 
and exceptional qualifications of a scientific 
or professional nat~e are required and compe-
tition through an assembled examination is ~­
practicable, an unasaembled examination may be 
held. The Director shall determine when compe-
tition through an assembled examination is im-
practicable. In addition to written tests the 
Director may amploy such other means or meas-
ures as are reasonable to test the fitness of 
candidates to become employees in positions of 
the class for which the examination is to be 
held. Such means or measures may consist of 
oral tests, investigations and evaluations of 
education and experience, .practical demonstra-
tions of skill and ability, inquiries into char-
acter, physical and mental fitness, or any com-
bination thereof. The Director shall assign 
definite weights to each part of the examina.i"!' 
tion prior to its public announcement. No 
Bublic .Acts of Tennessee, 1939, Section 1. 
22 Rules and Regulations, Rule 6. 
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question on any examination shall be so framed 
as to elicit in£ormation concerning the politi-
cal or religious opinions or affiliations of an 
applicant ••• 
A wide range in types of positions necessitates a 
wide range in types of examinations. At present the Depart-
ment uses the written tests, the performance testa, the oral 
tests, the probationary period, and ratings of published and 
23 
unpublished writings. No teat used seeks to determine the 
"I.~." of the applicant. Testa used seek more to determine 
the "job aptitude" of the competitor. The preparation of 
these measuring devices is the responsibility of the Exam-
. 24 ination Unit which has recourse to: 
1. Professional and technical consultants. 
2. Research by members of the Unit's staff. 
3. ~ ueations f r om the item library maintained in the 
unit. 
4. Sample examinations prepared by the State Technical 
Advisory Service of the Social Security Board. 
5. EXaminations from other jurisdictions which are 
secured through the Civil Service Assembly Test 
Exchange Service. 
Written teats are given to set forth the c~didate's 
specific knowledge and abilities. After specifications for 
positions have been approved and an examination .program 
scheduled, the Senior Personnel Officer in the Examination 
Unit prepares an analysis of specifications for positions to 
be included in the examination program. Each position is 
recorded on a chart with the amount and kind of knowledge 
23 Bulletin to all Monitors, loe. cit. 
24 Ibid. 
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the position requires. For instance, a Chief Deputy is re-
quired to have a thorough knowledge of the background and 
provisions of the Tennessee Unemployment Compensation Law, a 
considerable knowledge of industrial and labor conditions 
within the state, etc. (See Table IV on page 63 for an 
Analysis of Specifications for Clerks, Typists, and Stenog-
raphers. From this analysis is made a breakdo~n of the exam-
ination (See Table V on page 64}. This chart is referred to 
when questions are selected for the examination. A higher 
percentage of questions, or more difficult questions, for the 
subject that requires a thorough knowledge is included; 
whereas, only a knowledge of a specific subject will require 
fewer questions, or perhe.ps questions on an easier level on 
that subject. As has been stated before, the Department must 
work in close cooperation with department heads especially in 
the process of reclassification of positions, for when the 
reclassification procedure is slow, the Examination Unit is 
held up in regard to proceeding with examination plans. 
~en examination questions have been selected, they 
are taken to the Junior Personnel Officer, who sees that each 
question is typed on a separate card with the kind and date 
of examination. Later, statistical information for deter-
mining the value of the question is put on the back of the 
card (See Illustration XII on page 65 for sample of examina-
tion questions). 
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TABLE v 
BREAKDOWN OF EXAJ'IIINA.TIONS FOR CLERICAL, 
TYPING AND STENOGRAPHIC POSITIONS 
. . . 
. • • • 
: . .p .p . f.t : f.t : ~ = M . ~ OJ OJ . . ~ ..-1 ..-1 CD • ~ : .--~ ~ = . ~ CD ~ $ ..c1• r-1 . • A . A . aS Ao 0 0 . · f.t ~ · ~«J • Aal • .o ~ . o~ . ·l"'f~ • 
~ ~ ~ F-t • ..-I till • ..-I ttO . () ttO• 
0 0 0 0 • I=:O • S::O • I=! O • 
•l"'f ..-I ..-I ..-I • ::I 1=1 • CD S:: • ..-I S:: • 
. § Q ~ Q •h «> · Cil «> · ~ «> · . G> G) • ..p . ..p • ..p • .. Cll Cll • Cll . Cll . Cll . . . . . 
. . 
. . 
Number of Ques t ions by 
Posit ions :120:130:110 :120:110:120 :130: 
. • . . , . 
1-10 Back~round X X X X . X X X . 
. . . 
. . . 
11-20 Vocabulary X . X X . X X X X . . . . 
. . . . 
. . .. .. 
21-30 Ari t bmetic X X X X . X . X X . . 
Offi ce Pract ice , Pro- . . 
31-50 cedu.re and Equipment X X X X X X X 
. 
. 
51-60 Co din~ X . X . X X X X: X . . . . 
. . 
. . 
61-70 Spellins; X . X X . X X X . X : . • . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
71-90 Tally ing X X . X X X . . . . • 
. . 
. . 
~l-110 Filing . X X . 
111-120 En~lish Usage X . X X X X X . X : . . 
of~ice Br a cti'ce, ""Pro- : 
121-130 cedu.re and Equipment X X X X 
. . 
• • 
131- 140 Typ i ng Pr oblems X . X X . • • 
. . 
• . 
141-150 Steno Pr oblems . . X X . X . . . 
. 
. 
1 51-160 Steno Problems (Dit) X X 
. 
. 
161-170 Ens;lish Usage (~!_t ) X X 
==========~F======-~-=-=====-=-=-=-==-=-=-=-=-~-============================~-=-==-~==~~~-~~===~-=====-=-==-=~======i========== 
Illustration XII 
To have a document notarized is to: 
1. have it reviewed by a lawyer .for legal .flaws; 
2. include it in a financial record; 
3. have it certified by an authorized public o.f.ficer; 
4. put it in a sa.fe deposit box; 
5. have copies o.f it made by a photographic process. 
STENO CLERICAL MAY 1944 
Of the following, the quickest way to ascertain where a cer-
tain individual works and his business is to consult: 
1. the telephone directory; 
2. the Telephone Address Record Service; 
3. the city directory; 
4. the classi.fied section o.f the ·. telephone directory; 
5. the directory o.f special trades or pro.fessors. 
STAS-STENO-CLERICAL OCTOBER 1944 
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The item library in the Examination Unit contains 
over twenty thousand questions some or which are furnished by 
the Federal Civil Service Commission and others which are 
prepared by the state department. These questions are filed 
according to subject-matter into three general groups includ-
ing (1) questions which require a direct answer, (2) those 
which involve intermediate steps, and (3) those which are 
25 
more complex. 
The written test is made up mostly of the direct 
answer type questions, which is usually the simple multiple 
choice type, which tests the competitor's background of fac-
tual knowledge. The Examination Unit has found that the 
major problema in administering this type of examination are: 
(a) teaching the applicant how to use the answer sheet; (b) 
helping him to avoid confusing the number of questions with 
the number of choices within the questions, and (c) explain-
ing clearly to the competitor that it is not merely a correct 
answer, but the most nearly correct answer that should be 
26 given. 
Test items involving intermediate steps are used to 
measure skills and lmowledge, ability to follow directions, 
and ability to make discriminatory judgments. For example, 
intermediate steps are required in solving arithmetic prob-
lems where the applicant must determine the answer as well as 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
find the answer among the choices. Administrative problems 
include (a) stressing the importance of working out each 
problem rather than jumping to an answer; (b) having him make 
a choice if his answer is not identical with any presented; 
(c) helping him to overcome his distress of seemingly unre-
laten material; and (d) requiring him to read and understand 
the questions without help .from the Monitor. At these points 
the Monitor's instruction booklet reads: 11 The Monitors are 
instructed not to give help on this section of the examina-
27 tion." Here the ability to read, tmderstand, and .follow 
instructions is tested. 
The third type of question, the more complex, meas-
ures no special skill or knowledge, but an effort is made to 
determine the competitor's ability to evaluate a complex o.f 
skills and knowledge. Thus, Monitors are impressed with the 
importance o.f making sure that each competitor knows exactly 
28 
what is expected o.f him. The number of the correct answer 
is circled on the answer sheet. A constant item analysis o.f 
examinations is carried on by the Examination Unit between 
J 
examination programs to check the value o.f the examination 
questions and also to provide a quick check of the questions 
by the Federal Personnel Methods Consultant. Illustration 
XIII page 68 shows the Item Analysis Sheet. From these, 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 
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EXAMI NATION ITEM ANALYSIS 
POSITION DATE OF WRITTEN TEST _______ _ 
!DENT. NO .-------------
1 61 121 181 241 301 361 421 481 541 
2 62 122 182 242 302 362 422 482 542 
3 63 123 18 3 243 303 363 423 483 543 
4 64 124 184 244 304 364 424 484 544 
5 65 125 185 245 305 365 445 485 545 
6 66 126 186 246 306 366 426 486 546 
7 67 127 187 247 307 367 427 487 547 
8 68 128 188 248 308 368 428 488 548 
9 69 129 189 249 309 369 429 489 549 
10 70 130 190 250 310 370 430 490 550 
11 71 131 191 251 311 371 431 491 551 
12 72 132 192 252 312 372 4l2 492 552 
13 73 133 193 253 313 373 433 493 553 
14 74 134 194 254 314 374 434 494 554 
15 75 135 195 255 315 375 435 495 555 
16 76 136 196 256 316 376 436 496 556 
17 77 137 197 257 317 377 437 497 557 
18 78 138 198 258 318 378 438 498 558 
19 79 139 199 259 319 379 439 499 559 
20 80 140 200 260 320 380 440 500 560 
21 81 141 201 261 321 381 441 501 561 
22 82 142 202 262 322 382 442 502 562 
23 83 143 203 263 323 383 443 503 563 
24 84 144 204 264 324 384 444 504 564 
25 85 145 205 265 325 385 445 505 565 
26 86 146 206 266 326 386 446 506 566 
27 87 147 207 267 327 387 447 507 567 
28 a-s 148 208- -z68 - - 328 388 448 --s o8 5.68 
29 89 149 209 269 329 389 4~9 509 569 
30 90 150 2 10 270 330 390 450 510 570 
31 91 151 21 1 271 331 391 451 511 571 
32 92 152 212 272 332 392 452 512 572 
33 93 153 213 273 333 393 453 513 573 
34 94 154 2 14 274 334 394 454 514 574 
35 95 155 215 275 335 395 455 515 575 
36 96 156 216 276 336 396 456 516 576 
37 9 7 157 217 277 337 397 457 517 577 
38 98.----~~5~8~---~271~8----~2~7~8------3~3~8~----~3~9~8----~4~5~8------5~1~8~----~5=7~8---
39 99 159 219 279 339 399 459 519 579 
40 l Ob 160 220 280 340 400 460 520 580 
41 101 161 221 281 341 401 461 521 581 
42 16~ 162 222 282 342 402 462 522 582 
43 103 163 223 283 343 403 463 523 583 
44 104 164 224 284 344 404 464 524 584 
45 105 165 225 285 345 405 465 525 585 
46 106 166 226 286 346 406 466 526 586 
47 107 167 227 287 347 407 467 527 587 
48 - 1 oa 168 2.2a --zaa 3""48- 408 4o8 528 588 -
49 109 169 229 289 349 409 469 529 589 
50 110 170 230 290 350 410 470 530 590 
51 111 171 231 291 351 411 471 531 591 
52 112 172 232 292 352 412 472 532 592 
53 113 173 233 293 353 413 473 533 593 
54 114 . 174 234 294 354 414 474 534 594 
55 115 175 235 295 355 415 415 535 595 
56 116 176 236 296 356 416 476 536 596 
57 11 7 177 237 297 357 417 477 537 597 
58 118 178 238 298 358 418 478 538 598 
59 119 179 239 299 359 419 419 539 599 
60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540 600 
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ILLUSTRATION XIII 
tabulation sheets are made out ~or statistical computation 
(See Illustration XIV on page 70). 
A second type of test used is the performance test 
which is made up mostly of the complex type questions. Plain 
copy, rough draft, and dictation and transcription material 
are types used for typists and stenographers. Some general 
problems to consider in the administration of these include: 
(a) the condition of machines used, (b) the competitor's 
understanding of directions, (e) his selection of the correct 
material -- this has been simplified by the use of colored 
sheets for different sections of the instruction and practice 
material, (d) encouragement to tired competitors, and (e) the 
use of phonograph recorda. Competitors are required to ~ur­
nish their own machines, and the department assumes no re-
sponsibility in seeing that machines are in good condition. 
For competitors who are unable to furnish typewriters, the 
29 department furnishes one for a small fee. 
If the applicant is applying for a position which re-
quires certain personality traits, personal appearance, and 
mental abilities that cannot be ascertained by other types of 
testa, an oral interview is required. These interviews are 
conducted by Examination Boards appointed by the Director. 
The Rilles and Regulations state that an 11 0ral Examination 
Board shall consist of two or more members who shall be known 
29 Ibid. 
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ILLUSTRATION XIV 
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to be interested in the improvement of public admini stration 
and in the selection of efficient government personnel, and 
at least one of whom shall be technically familiar with the 
character of work in the position for which the applicant 
30 
will be examined. However, those appointed to serve on a 
Board may not be an officer or employee of the organization 
units in the state service, may not be in a political office 
or any office or a committee in any political organization, 
nor may he be engaged in the work of any political organiza-
tion. If a member of a Board knows an applicant personally, 
he shall say so and will not participate in the rating of the 
31 
applicant. 
Board members individually rate the competitor on sue 
items as voice modulation, personal appearance, his command o 
the English language, his ability to grasp ideas quickly, his 
"professional attitude," and other qualities of personality 
and social effectiveness. Each rating sheet is signed by the 
rater, who makes a statement as to whether he can reconnnend 
the individual for the position {See Illustration XV on page 
72 for ssmple of rating sheet). The EXamination Unit puts a 
numerical value on each rating, from Vlhich the competitor's 
raw interview score is determined. 
30 Rules and Regulations, loc. cit. 
31 Ibid. 
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P--1 (11 ·15-49 ) 
State of Tennessee 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
Re cord of I nterview 
Name ________________________________________________ __ I n tervi ewer ··------------------ Date ______ _ 
Address ____________________________________________________________ ___ Phone number _____________________ __ 
Duration of Interview------------
Nature of interview _____________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Action taken · _____________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
If the person is an appli cant for a posi tlon, this section is t o be fil l ed out 
Po sition or type o:f employment desired _________ _ 
Education _______________ ~--------
Referen ces or re commendations . _____________________ _ 
Date of birth-----'---------------
8 ex ------------ Marl tal status ------------------
Empl oym~n t e:xpe r i ence ___________________________ _ 
State eligible registers on which appli cant is 
listed~-------------------------
Evaluate impressions created by applicant by che ck mark on line opposite each factor 
FACTORS 
Appearan ce 
Manner and bearing 
Voi ce 
Language 
Presentation of ideas 
Mental alertness 
Experience & training 
UNS F G VG EXC 
Does applicant seem qualified and suited for type of employment desired? 
-COMMENTS 
Yes _________ _ No ________ _ 
Applicant referred to~--------------------------~------------------------------------------------~----~ 
Remarks 
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ILLUSTRATION X:V 
-
\Y.hen all the tests are completed, the final earned 
score is determined and results are sent to applicants by 
letter (See Illustrations XVI, XVII and XVIII on pages 74, 75 
and 76 for types of letters sent). 
Probationary Period 
The Act defines probationary period as "the working 
test period after appointment from a promotion, reemployment 
32 
or appointment register." The purpose of this probationary 
period is to give the employee a chance to adjust himself to 
his new job and for his elimination from the service if his 
performance does not meet the required standard of work. 
Every employee appointed to the service as a regular employee 
must serve on probation for aix months, and if the probation-
ary period has been satisfactory, he becomes a regular em-
33 ployee of the state. 
After one month of service, an employee on probation 
may be dismissed without right of appeal or hearing, but the 
appointing authority must give written notice to the Director 
stating the reasons for his action. Under some circumstances 
however, the Director may return the names of dismissed em-
ployees to the register from which they came, but that person 
34 
will not be certified to the same appointing authority again. 
32 
3 3 Rules and Regulations, Rule 10. 
34 Ibid. 
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AD MINI STRATI ON 
• 
CIV IL SERVICE COMMISSION 
• 
C. W, BOND 
DIRECTOR oF .PER SO NNEL 
JAMES H. LOKEY 
DAN .F. NEALON. PAR I s 
WAYNE PARKEY , KNOXVILLE 
JOE ROBERTS. CHATTANOOGA 
C. M. SARRATT, NAS HVILLE 
SUP t~VISOR QF EXAMINATION S STATE OF TENNESSEE 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING, NASHVILLE (3) 
lvtarch 1,1951 
Hr. Bent on Adams 
University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, .Tennessee 
Dear Competitor : 
Vet . Pre£ ~ Granted 
5% 
------
XX 10% 
The grading of the examinations held recently has been 
completed and eligible registers will be establis.hed from the result,s . 
Your final grade and rq,nk for each of the examinations 
for which you were a competitor is : 
Position Grade Rank 
Employment Security 1-fnnager 99 1 
) 
We congratulate you on youf success in the examination 
and thank you for your participation in the Civil Service Program. 
EUC - 10 
(Rev . 7 /50} 
Yours very truly, 
James H . Lokey 
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AD MINI STRATI ON 
• 
C. W. BOND 
DIREC TOR O F P ERSONNE L 
JAM ES H. LOKEY 
SUPERVISOR OF ' E XA MINATION S STATE OF TENNESSEE 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING, NASHVILLE (3) 
CIVI L SERV ICE COMMISS10N 
• 
DAN F. NEALON , PAR IS 
WAYNE PARKEY, KNOX VILLE 
JOE ROBERTS, CHATTAN OOGA 
C. M. SARRATT, NASHVILL E 
Februar y 1 5, 1951 
l>Ir. Richar d Rovre 
2240 J efferson Street 
Nashville 8 , Tennes sae 
Deal" Competitor: 
The grading of examinations recently held for positions in the claspified 
service has been cqmpleted and eligible r~gisters will be established from the results . 
We regret to report that you did not make the final grade of 70 per cent 
which the Rules and Regulations of the Civil Service Commission of Tennessee require 
for passing the entire examination. According to the Rules, candidates who fail on any 
part or fail to earn a final average of 70 per cent shall be considered as failing the 
entire examination. These candidates shall not be placed on the list of per sons eligible 
for appointment to the particular 'position involved . The specific portion of the 
examination on which you failed to make a passing score is stated below . 
Position Failed 
Supervis or pf .. Traw..ing Center 
The records in your case are being kept in our files and are available to you 
. .-Sh.ould _you. wish to see them . If, after reviewing your papers, the-re-i s-still some - ---- -
doubt in your mind as to the fairness and uniformity of rating procedures used by this 
office, you have the right to appeal in writing to the Director of Personnel within 
thirty days after the mailing of this notice. If an applicant is not satisfied with the 
decision of the Director, he may appeal further to the Civil Service Commission, 
provided such is filed in writing with the Director within thirty days after the notice of 
the action of the Director was mailed to the applicant . 
You understand, of course, that your grade on this examination will not 
affect your application for any other Civil Service Examination, including another 
examination for the same positions when such are held in the future. 
EUC - 13 
(Rev . 10/47) 
Yours very truly, 
James H. Lokey 
\ 
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AD MINI STRAT I ON CIVI L SERV I CE COMM ISS ION 
• • 
C. W. BOND 
DIRE CTO R OF PER SO NNEL 
JAMES H. LOKEY 
DAN F. NEALON. PARIS 
WAYN E PARKEY, KNOXV ILLE 
JO E ROBE RTS, CHATTANOOGA 
C. M. SARRATT. NASHVILLE 
SUPER VISOR OF EXAMINAT IO NS 
Hr. Louis HoLlTI.es 
101.:.7 31 s t Avenue North 
Nashville 8 , Tennes see 
Dear Applicant: 
STATE OF TENNESSEE 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
WAR MEMORIAL BUILDING, NASHVILLE (3) 
This is to advise you that the employment register for the class of 
Chemist , upon which your name appears, is 
to be abolished . Further examinations for this class are to be administered 
Apri 1 l S 1951 When the register resulting from this 
examinatiori' is established, the register set up in __ ___.,.l1.::.-.·~0.Jy~l-.9;1....J.50""--------­
will be abolished . 
We invite you to file your application for the coming program . Since you 
were successful in the earlier program, you should find that the new exami-
nation will give you an opportunity to improve your rating . Likewise, the 
new registers will provide a means of extending the period of your eligibility 
for appointment . 
Enclosed you will find an application blank and other information. Please 
- read t-he :material carefully ancl- t h en compl-ete the -applicatio-n- and return it 
postmarked not later than midnight April 1, 1951 It is 
necessary to return only one application even though you may be applying 
for admission to the examination for more than one class . You will be 
notified as to the time and place of the examination if you meet the current 
requirements. 
Very sincerely yours, 
/;;-~/ ~ f{. 4w. Bond 
Director of Personnel 
Enclosures 
EUC - 20 
(Rev . 2- 4 9) 
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The probationary period serves a very important pur-
pose. Characteristics such as attitude, industry, and inter-
est in the work which are impossible to test with written 
tests, performance tests, or oral interviews, can sometimes 
be determined during the probationary period. 
Certification 
The program of the Examination Unit of the Tennessee 
Personnel Department ends with the establishment of eligible 
registers. Certifications for appointments are made by the 
Payrolls and Certifications Unit. The Act makes provisions 
for promotion lists and employment lists subject to the judg-
ment of the Director as to their desirability "to meet the 
35 
needs of the Service." The Act states also that "The 
Director shall establish and maintain divisional reemployment 
lists and service-wide reemployment lists, which will contain 
the names of persons who have been regular employees and who 
were separated from their positions for reasons other than 
.fault or delinquency on their part.n 36 
ther: 37 
In this regard, the Rules and Regulations state fur-
Eligible registers shall be of three kinds: 
Appointment registers from which original 
appointments shall be made, promotion regis-
ters from which promotional appointments may 
35 PUblic Acts of Tennessee, 1939, Section 15. 
36 Ibid., Section 14. 
37 Rules and Regulations, Rule 7. 
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be made, and reemployment registers from which 
appointments may be made of employees who are 
eligible for reemployment because of lay-off, 
resignations, or for other reasons ••• 
Persons eligible for appointment to any position in 
the classified service are listed on the register according 
to the final grade made on tests for fitness if that grade is 1 
above seventy. If two final ratings are the same, the n~es I 
of the competitors are arranged on the register according to I 
the grades on the part of the examination which is determined I 
by the Director to be most important to the successful fill-
ing of the position. However, in case one is a war veteran, 
38 the name of the veteran goes above that of a non-veteran. 
Classified employees who are laid off because of lack 
of funds or curtai~ent of work or staff can be placed on a 
reemployment register "for the class of position in which the 
employee was serving at the time of lay-off, or upon the re-
employment register of such appropriate lower classes as the 
Director may order provided his last service rating was above 
the middle of the rating possible to attain. 11 If the employ-
ee is removed for any of the above causes during his proba-
tionary period, he is returned to the same position on the 
39 
register before certification was made. 
In the case of regular classified employees who re-
sign with a satisfactory service rating, provision is made 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
I 
I 
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for placing his name on the reemployment register of either 
the class from which he resigned or a lower class. An em-
ployee who resigns during the probationary period is given 
the same privileges if his service during his probation was 
40 
satisfactory. 
Employees are placed on the reemployment registers 
within three years after separation from classified service 
and are ranked according to the service ratings received 
while in service. If there are no service ratings, the 
Director determines what method should be used to determine 
41 how valuable the employee was to the service. 
The life of each register is normally two years, but 
the Director can reduce the time to as short as six months. 
Each applicant left on the register when it is abolished is 
sent a form letter. 
The Director is allowed to remove names from the 
42 
eligible register for the following reasons: 
40 
a. if, after certification to an appointing author-
ity, he is appointed to fill a regular vacancy; 
b. if the eligible files a statement with the 
Director that he is unwilling to accept appoint-
ment; such statement may be restricted to a lim-
ited period of time or to geographic locations 
or to organization units; any eligible may file 
a new statement at any time modifying any prior 
statement as to the conditions under which ap-
pointment will be accepted; 
Ibid. 
41 Ibid. 
42 Ibid. 
c. if an eligible declines appointment when offered 
to him under such conditions as he has indicated 
previously he would accept; 
d. if the eligible fails to respond within seven 
days of date of inquiry on three different occa-
sions as to availability for appointment to a 
position in the class for which the register was 
established; 
e. if the n~es of eligibles are replaced by the 
establishment of a new register; 
f. if his name has been certified one time to each 
of three different appointing authorities and he 
has not been appointed; 
g. if the eligible cannot be located by the postal 
authorities; it shall be deemed impossible to so 
locate an eligible when a communication mailed 
to him at his last address of record as supplied 
by him is returned uncla~ed; 
h. from a promotional register, if the eligible is 
separated from the state service; 
i. for any cause specified in Rule 6.2 regarding 
the disqualification of applicants; 
j. if the residence of the eligible is outside of 
Tennessee for a period of twelve months. 
The Certification Unit provides, upon request from an 
appointing officer, a list of eligibles from the appropriate 
register (See Illustration XIX on page 81). At least ten 
days before the position is to be filled, the appointing 
officer sends his request to the Certification Unit on a sep-
arate requisition {See Illustration XX on page 82} for each 
position to be filled. If there is just one position to be 
filled, the highest three names on the list are certified. 
If there are mor e than three positions from the srune certif-
ication, the number of vacancies is multiplied by five and 
divided by three; and that m.nnber of eligibles are certified 
to the appointing officer. If the same appointing officer 
80 
P-64 (11-13-41) State of Tennessee 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
War Memorial Building 
Nashville 
CERTIFICATION OF EUGIBLES 
Certification No. ___ __:_5 ____ Request No. __ ___:;_5 ______ Date Febr uary 1,1951 
Department mployment. S e curi t. y ·Position __ jj_"" _u""'pe---'-r---'-vi:...s..::i:...n....>.<..g ---=I:::n;.:.t..:...e_:rv;;....;..""i"'"En""'•T...;.e..;:.r ____ N o. of Vacancies 1 
Title of Register __ ~_1 e_c_hn_ l_· c_a_l_-_2:_S ______________ t:) Permanent Appt. 0 Interim Appt. 
Method of Effective Position Rank Name Address Consideration Date of Salary Number 1 2 3 Appointment 
4 Eddi e R . 1'/illia.ms 1102 Durand A v enue 
5 S amuel N ei·Tton 784 Heharr;;r Blvd . 
6 Nar tha C1..mningham Peabody College 
( All Nashvil l e, Tenn 
7 Ru fus T • Hyatt Andr e>'i" Jac k s on Road 
Old Hi ckory , Te nnes s e 
- --
This certification was made from the following list : ~ county 0 regional 0 state 
Date_F_e_b_ru_ a_r_y_ 4_,_1_9_5_1 ___ ___ 
This certification is being returned 
0 county, 0 regional, 0 state list. 
Certified by J ame s H. Lo s key 
Director of Personnel o'\H~W 
because there are insufficient names on the appropriate 
The above certified eligibles have been considered and appointments made according to the provisions of the 
Civil Service Act and Rules. 
Date -------------- (Signed) --------~-~~-~---­Appointing Authority 
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Requisition for : 
iJtme OI 1 enr1essee 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
War Memorial Building 
Nashville 
REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATION OF EUGIBLES 
-~lL""'a.A\a)L...J....Ct '-'&.1\..A.~.&,.. .._ "' .,.0....., - -. -- · ~ ~ l) ( YOr ij (} ~ ;I'- ~~UJ~~ -
Status , p . . b t 
s:: rev10us meum en 
p Sub-unit D t f .!a f)' Reg. Selective 
;s. ~ Division Section Unit 01 a e 0 "E~; No. certification 
o. :;: office vacancy ::3 ~ Name and reason (b) requested ~ ·~ Q > for leaving (a) 
z ~ 
Res I 'A E ~ Q.ki e-\- fl .1 -..tg-s1 1 Pe ... wr Res. I Sep. I' Trans I Leave I 
• 
Res. I Sep. I Trans. I Leave 
I 
Res. I Sep. I Trans. I Leave 
I 
Res.1 Sep. I Trans.1 Leave 
1 Res. I Sep. I Trans. I Leave 
I 
, 
~ Res. I Sep. I Trans. I Leave 
I 
Res. I Sep. I Trans. I Leave 
NOTE: If selective certification is desired, this form must be accompanied by a letter of explanation in full detail. Certification to only one class 
may be requested on this form. 
NOTE: A separate "Statement of Duties" for each position herein requested must accompany this request. 
(a) Enter name of previous incumbent in blank space and indicate (b) Register code numbers : 
reason for leaving by checking resignation, separation, transfer or 
leave immediately below name, thus: Res. 
1. Organization unit promotion 
2. Service-wide promotion 
3. Organization reemployment 
4. Service-wide reemployment 
5. Appointment 
Date~ ... "~ M f9 S: / \ I : (Signed)~ ~ 
. .Appomtmg Authonty 
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ILLUSTR.iiTION XX 
fails to appoint a certified eligible for three consecutive 
times, that person is not certified to the same appointing 
authority again. If the appointing authority wishes a par-
ticular sex for the position, he must give his reason in 
writing to the Director, who must approve his res.sons. The 
same procedure is used for certifying eligibles for positions 
in local o£fices, except the appointing authority has the 
additional authority to request the certification of legal 
residents of the jurisdiction served. If there are no local 
eligibles, certification is made from the state-wide register 
Appointments 
Positions in the classified service of Tennessee are 
filled by promotion, regular appointments, interim appoint-
menta, war-duration appointments, temporary appointments, and I 
emergency appointments. A regular appointment is defined as 
I 
"the designation of a person to become an employee in a posi- ' 
44 · 1 tion, except by transfer, promotion, and demotion~ 
A temporary appointment is made if, 11 in the opinion 
of the appointing authority, there are urgent reasons for 
filling a position and there is no appropriate register of 
I 
eligibles ;. or not a sufficient m.u;nber of eligibles on appro-
priate registers 
43 Ibid., Rule 8. 
44 Ibid., Rule 1. 
45 Ibid., Rule 9. 
••• 
n45 Requests are made on the form shown 
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i 
in Illustration XXI on page 85. I If the Director of Personnel 1 
finds that the persona named for the appointment possess the 
minimum qualifications as to training and experience for the 1 
position, the appointment can be made longer than four months i 
Notice is sent to the appointing authority of action taken. I 
No person thus appointed has the rights and privileges given I 
to regular employees, and no one person can be appointed for 
46 
more than four months out of each year. The employee thus 
appointed will be required to take the examination at the 
next examination date, and if he fails to appear without some 
good exc.use, he is automatically fired from the position; 
that is, unless he is the only person available for the job. 
Interim appointments are made when a temporary va-
cancy of not .longer than one year occurs. Such e.ppointments 
are made from appropriate registers. 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
i 
War-duration appointments are made to last not longer I 
than six months after the termination of the present war. \ 
These appointments are made only in the case of a vacancy as 
a result of a granted leave of absence. Such appointments 
are made from eligible registers, and employees are granted 
all rights and privileges enjoyed by regular employees. I 
In case of urgent need for the services of a specific / 
person who cannot be employed as a regular employee, or when j 
there is need for additional persons to perform work that [ 
I 46 Ibid. i 
I 
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P-65 \.u · ."\ -41) 
State of T erinessee 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
War Memorial Building 
Nashville 
Authorization to Nominate for Temporary Appointment 
Appointing Authority ______________ Departmen..___ _____________ No. ___ _ 
Number of Vacancies __________ Class Title _______________________ _ 
In response to your Request for Certification of Eligibles Number ____ ; , the Department of Personnel finds 
it does not have 
D a sufficient number of available eligibles on the appropriate eligible register 
D an appropriate eligible register 
from which to certify, and hereby authorizes the nomination of qualified persons for temporary appointment 
according to the provisions of the Civil Service Act. 
Date ----------- (Signed) __________ ~~~--~----~--=------
Director of Personnel or Deputy 
Position Names of Qualified Persons Addresses Effective Date Salary Number of Appointment 
- -
Date ------------ Nominated by-----------------Appointing Authority 
For use of the Department of Personnel 
The qualifications of these nominees have been reviewed for compliance with m1mmum requirements of 
education and experience as set forth in the class specificatio-ns, and have been accep~ed for temporary ap-
pointment in accordance with the provisions of the Civil Service Act. 
Date __________________ _ (Signed) ______________ __,__ _ 
Director of Personnel or Deputy 
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I 
must be done, emergency appointments, not to exceed thirty 
1 
days, may be made by the appointing authority. Such appoint- \ 
menta are made known to the Director immediately. No person l · 
can receive such an appointment more than once a year. Since 1 
such appointments are made without regard to the rules gov- I 
erning appointment, employees appointed thus do not acquire 
47 
the rights and privileges of regular employees. 
fayroll Checking 
All payment for services ot employees in the state 
service for which a uniform standard of pay has been estsb-
lished are checked in the Certification unit and approved by 
the Director before any salary can be paid employees. This 
inspection of payroll entries insures that the entry is in 
accord with the classification and compensation plans of the 
48 
classified service. Thus, unwarranted raises in salaries 
and the inclusion of unqualified persons on the state payroll \ 
49 
is prohibited. The Rules and Regulations read: 1 
47 Ibid. 
If the Director refuses to certify a name or 
item on the payroll, he shall strike that name 
from such payroll and shall notify the organ-
ization unit concerned of his action and the 
reasons therefor. He may then certify the pay-
roll on which the name appears if all additional 
persons have been appointed or paid in accord-
ance with the provisions of the Act and these 
Rules. Such striking of a name or itam from 
48 Ibid.' Rule 18. 
49 Ibid. 
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the payroll shall serve as official notifi-
cation to the Department of Accounts that 
the drawing, signing or issuing of any war-
rant on any disbursing officer of the state 
for the payment of salary or compensation to 
such person is unlawful. If the Director or 
his authorized agent declines to certify a 
payroll, he shall notify immediately the or-
ganization unit concerned of his action and 
the reasons therefor. 
The penalty an appointing officer pays in such an 
instance is to pay the person so appointed out of his own 
50 
pocket without re~bursement by the state. 
Each appointing authority or his authorized repre-
sentative submits to the Department of Personnel each month 
all payments for personal services on a payroll for.m. These 
payrolls are checked with the employee's employment record 
and with the daily attendance card to ascertain whether the 
amount paid the employee is correct. 
Veteran's Preference 
One section in the Tennessee Civil Service Act makes 
it mandatory that veterans be given preference in appoint-
menta to the classified service. However, the Tennessee law 
does not go so far as the federal government and some other 
jurisdictions in granting preference. The law provides for 
an extra five points to each person who has an honorsble dis-
charge from any branch of the armed forces during a period of 
war. Those veterans with disabilities are given ten points. 
50 Ibid. 
8'7 
I 
L 
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The . five or ten points is added to their final earned rating r 
on the examinations for fitness. Such a person must, how-
ever, before acquiring preference in Tennessee, be a quali-
fled voter or a resident of the state for two years prior to 
51 filing application. 
Other preferences given include a priority in the 
case of promotions, demotions, and dismissals. The law 
52 
reads: 
When reductions are being made in any part of 
the classified service persons entitled to 
military preference in appointment shall be 
the last to be discharged or dropped or re-
duced in rank or salary if his record is 
good; or if his efficiency rating is equal . 
to that of any employee in competition with 
him who is retained in the service in his de-
partment. 
In case a veteran makes the same rating as a non-veteran, the 
name of the former is placed ahead of the latter on the elig-
ible register. Personnel administrators everywhere contend I 
that such a veteran's preference provisions will destroy the 
merit system in the United States. Those in favor of such a 
preference argue that there are many intelligent and well 
trained veterans who will be in competition with each other 
for government positions. Some have even suggested the pos-
sibility of raising minimum requirements for entrance to ex- ' 
aminations and of making tests harder to pass. 
51 Public Acts of Tennessee, 1939, Section 17. 
52 Ibid. 
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I 
Of course, there are many young, intelligent 
! 
veterans 
who have come back to serve their country in public service 
as well as they served it on the battlefield, but it is ten 
years hence that the United states will feel its effects. 53 
When veterans begin to grow older, the public service will 
suffer from old and conservative ideas and attitudes, for the 
younger men who had no chance to fight for their country 
the men who ten years hence will be young, enthusiastic, and 
filled with new ideas -- will be forced to turn to private 
employment to make a living. 
Post-Appointment Activities 
After certification has been made, more responsibil-
ity for the work of the employee is left to the appointing 
authority. However, the Department of Personnel is respon-
sible for seeing that employees are treated fa.irly and in 
accordance with the Act and the Rules and Regulations. 
Promotions I 
I 
Promotions within the classified service of Tennessee ! 
are made on the basis of service ratings, seniority, and pro- l 
motional 54 tests. The Act states that promotional tests are 
55 
conducted when the Director considers them necessary. The 
53 Mrs. Jeanne Bodfish, Citizens Committee for Reform in the 
Merit System of Tennessee, Nashville, letter to the 
writer, December 18, 1950. 
54 Rules and Regulations, Rule 11. 
55 ~., Rule 16. 
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Act states further that for promotional tests ttthe qualifi-
cations shall include the requirement that an applicant be 
employed in a position in such class, and for such length of 
time, as the Director shall specify, subject to the Rules.n 5 
The Rules and Regulations state that "Preference in 
promotion may be given to employees within an organization 
unit, and all promotions between organization units must be 
57 
approved by the appointing authorities concerned.n Exam-
inations given for such promotions are competitive, and no 
employee can take an examination if he does not possess the 
minimum qualifications given in the specifications for that 
position. 
Transfers and Demotions 
According to the Civil Service Act, nan appointing 
authority may at any time assign an employee from one posi-
tion to another position in the same class or rank in his 
division. 11 · When such an assignment is made, the appointing 
authority must give written notice to the Director. The 
Rules and Regulations provide that nno temporary or emer-
I 
gency appointees shall be so transferred nor shall any trans-
1 
I fer be approved from the classified service to the unclassi- 1 
.fled service, nor from the unclassified service to the 
ified service." 58 
56Ibid., Rule 17. 
57Ibid., Rule 11. 
5Brbid., Rule 12. 
class- J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Section twenty-four of the Act states also that "PXJ.y 
change of an employee from a position in one class to a posi-
tion in a class of lower rank shall be considered a demotion. ! 
I 
The Rules and Regul~tions provide further that demotions may 1 
be made if 11 the employee is unable or tmwilling to render 
satisfactory service in the position he holds, but is con-
sidered worthy of a trial in a position of a lower class"; 
and 11 that the position occupied by the employee has been, or 
is about to be, discontinued because of a reallocation of 
the position to a different class, or because of a lack of 
work or funds, whether resulting from reorganization of the 
staff of the organization unit or otherwise, and it is de-
sired to retain the services of the employee by utilizing 
59 him in a lower position." 
Separation from the Service 
~ long as an employee does his work well as shown b 
service ratings, as long as his behavior is good, and 
as there are sufficient funds and work for him, he is 
. 60 in his job in the classified service. Separations from th 
service are of four types: suspension, lay-off, resignations, 
and dismissals. 
Employees may be suspended by the appointing author-
ity for· not more than thirty days in each year for 
59 Ibid. 
60rbid., Rule 13. 
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disciplinary purposes. Such action is given in the -rorm of 
a written notice to the Director o-r Personnel stating the 
cause for the action {See Illustration XXII on page93). 
With the Director's approval the appointing authority may 
suspend an individual with or without pay for a period o"£ 
longer than thirty days pending the investigation or trial 
~ h i . h. 61 0.1. any c arges aga ns1; . 1.m. 
In case of insuf"£icient funds or a curtailment of 
work, an employee may be laid off; however, no regular em-
ployee can be laid off while there are emergency, temporary, 
or probationary employees serving in the srune class of posi-
tion in the same organization unit. The service rating and 
62 
seniority are considered in case of lay-of"£s. 
Another type of separation is the resignation of an 
employee. Along with a written statement as to the reason 
he is leaving the appointing authority makes a statement in-
cluding his recommendation for the employee to be or not to 
be placed on the reemployment register (See Illustration 
XXIII on page 94). An employee is considered as having re-
signed if he is absent three days consecutively without hav-
ing given his reasons to the appointing authority, unless 
6 
circumstances beyond his control prevented him "£rom doing so. 
61 Ibid. 
62 Ibid. 
63 Ibid. 
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do not write in this space 
Cert . \ 
Recorded 
P-56 (4/10/41) Notice 
Key Punch 
Kardex 
Files 
Other 
State of Tennessee 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
War Memorial Building 
Nashville 
RECORD OF SEPARATION 
Name of Employee 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Title of Position 
Department Division 
------------------------------------------- ----------------------
Salary $ per 
--------------------------------------------~ -----------------------------------------
I recommend the separation of this employee from the State Service 
effective at the close of business on 19 
------------------------------------------
for the reason( s) stated below. 
Lay-off 
---
Dismissal Expiration of 
---
Resignation Temporary appointment 
---
Death Emergency appointment 
---
Suspension Provisional appointment 
---
This position (will, will not) be refilled. Comments: 
-------------------------
Approved 
------~-----~~---~~~~~------Appointing Authority 
NOTICE: Please fill in completely. 
' 
ILLUSTRATION XXII 
P-57 ( 8-21-41) 
l-1r , J ames Hasldns 
De:gt, of Employment Security 
e+ott on States Building 
Jiashvill e 3, Tennessee 
Dear Sir ~ 
Please accept my resignation from the State Service effect-
ive at the close of business January 31, 19S;::l ______ _ 
Month Day 
I am employed in the position of Inf ormational Ai de 
Department of Emplo:nnent Securi ty Division of Publico H.o l at i osn 
at a salary rate of $ 225,00 per month, and have been employed in 
this position for ----~L,~9 _____ months. I have been employed continuously 
by the State for --~6.:..~1=---__ months. 
My reason for resigning is To talce a jobr \1i th the Defense 
.J2.eJ2_a;r-tment of the United St ates. 
(f.!Ii ss) 1-'!ajorie v.n1ieman 
NC~ICE : Please fill in completely . Submit in Duplicate. 
NOTE ~ To be completed by the Appointing Authority . 
I hereby accept this resignation, and (do, ~:~t) recommend that this 
name be placed on an appropriate reemployment register by the Director 
of' Personne 1. ~\:~~ 
J araes Ha skins 
Appointing Authority 
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ILLUSTRATION XXIII 
And finally, the appointing authority may dismiss an 
employee if by so doing he feels that the good of the ser-
vice will be served. The employee must be given at least 
fifteen days notice in writing, and a statement of the rea-
sons for dismissal must be sent to the Director. The dis-
missed employee may also file a written statement with the 
Director in support of his case. 64 
Employees in the classified service have the right 
to appeal in the case of disqualification for an examination 
of unsatisfactory examination ratings, of removal from a 
register, of demotion, of dismissal, of suspension, and of 
a lay-off. 
With one exception, appeals are made to the Commis-
sion, whose action is final. In case of an unsatisfactory 
rating on the examination the applicant first appeals to the 
Director, who reviews his ratings, and if the decision of 
. the Director is not satisfactory, he may appeal to the 
Commission whose decision is final. In the case of demotion 
or separation, a formal hearing is held before the Commissio 
at which time both the appointing authority and the employee 
may present witnesses and give evidence before the 
64 Ibid. 
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Commission. If the Commission finds that the action was 
taken because of political or religious reasons, the employee 
is reinstated without loss of pay. In all other cases, the 
appointing authority, after reviewing the findings of the 
65 Commission, makes the final decision. 
Attendance and Leave 
All employees in the state offices work seven and one 
half hours on week days and from eight-thirty in the morning 
to twelve o'clock on Saturdays. variations in this schedule 
may be made by the Director. In case of overtime, the em-
ployee may take a ttreasonable" amount of corresponding time 
off with the approval of his appointing authority. Holidays 
are set by the Directo~ with the approval of the Governor. 66 
Employees are given annual leave of one day for each 
month worked not to exceed two weeks in each year. One day 
each month is allowed for sick leave with an accumulation up 
to one hundred twenty days. The appointing authority may, in 
case the employee has rendered satisfactory service and will 
work out the advanced leave in the future, extend a sick 
leave as much as fifteen days more than the leave accumulated 
by the employee. Provisions are made to give regular employ-
ees special leave without pay or military leave for the 
65 Ibid., Rule 14. 
66 Ibid., Rule 15. 
duration of the war. Leaves are granted also in case of sub-
67 poena to serve as a witness in court or to serve on a jury. 
Requests for leave are submitted to the Director of Personnel 
on the form shown in Illustration XXIV on page 98. 
Service Ratings 
In order to give a fair evaluation of the quality and 
quantity of work performed by an employee, the Director in 
consultation with the appointing authorities have planned a 
system of service ratings. Ratings are made by the appoint-
ing authority or by somebody designated by the appointing 
authority, and submitted to the Director every six months. 
The Director advises employees in writing of their service 
ratings. These ratings are considered in determining salary 
advancement, in making promotions, and for numerous other 
things which have been previously mentioned.68 However, here 
again lack of staff keeps the Department of Personnel from 
taking an active part in the establishment of definite ser-
vice rating plans. Departments are left to experiment with 
and adopt their own service rating programs. 
Trainin.Ji 
67 
68 
69 
69 The Director is authorized to 
Ibid. 
Ibid., Rule 16. 
Ibid., Rule 17. 
----
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P-13 {4-19-41) 
State of Tennessee 
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 
War Memorial Building 
Nashville 
REQUEST FOR LEAVE 
Name of Employee 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Title of Position 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Department Division 
-------------------------------- ------------------------------
Salary $ per 
--------------~ ------------
I hereby request 
------~----~~----annual, sick, 
leave for this employee, commencing on 
special, civic or military 
19 and extending through 
------------------------------ ---------------------
19 This constitutes working days' leave. Comments: 
-------------
Submitted by Approved by 
----------~----------~~-----------Division Head Appointing Authority 
If the employee does not use the amoun~ of leave certified, notify the Depart-
ment of Personnel immediately upon the employees' return. 
For use of Department of Personnel 
The request for leave is available for the period commencing 
-------------------
on 19 through 19 , con-
------------------------ ------ ------------------------- ------
stituting working days. Recorded 
------------- ---~----~~~~-------Payroll Clerk 
Approved { ) 
Rejected ( ) 
Director of Personnel 
or 
Deputy Director 
This form will be returned to the appointing authority as a record of the action 
taken by the Department of Personnel. Leaves recorded on payrolls must .be 
in accord with leave granted before payrolls will be certified .. 
NOTICE: Please fill in completely. Submit in Duplicate. 
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I I ~ 
••• cooperate with officers and employees of 
the state and the representatives of accredited 
educational and training institutions and organ-
izations in developing programs of in-service 
training for employees of the state service to 
the end of raising the quality of personal ser-
vices rendered to the state and of aiding em-
ployees to equip themselves for advancement in 
the service. 
Due to insufficient staff and a limited budget, no 
definite centralized training has been worked out by the 
Department of Personnel, but this agency has encouraged ini-
tiative on the part of departmental personnel officers in 
70 
this regard. 
Pmong the activities of the Department of Personnel 
are training conferences held for Monitors who give examina-
tions in the nine divisions of the state. The purpose of 
these conferences is71 
to provide the Monitors with a fuller under-
standing of the development, present functions, 
future plans and purposes of the Tennessee Civil 
Service Program. It was also felt desirable to 
give the Monitors an opportunity to meet and ex-
change ideas and to have an opportunity to ask 
and receive answers to questions and problems 
relating to test administration. 
In an effort to acquaint new employees in the Depart-
ment of Personnel with the state department needs, the 
Director of Personnel planned weekly tours of state depart-
ments. The Department has also cooperated with the state 
70 Bulletin to All Monitors, loc. cit. 
71 Ibid. 
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university and others in providing for internships in public 
administration. 
Training programs in the several departments vary. A 
job methods training progrwm has been applied to the Unemploy 
72 
ment Compensation Division of the Department of Labor, to 
encourage employees to offer their own suggestions as to new 
and better ways of performing their tasks. All of the one 
hundred eighty-three members of the agency had, within a shor 
while after the adoption of the plan, received instruction in 
its use with the exception of twenty-seven workers in the 
field. This Department has also prepared an employee booklet 
called An Introduction to the Tennessee Unemployment Compen-
sation Division. Clearly and concisely the objective, his-
torical development, and organization of the Unemployment 
Compensation program in Tennessee is set forth in an effort 
to teach new employees who come into the division what the 
program is, what it does, and what it hopes to accomplish. 
One section is devoted to the State Department of Personnel 
regulations. 
· Wartime Activities 
During the past national emergency, the Department of 
Personnel had the added responsibility of guaranteeing effi-
cient personnel rapidly enough to fill the vacancies made by 
72 The Unemployment Compensation Division was taken out of 
the Department of Labor early in 1945. It is now in the 
Department of Employment Security. 
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men who were called to the service and others who quit the 
state service for work in war industries. Thus, the law must 
be flexible enough to fill demands and, at the smne time, 
rigid enough to resist political pressure. 
Quite naturally, during such times, enemies of the 
merit system began to argue for the abandonment of civil ser-
vice. Early in 1942 several department heads in Tennessee 
conferred with the Director of Personnel with the .hopes of 
"freezing" the status of employees and of abandoning merit 
73 
examinations for the duration of the war. In March of the 
same year the shortage in personnel was discussed at a meet-
ing of the Civil Service Commission. Recognizing the serious 
ness of the situation, the chairman recommended three possibl 
approaches to the problem. These included "(1) amend regula-
tions so that personnel could be more easily brought in from 
outside the state; (2) reduce personnel qualification stand-
ards; and (3) recommend salary increases for certain posts to 
74 
attract a wider selection of applicants." 
In September of 1942 the Director of Personnel calle 
a meeting of the heads of all state institutions to discuss 
personnel problems, including the stoppage of staff turnovers 
at hospitals, prisons and elsewhere. Said the Director: "We 
can get plenty of people to work, but obtaining persons 
7311state Has Di.fficulty Keeping Jobs Filled," Connnercia.l 
Appeal, Memphis, April 2, 1942. 
74 
"Find Shortages in Personnel of State Staffs," ~' 
Jackson, March 22, 1942. 
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qualified for the particular position for which they are 
wanted is another matter." He gave one division as an exam-
ple in which there were twenty-six employed, and during a 
three-month period there was a turnover of thirty-four em-
75 ployees. 
The Commission met again on September 16, 1942, with 
heads of departments concerned, and at their suggestion, the 
Commission agreed to work out a program of Civil Service 
76 
Policy. On September 18, 1942, the Governor authorized pay 
increases for highway patrolmen on an average of about six · 
dollars per month, and the Personnel Director was directed to 
determine the feasibility of increasing salaries of other 
77 
state employees. In September, 1942, many guards and at-
tendants at state institutions were still receiving salaries 
of $50 and $55 per month, and in many other departments it 
was found that employees were receiving less than $75 per 
78 
month. On October 9, 1942, the announcement was made of a 
raise in salary from five to ten dollars a month for eight 
hundred employees of the Department of Institutions. 79 
75 "State Government Begins to Feel Acute Lack of Trained 
Personnel," Times, Chattanooga, September 13, 1942. 
76 
"State Personnel Turnover Studied," Tennessean, Nashville, 
September 17, 1942. 
77 "State Employees May Receive Higher Wages," Journal, 
Knoxville, September 19, 1942. 
78 ttHardin, Stewart Get Pay Raises," Tennessean, Nashville, 
September 25, 1942. 
79 1~State Raises Pay of 800 Employees, 11 Times, Chattanooga, 
october 10, 1942. 
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Meanwhile, the Director in cooperation with the Commission an 
department heads was working on a survey of all state posi-
tions for contemplated salary increases.80 On December 17, 
the Director announced the establishment of a uniform pay 
schedule with a fixed rate of increases for each job in both 
81 
classified and unclassified service. In making the survey 
increase in the cost of living was a determining factor. The 
Director also conferred with representatives of the Public 
Administration Service who were at that time making a survey 
82 
of the city of Nashville for pay increases. 
Other steps were also taken by the Commission and 
the Director, including continuous amendments of the Rules 
and Regulations, to afford more flexible administration of 
the Act. 
Thus far, the Department of Personnel has kept ade-
quate registers in most clerical and semi-clerical classes; 
however, there has been some difficulty in the advanced tech-
nical levels. The effectiveness of the work of this depart-
ment is verified by the fact that departments outside the 
classified have called upon the agency for assistance in 
8:3 finding employees. 
80 
"Investigation of Compensation to State Employees Being 
Made," Jo8rnal, Cleveland, October 15, 1942. 
81 
"State .Adopts Standard Pay for Employees, 11 Press-
Chronicle, Johnson City, December 17, 1942. 
82 Tennessean, September 25, 1942, loc. cit. 
83 Bulletin to .All Monitors, loc. cit. 
10:3 
Records 
Service records of employees maintained by the 
Department of Personnel contain information regarding all 
persons in the unclassified service of the state as well as 
those in the classified service. 
In the Central Files Unit records are kept regarding 
all persons employed by the state. These files are divided 
into two groups, those now working for the state and poten-
tial employees of the state. They are filed alphabetically 
by name. P~l information about an employee such as appoint-
ment, transfer, promotion, demotion, suspension, salary 
change, resignation, change of name, lay-off, dismissal, and 
other changes of the employee can be found here. 
In the Machine Tabulations Unit, punch card files are 
kept on all present employees, and in another file can be 
found records of every change made by the employee. In 1944 
the Deputy Director worked out a punch card that will give in 
fifteen minutes any kind of statistical information on state 
employees. 
In the Payrolls and Certification Unit all approved 
leaves, appointments, separations, transfers, and changes of 
status of all state employees are recorded on personnel cards 
(See Illustration XXV on page 105). These cards are filed 
alphabetically, first according to departments, then divi-
sions of that department, by county and by name. Vfuen these 
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notices are recorded on personnel cards, they are filed in 
the personnel folders in Central Files. 
A master file card is also kept on appointments, 
giving the name and address of the appointee, date of the 
examination, his grade,- his rank on the register, etc., (See 
Illustration XXVI on page 107). In addition to these, this 
unit keeps a card file of daily attendance of all state em-
ployees (See Illustration XXVII on page 108). 
In the Examination unit a file contains all applica-
tions and additional information relating to the applications. 
These applications are divided into four main groups and addi-
tional sub-groups. The four main groups are accepted techni-
cal, rejected technical, accepted clerical, and rejected 
clerical. In making lists of all applicants and applications, 
code numbers are used to indicate the person's legal county 
and position, These codes are kept in the file clerk's desk. 
In order to facilitate identifying corresponding persons and 
applications, four books ere compiled whereby one unknown can 
be determined from a given known. They are: 
1. Technical Applicants 
Alphabetically by name and numerically by reference 
number. Given also are identification number, posi-
tion, and code number. 
2. Technical Applicants 
Numerically by identification number. Given also 
are reference number and county code number. 
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3. Clerical Applicants 
Alphabetically by name and numerically by 
reference number. Given also are identifi-
cation number, position, code number, and 
county code number. 
4. Clerical Applicants 
Divided first into positions, then numerically 
by identification number. Also given are ref-
erence number, race, sex, position, code num-
ber, county code number, and examination center. 
All correspondence is filed alphabetically by name. 
The files are divided according to headings indicated. !den-
tification slips and admission slips, which were taken from 
the application itself, are divided into clerical and techni-
cal groups and filed alphabetically by name, and carry infor-
mation such as identification number, position, name, mailing 
address, and telephone number. The exgmination answer book-
leta are filed in the vault in the Examination Unit. They are 
filed numerically by reference number. There are also master 
index and computation card files in the Examination Unit (See 
IllustrationsXXVIII and XXIX on pages 110 and 111). 
Examination questions are kept on cards in file in 
the office of the Senior Personnel Officer. Statistical data 
computed from completed examination papers is stamped on the 
back of these. The mailing list of persona interested in ex-
amination programs is found on cards which are filed according 
to position and name. on the back of these cards is kept a 
mailing record; that is, all the material sent the individual I 
and the date it was mailed is recorded here. 
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CHAPTER V 
INTER-GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS 
Because personnel administration is something more 
than organization, because it is more than salaries, hours, 
vacations, sick leaves, working conditions, and other impor-
tant superficialities, and because local political figures 
jealously hold onto the privilege of personnel selection, 
relationships between politicians and directors in personnel 
administration on all levels of government is a ticklish 
business. This chapter attempts to give the relationship in 
personnel administration between the federal government and 
state agencies and how it is brought about, and finally, per-
sonnel relations between the state agency and local units in 
Tennessee. For purposes of clarification a brief review of 
the Social Security Board and its organizational structure is 
given. 
Federal-State Relations 
In 1935 the Social Security Act was passed which cre-
ated the Social Security Board as the agency for the adminis-
tration of the Federal Employment Security Act and related 
programs. In 1939 an amendment to the Act was adopted which 
requires "methods of administration ••• relating to the 
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establishment and maintenance of personnel standards on a 
merit basis, except that the board shall exercise no author-
ity with respect to the selection, tenure of office, and com-
pensation of an individual employed in accordance with such 
methods • • • • 
There are six bureaus which performs the functions of 
the Social Security Board. These bureaus are directed by the 
Board members through the office of the Executive Director of 
the Federal Security Agency. The three operating bureaus in-
elude the Bureau of Old Age and Survivors Insurance, the 
Bureau of Public Assistance, and the Bureau of Employment 
Security. The service bureaus are the Bureau of Accounts and 
Audits, the Bureau of Research and Statistics, and the Infor-
2 
mation Service. 
The Executive Director of the Federal Security Agency 
is responsible for coordinating, directing, integrating and 
supervising the work of the bureaus and regional offices, and 
for coordinating all Federal-State relations, "providing an 
advisory service with respect to the establishment and main-
3 tenance of state merit systems of personnel administration." 
In the Executive Director's office is the Field Operations 
Division which supervises the twelve regional and two 
1 Compilation of the Social Security Laws, including the 
Social Security Act amendments of 1939 and other enactments 
of the 76th Congress, lst Session; Washington, D.C. 2 6th Annual Report, Social Security Board, Federal Security 
Agency, Washington, D.C., p. 158. 3 Ibid. 
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territorial offices and helps coordinate the Board's activ-
ities all over the United states. In this office there is 
also the State Technical Advisory Service which assists the 
states in establishing and maintaining merit system of per-
sonnel administration in accord with provisions of the Social 
Security Act. It is the function of the State Technical 
4 Advisory Service 
4 
a. To render technical assistance to the states in 
the development and installation of personnel 
mer.it plans, in cooperation with the Bureau of 
Public .Assistance and the Bureau of Employment 
Security, and to assist in the training of mem-
bers of State administrative staffs engaged in 
personnel work; 
b. to render consultative service to the Bureau of 
Employment Security, the Bureau of Public Assist-
ance and the Regional Directors in negotiations 
with states relative to the establishment and 
maintenance of State personnel merit systems; 
c. to advise and assist State agencies, civil ser-
vice boards and commissions, merit councils and 
supervisors in the technical aspects of the work 
of merit system administration; 
d. to conduct periodic and special reviews of State 
personnel merit administrations; 
e. to represent the Executive Director in the coordi-
nation of State personnel merit system activities, 
with the object of integrating State merit system 
functions which relate to the functions of the 
Bureaus of Public Assistance and Employment Secur-
ity; and to negotiate in such matters with other 
Federal agencies concerned, such as the United 
States Public Health Service, and the Children's 
Bureau; 
Social Security Board Administrative Order Number 36 
(Revised 10-40), Federal Security Agency, washington, D.C., 
p. 1. 
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f. to investigate periodically and to recommend 
revisions of the "Standards for a Merit System 
of Personnel Administration," in collaboration 
and after consultation with the Bureaus of 
Public Assistance and Employment s.ecurity, the 
General Counsel's Office, and other offices 
concerned. 
State material sent to the Board is routed either to 
the Bureau of Public Assistance or the Bureau of Employment 
Security, as the case may be; and the bureau, after checking 
the material, sends, with comments if desired, to the State 
Technical Advisory Service "all material which relates to 
the laws, rules and regulations, administrative organization, 
budget, or corporations, of the State merit system program, 
It and related correspondence After approval by the bu-•••• 
reaus concerned, the State Technical Advisory Service pre-
pares a notice of approval which is signed by the Executive 
Director and forwarded to the state through its regional of-
fice. State classification and compensation plans are anal-
yzed by the State Technical Advisory Service whiCh may add a 
memorandum suggesting revisions before forwarding to the 
states through the regional office. Requests from the atates 
for consultation service and examination material are consid-
ered first by the regional director, "in consultation vath 
the regional representatives and the regional personnel meth-
ods consultant; and the regional director will recommend nec-
essary action to the State Technical Advisory Service where 
the decision is made on the request. Although the regional 
director is informed as to what the decision is, examination 
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material is sent directly from the State Technical Advisory 
5 Service to the State merit supervisor." 
Decentralization of the Board's Personnel Actlvities 
In order to make its influence more effective and for 
administrative purposes, the Board divided the country geo-
graphically into twelve regions. In each region is an office 
which is supervised by a regional director. The regional 
staff consists of a representative of each bureau of the 
washington office, the State Technical Advisory Service, and 
the General Council's office. These offices report through 
the Field Operations Division in the office of the Executive 
Director. Responsibilities of the Regional Personnel Methods 
6 Consultants are: 
5 
6 
a. to advise the Regional Director and staff as 
to the completeness and adequacy of rules, 
regulations, methods, and procedures of State 
merit system administration, in compliance with 
the Board personnel standards; 
b. to render service and advice to State merit 
system agencies in the organization and oper-
ation of the merit system, including the prep-
aration and amendment to rules, examination 
programs, etc.; 
c. to render service and advice to State operat-
ing agencies concerning personnel administra-
tion, including the development of classifica-
tion plans, allocation of positions, etc. 
Ibid., pp. 2,3. 
Ibid., p. 4. 
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When perrorming services in state agencies, the 
Regional Personnel Methods Consultant "will act as consultant 
to the bureau representatives. 11 Bureau representatives are 
responsible ror continuing relations with states according to 
7 the agencies they represent. 
Periodic reviews or state merit system agencies are 
made by the regional Personnel Methods Consultant or by staff 
members or the State Technical Advisory Service under his 
8 direction. Since the passage of an Act of Congress in 1944, 
the Board does not exercise a day-to-day supervision over 
state merit systems, but rather makes an annual or semi-
annual reviews or merit system agencies in the states to de-
termine whether a merit system in fact is being maintained. 9 
In August, 1942, the regional orfices took over the 
preparation of payrolls for Board employees in their terri-
tory. Decentralization of responsibility for personnel ac-
tions of certain grades, time and leave records, and other 
personnel activities began in Region IV in September, 1942, 
and was extended to all regions by the end of the fiscal 
year. Personnel payroll operations for the area offices were 
transferred from Washington to the regional offices at the 
close of the fiscal year. 10 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid. g-
James H. Lokey, Supervisor of Examinations, Department of 
Personnel, Nashville, interview, December 20, 1950. 
lO Ibid. 
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The regional organization of the Board provides for 
a two-way exchange of administrative experience of both feder-
al and state. In adjusting their problems to federal require-
ments and to the war emergency, state agencies consulted the 
regional office; and through the regional staff the Board pro-
vided the states with experience obtained from nation-wide 
operations. Says the Board, "This service has provided uni-
formity in administration at least as far as interpretation 
. 11 
and application of federal requirements are concerned.n 
Federal Standards for State Personnel Agencies 
Since the Social Security Board had urged from the 
beginning the adoption of merit system standards and had ren-
dered technical assistance in state operations, the 1939 
amendment to the act caused no outstanding changes in the 
existing practices of the Board. Recognizing that federal 
standards must be realistic in relations to what is possible 
in each state, the Board in December, 1939, invited a commit-
tee of several state officials from representative geographi-
cal areas to meet in Washington with federal officials from 
the Board and other agencies concerned. The st ate officials 
invited were familiar with the problems in their own and other 
states. Personnel standards developed by the Social Security 
11 8th Annual Report of the Social Security Board, Federal 
Security Agency, Washington, D.C., p. 81. 
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Board were based on the experience of state agencies already 
12 
operating under merit system. 
The Board's standards are short, but they cover 
nearly all the fundamentals of_ a merit system. They apply to 
all positions other than members of advisory councils, employ-
er and employee representatives on appeals, tribunals, members 
of the State Board, the executive head, the attorneys, and 
confidential secretaries to exempt officials. All positions 
must be classified according to nthe duties and responsibili-
ties of each position, 11 and a compensation plan must be adopt-
ed which will include 11 salary schedules for various classes in 
which the salary of a class is adjusted to the responsibility 
and difficulty of the work ••• 1113 They state further that 
"In arriving at such salary schedules, considerat i on 1JI.rill be 
given to the prevailing r a tes for comparable positions in 
other departments of the state and to other relevant factors. " 
The classification plan requires Board approval. Open compet-
itive examinations may be used for incumbents. Examinations, 
which consist of a written test, a rating of training and ex-
perience, and, for administrative positions, and those involv-
ing frequent contact with the public, an oral review, are 
administered by the Merit System Supervisor. The supervisor 
1 2 Fred K. Hoehler, "The :Merit .Amendment," Survey Midmonthly, 
'75:12-363, December, 1939. 
l3 Standards for a Merit System of Personnel Administration 
in State Employment Security and State Public Assistance 
Agencies, Social Security Board, November, 1939. 
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scores the examination, prepares the eligible lis·t;s, and cer-
tifies names from the list for appointment. Provisional ap-
pointments may be made if there is no appropriate list, but 
the supervisor must see that the minimum qualifications for 
the position are met. A probationary period is required. 
Removals may be made if there is cause, and the employee has 
the right of appeal to an impartial body cre ated by the merit 
system regulations. 14 Political activity is prohibited, 11 ex-
cept tha t an employee should have the right freely to express 
his views as a citiz en and to cast his vote. 1115 
Recognizing the difficulty which st ate agencies en-
countered in securing and retaining sufficient personnel dur-
ing World War I, the Board in 1942 and 1943 proposed certain 
permissive modifications of the standards to be utilized where 
applicable. 
The standards do not cover some points of consider-
able importance in setting up a merit system. They do not fix 
a definite limit on the number of names to be certified to an 
14 nThe purpose of the civil service is to supplant the 'Spoi:U 
System' and to remove 'political affiliation' as a reason 
for dismissal from office, but the mandate of the Act that 
there shall be no discrimination because of political 
affiliation refers to politics in its narrow application 
to groups with legitimate aims and not to movements, polit-
ical in broad sense, which advocate destruction of govern-
ment by force." Powel v Unemployment Compensation Board of 
Review, 22A. 2d, 146 Pa. Super. 147. 
15 Standards for a Merit System, loc. cit. 
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appointing officer, they are silent on temporary and emergency 
appointments, and they do not indicate the nature of personnel 
records. However, in approving state regulations, the Board 
has insisted upon suitable provisions on such points. vv.hen 
several states were found certifying a great number of names 
and one state the whole list of eligibles on the re gister, the 
rule has been established that no more than three names can be 
16 
certified for a single position. 
State-Local Relations 
At present, only twenty-three states have civil ser-
vice laws which provide for an over-all agency for administer-
ing personnel in the state government. other states have 
17 
single d epartmental civil service merit systems. In only 
nine states does a state-wide civil service commission serve 
18 
both state and local a gencies. Others, like Tennessee, have 
a state civil service agency with special arrangements for per 
sonnel in local units which do not have agencies of their own. 
Six local units of government in Tennessee have their 
own Civil Service Commission and give their own examinations. 
These include the cities of Johnson City, Columbia, Knoxville, 
16 R. c. Atkinson, The 
tion Administration 
Co~nittee on Public 
Research Council by 
p. 90. 
Federal Role in Unemplofaent Compensa-
(Washingt""OiiTPublished or the 
.Administration of the Social Science 
Public Administration Review, 1941), 
17 Civil Service Agencies in the u.s ., Civil Service Assembly 
0r the u.s. and Canada, Pamphlet Number 16, July, 1940, 
p. 34, and 1943 Supplement, p. 3. 
18 Ibid., p. 12. 
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19 Memphis, Nashville, and Davidson County. Kingsport has no 
personnel agency; yet the merit principle has been applied 
there to a large degree. Applicants for positions as police-
men and firemen must pass medical and physical examinations 
and take the standardized New stanford Achievement and Army 
p~pha mental tests. About half the police force has been 
20 
recruited by these examinations. The Tennessee Act provides 
that, ~ubject to the rules~ the Director may enter into agree-
ments with any municipality or political sub-division of the 
State to furnish services and facilities of the Department to 
such municipality or political sub-division in the administra-
21 
tions of its personnel. But the Act adds a statement to the 
effect that, when such agreements are made, the local unit 
must provide for the reimbursement to the State of the ttrea-
sonable" cost of the services rendered to the unit. The 
22 11 reasonable 11 cost is determined by the Director. There is 
no record that the Department has ever given such assistance 
to any local unit. 
The Federal Security Agency has had a very healthy 
influence on the improvement of the Tennessee personnel prp-
gram. The Tennessee Department of Personnel utilizes the 
19 ~., p. 55 and 1943 Supplement, p. 8. 
20 Lyndon E. Abbott and Lee s. Greene, Municipal Government 
and :Administration in Tennessee (Knoxville: University of 
Tennesse·e Press, 1939), p. 76. 
21 Public .Acts of Tennessee ,1939, Chapter 221, Section 35. 
22 Ibid. 
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services afforded by the State Technical Advisory Service of 
the Social Security Agency. It attempts to maintain the 
standards set up by this agency in salary schedules, retire-
ment, and classification. It is making every effort to reach 
all other standards as suggested. 
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CHAPTER VI 
APPRAISAL 
Experts in public administration realize that the 
most efficient administration comes as a result of the clear 
definition of duties and responsibilities, the appointment of 
the most capable personnel available, and the development of 
the individual worker. Personnel practices do not end with 
the Act, the Rules and Regulations, the Classification Plan, 
the Pay Plan, or other procedures in a personnel program. 
But personnel administration must pay infinite attention to 
each of these procedures before it can assume its right de-
gree of prominence. The whole must predominate over its parts 
and the parts must be molded together with the commonly ac-
cepted amenities of civilized living with all its give and 
take. Personnel administration does not work like a machine. 
It presents many and varied problems. How does the Tennessee 
system measure up to these criteria? An appraisal is attempt-
ed herewith. 
A sincere appraisal of any department requires men-
tion of its limitations as well as its merits. The present 
merit system has been in operation in Tennessee for only ten 
years but, in spite of the difficulties encountered during 
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World war II the system has steadily forged forward, adapting 
itself to the new conditions and meeting its problems. 
Merits of the Tennessee system may be found in the 
Act, its recruitment program which has been instrumental in 
developing interest in the system, its examination program, 
its system of record keeping, and its classification plan. 
The Ex~ination Unit follows a continuous positive 
recruitment program in an effort to find the best qualified 
and most capable applicants for positions. However, recruit-
ment does not end with the examination program. career bull 
tins, periodic reports, articles in newspapers and journals, 
and radio announcements h ave be en used at all times. Con-
taets are kept with public employment agencies and similar 
organizations, and cooperative rel ations maint ained with 
schools and colleges and acientific societies in an effort 
not only to let the public know what the program will be six 
months ahead. 
Since the beginning of the system there has been a 
decided increase in interest in the merit system on the part 
of state officials, as well as the public in general. This 
is evidenced by the fact that at least three departments in 
the unclassified service have expressed a desire to be in-
1 
eluded within the classified group. Already there are six 
1 Bulletin to all Monitors, State of Tennessee, Department 
of Personnel, Civil Service Commission, Number 1, 
.August 10, 1943. 
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departments served by the merit system and, in all probabil-
ity, the system will be extended to others. 
The examination program of the department also de-
serves comment. A strict review of applications has elimi-
nated most unsuitable applicants, a wide range of testing 
devices seek to determine the "job aptitude'• of the compet-
itor rather than his "I.Q. tu , and from the competitors' exam-
ination papers, statistical computations are made on every 
question used for every program to ascertain the value of 
that question to the examination in which it appeared. 
Another merit of the department is the system of 
centralizing the records of the state employees. All orig-
inal records of any employee in the state service are located 
in Central Files. Punch cards on all data are located in 
Machine Tabulations Unit, and in fifteen minutes any statis-
tical information on state employees can be found. 
Classification in the department is a continuous 
process. The classification plan is under constant revision. 
It has been said that, like most states, the 
Tennessee Civil Service 11 ••• consists of a series of 
'pigeon holes,' each representing a different position, each 
demanding specific minima of education and experience and 
1 Bulletin to all Monitors, State of Tennessee, Department 
of Personnel, Civil Service Commission, Number 1, 
August 10, 1943. 
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each relatively unrelated to other positions." 2 The 
Tennessee system is compared with the English system which 
3 
is likened to 
••• a series of ladders each offering promotion 
within the system and a continuous series of 
opportunities for capable employees. As the 
ability of the entering employee increases and 
as his knowledge and grasp of the service grows 
he is able to advance within the system. The 
latter would seem the more desirable plan, and 
it is to be hoped that gradually the American 
service will come to offer true career oppor-
tunities. 
However, authorities do not agree on whether classification 
plans should be more or less rigid. 
On the whole, the Civil Service Act in Tennessee 
comp ares favorably with those of other states. There are 
advantages and disadvantages to whatever system is us.ed. 
The Civil Service Commission of Colorado performs not only 
legislative, quasi-judicial, and advisory functions, but 
administrative functions as well. These functions are di-
vided among them, and finally action is taken by the commis-
sion as a whole. Even though this structure affords a close 
tie between policy and administration, there is a great dis-
advantage in having appeals go to the same body that makes 
2 Gus c. Lee, "The Changing Philosophy of Civil Service, 11 
Bulletin to all Monitors, State of Tennessee, Department 
0? Personnel, Civil Service Commission, August 10, 1943. 
3 Ibid. 
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4 
the decisions. In Tennessee, appeals from decisions of the 
Director go to the Civil Service Commission which makes in-
vestigations. on the other hand, Maryland and Virginia have 
a single commissioner who has full power and responsibility 
for dete~ining the agency's policies, executing them, and 
hearing appeals~ However, perhaps further improvement can 
be seen in the agencies of Georgia and Alabama where appeals 
from the action of the Director are made to the commission 
and hence to a board of which he is not a member. The 
Personnel Director, a professional administrator, is ap-
pointed and can be removed by the commission for failure to 
carry out its policies fairly and competently. 
The Tennessee system has its merits, but it also has 
its limitations. For instance, provisions for financing the 
program are not satisfactory and there is no centralized 
tra ining program. 
The Tennessee Civil Service Act was modeled after a 
law prepared by the National Civil Service Reform League and 
the Nat ional Municipal League. However, important provisions 
in the model law for an adequate merit system was left out of 
the Tennessee Act. For instance, The Tennessee Act does not 
4 Civil Service in Colorado, Pamphlet No. 28, Business Study 
No. 108, University of Denver Reports, Denver, published 
by the Bureau of Business and Social Research and School 
of Commerce, Accounts, and Finance, February 1945, p. 2. 
5 Ibid. 
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provide for "Adequate annual appropriations ••• to enable the 
department to carry out effectively the provisions of the 
Act. 116 .At present, the legislature makes appropriations for 
only a part of the department -- the Payrolls and Certifica-
tion Unit, the Machine Tabulations Unit, Central Files, and 
Classification Unit. These units serve all employees in the 
state. The Examination Unit, which serves only those depart-
ments in the classified service, is financed by the departmen 
served. Each department pays according to the examination 
programs held for it. Thus, two budgets are made out every 
six months by two different persons. This situation can re-
sult in a serious lack of coordination of personnel activi-
ties. 
Other provisions of the model Act which were ignored 
are that the Director be included in the classified service, 
that records, except those required to be held confidential, 
be open to the publlc, and that adequate penalties be pro-
vided for violation of the Act. The Tennessee law does not 
include the proviso that the members of the commission cannot 
be selected from "members of any local, state, or national 
comrni t tee of a political party or an officer or member of a 
7 
connnittee in any partisan political club or organization. 11 
6 See Draft of a State Civil Service Law (New York: Prepared 
by tlie National Civil Service Reform League and National 
Municipal League. 
7 Ibid. 
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It does not say that meetings of the commission can 
be open to the public, and the Director is not authorized to 
report to the commission. Neither is the commission allowed 
11 to review any action by the department which may appear to 
be arbitrary, capricious or illegal and make recommendations 
to the Director with respect thereto."8 
Closely allied with a good personnel program is a 
systematic in-service training program. Without such train-
ing, possibilities for a career is next to impossible. Uni-
versities are beginning to take more interest in and add to 
its program more courses which offer training for public ser-
vice, but universities should not be left to do the training 
for public service. "They are unable," says one authority, 
"to offer specific courses for specific jobs in a given of-
fice; and their responsibility for education is universally 
conceived in terms which make educators unwilling to narrow 
their offerings to such a vocational purpose." 9 Thus, a cen-
tral personnel agency should assume the responsibility for an 
in-service training program. The authority says, "Training 
suggests a career service and ~plies the existence of future 
prospects which make special effort on the part of employees 
rationa.l. 1110 
8 Ibid. g--
Leonard D. White, Introduction to the Study of Public 
Administration (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1950,) 
p. 388. 
lO Ibid. 
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The Tennessee Act makes provision for a training pro-
gram, but the State Department, because of insufficient staff 
to carry out a progrrun itself, encourages departmental units 
to establish and maintain their own training programs. Some 
successful ones have been applied, but there is lack of coor-
dination of training programs of the various departments. 
This means, perhaps, that some employees have the advantage 
of training while others may not. The need is for complete 
coordination of jobs and training for the jobs where promo-
tions, departmental and inter-departmental, can be super-
vised. The Supervisor of Examinations states that they have 
done an excellent job with departments under the classified 
service. The other departments, in most cases, are not in 
as good condition. However, much is being done in all de-
partments to classify the jobs and give equal pay for equal 
11 
work throughout the State service~ 
According to a report of funds available to the de-
partment, there is sufficient money to carry out a well-
rounded personnel program. The Bureau of Personnel Adminis-
tration reconnnended five dollars per year for each position 
over which a central personnel agency has any jurisdiction 
12 
as the minimum standard of proper financial support. The 
11 James H. Lokey, Supervisor of Examinations, Department of 
Personnel, Nashville, reply to questionnaire submitted by 
the writer, January 22, 1951. 
12 William E. Mosher and J. Donald Kingsley, Public Personnel 
Administration (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1936), p.68 . 
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appropriations made by the Tennessee Legislature to a part 
of the Department of Personnel for the period beginning 
July 1, 1950, and ending June 30, 1951, was $45,000 and ex-
penditures estimated by the Examination Unit amounts to 
13 $37,500 for this same period. Taken together, this makes 
a tot al of $82 ,000. The $37,500 provides a total of $10.71 
per year for each of the three thousand five hundred posi-
tions on the classified service. Thus a main difficulty of 
the department is acquiring staff enough to carry out an en-
larged program. Says one authority, 11 Lack of staff means 
that there is no opportunity, even if there is the capacity 
1 
and desire, to improve recruiting and management techniques. n 
Theoretically, all administrative authority of the Departmen 
of Personnel is vested in the Director, who is appointed by 
the Governor. Actually, however, the responsibility for the 
administration of the merit system has been largely delegate 
to the Supervisor of Examinations. 
The present merit system act was enacted with the 
insistence of the Federal Security Agency to comply with its 
standards, as set forth in the Federal Social Security Act, 
so that the State could receive federal grants-in-aid. The 
merit system under which the State was then operating was no 
acceptable to the federal agency since, among other things, 
13 
Lokey, op. cit. 
14 
Mosher and Kingsley, op. cit., p. 69. 
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it did not provide for an appeals body. This is fundamental 
to any acceptable merit system. The 1939 Act was accepted 
by the Federal Security Agency even though it contained a 
section (44) which provides (in Chapter 11, Public Acts of 
1939) that the Governor may strike from the payroll any em-
ployee appointed by him or his appointee and may fix, in-
crease or decrease salaries. At that time, the Federal 
Security Agency had a written agreement with Governor 
Prentice Cooper that he would never use this privilege. It 
is my understanding that no such agreement has been obtained 
15 from subsequent governors. 
The present Act places all departments of state, 
with the exception of the appointed heads and certain confi-
dential assistants, within the classified service (under 
Civil Service), unless the Governor withdraws cert ain depart 
ments within one year from the time of the passage of the 
Act. Within that year, all departments were exempt from cov;o. · 
erage except those receiving federal funds: the Department o 
Health, the Department of Public Welfare and the Department 
of Employment Security (then the Division of Unemployment 
Compensation of the Department of Labor). Later the follow-
ing departments were added: in 1941, the Department of 
Safety, in 1947, the Department of Personnel, and in 1949, 
15 
Letter to Mr. William R. Pouder, Executive Secretary, 
Tennessee Taxpayers Association, from Miss Avondale Rawls, 
former Supervisor of Examinations, Tennessee State 
Department of Personnel, July 21, 1950. 
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Between one-fourth and one-third of all State employees are 
16 
currently covered by civil service. 
There are broad criticisms which can be made that a 
true merit system was not behind the purpose of the Act at 
the time that it was written. I have mentioned the nullify-
ing clause -- Section 44 of the Act and the broad powers of 
the Governor to exempt positions from being included in the 
merit system program. Other cricitisms are that there are 
no stipulations in the Act for the method of appointing the 
Director of Personnel or the qualifications he should pos-
sess. There is no provision for penalties for evasion of 
the Act. 
The responsibility for the failure of the system to 
work as well as it should must be laid at many doorsteps. 
First and last must be blamed the responsible citizens of 
Tennessee who recognize that problems of personnel are prob-
lems of continuing administration in their private business 
which c annot be solved except by day to day application of 
sound principles and realistic techniques, but who do not see 
enough analogy between the operation of a private business 
and the operation of government. 
Second, the Social Security Board {now Federal 
Security Agency) representatives should never have approved 
the 1939 Act with its many weaknesses. Mrs. Robert V.Bodfish 
16 Ibid. 
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of the Citizens Commit t ee for Civil Service Reform in the 
St ate of Tennessee told this writer of the following conver-
sation which she had with the Federal Security representa-
tives. The only real strength they ever had in administer-
ing the .Act was at the beginning when they could say: "Either 
you meet the standards or you don't get the money. 11 The rep-
resenta tive said that the reason they approved the Act with 
Section 44 in it was because Governor Cooper g ave them a 
written promise that the Section would never be used while he 
was in office. When asked if they had derived written prom-
i f i th 11 nl7 ses rom success ve governors, e answer was no. 
While Section 44 has never been used, it is plain 
that the intent from the outset of those responsible for the 
Act was not to have a real merit system. It could never be 
that so long as the Act contains the potential threat of that 
Section. 
The third group at fault has been the governors who 
have had the ultimate responsibility for administering the 
.Act. They have kept civil service "under a b arrel 11 so to 
speak. The extension of the merit system voluntarily to de-
partments not receiving federal aid money has been extremely 
limited. The nonsympathetic attitudes towards the merit sys-
tem on the part of the governors has been generally reflecte 
17 
Letter to the writer from Mrs. Robert V. Bodfish, 
Nashville, Tennessee, March 30, 1951. 
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in the persons appointed by them to head dep extments under 
the merit system. The same attit~de h as prevailed among 
persons appointed as directors of personnel. 
The fourth group at fault has been the Civil Service 
Commission which has never conceived · of itself as being any-
thing other than a group to hear appeals from dismissals. 
Rule 3.3 of the Rules and Regulations of the Civil Service 
Commission st a tes: "In addition to other duties imposed upon 
the Commission by law ·.or elsewhere in these rules it shall be. 
the duty of the Commission: (a) To represent the public in-
terest in the improvement of personnel administration in the 
State Service; (b) To advise the governor and the director 
of personnel on problems concerning civil service; and (c) 
To make any investigations considered desirable in the admin-
istration of personnel in the St a te service; and (d) To make 
such reports as it considers desirable to the governor and 
the director concerning personnel administration and r ecom-
mendations for improvement therein.n 
Under this rule the Commission could have and should 
have put the weaknesses of the law before the people and eac~ 
governor with a request for improvement. In many states the 
Chairman of the Civil Service Commission actively works at 
ttselling" the merit system. Miss Avondale Rawls in her let-
ter to Mr. Pouder also st ated that at one point in her late 
career in personnel administration, after a fe w months of 
wh at everyone -- even her superior -- had thought was a 
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wonderful public rel ations program, she was remonstrated and 
told not to work too hard at selling civil service. It was 
getting on the map a little too much. 
The Tennessee Commission has been composed of out-
st p~ding individuals (such men as Cecil Woods, Vance 
Alexander, Dr. Alexander QUerry, Russel Kramer, C. A. Craig , 
etc.} who could h ave been a potent force to further the merit 
system in the St ate had they conceived their function more 
bro adly from the start. In o t her words, they could h ave 
played a large role in bringing civil service uout from under 
the b arrel.n They met, however, only to hear appeals (not 
regularly) which function they discharged honestly and effi-
ciently. 
The foregoing discussion has been to set the stage 
for wh at transpired during the s\mmer of 1949 when seven dis-
missals of civil service employees occurred. 
In six inst ences the Civil Service Commission unan-
imously ordered the employees reinstated. In the c ase of 
Miss Rawls, however, who had been dismissed as Supervisor of 
the Examination Unit of the Department of Personnel, the 
Commission only h ad the au t hority under the law to recommend 
her reinst atement, which they unanimously .did. Miss Rawls 
has never been reinst e.ted and three members of the Commission 
(Mr. Craig, Mr. Woods end Mr. Alexander) resigned immediately 
after giving the decision on her case. This was on August 5, 
1949. 
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The present governor, Gordon Browning, has appointed 
four members of the Commission and although additional hear-
ings have been pending since 1949, the Commission up to the 
latter part of December h ad never met. Chairman Kramer's 
term expired July 13, 1950, and no new appointment has been 
announced. In other words, the merit system has operated 
sixteen months with no civil service commission. 
The Citizen's Committee for Merit Reform reports 
that those members of the Commission who resigned did so be-
cause they felt that they could not go along with the admin-
istration in the way it wants to run things. 
My conclusion;· is that they had so weakened their 
positions by lack of political activity during previous ad-
ministrations they were unable to come out with a strong 
stand because it would look like political machinations. 
The Commission was neatly boxed. 
The Federal Security Agency representative told Mrs. 
Bodfish of the Citizens Committee for Civil Service Reform 
recently that while they knew numerous evasions of the law 
existed in Tennessee 11 we would have a police state if we had 
f-8 the personnel it would require to proue the evasions.' The 
only weapon the Federal Security Agency has is the art of 
persuasion, or as put in an article by Albert H. Aronson, 
Director, State Merit System Services, Federal Security 
18 
Ibid. 
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Agency in the May-Jlllle, 1950 issue of Good Government, "The 
review of the systems for conformity with minimum standards 
has been conducted with a view to constructive suggestions 
rather than the application of sanctions." Earlier in the 
operation of its program the Federal Security Agency at-
tempted to apply sanctions in the form of withholding funds 
from states violating the merit system acts. In only one 
case, however, was the money actually withheld from a state 
because, as mentioned before, evasions a,re too difficult to 
prove. The Federal Security Agency feels that success of the 
program in each st ate can be measured by the amount of public 
support of the merit system. 
I am convinced that a committee composed of as few as 
four or five citizens from throughout the state could l ay the 
ground work for real improvement in future administrations of 
the State government. If these citizens h ave a genuine de-
sire to go out and sell the merit system, the fe w f aults of 
the Tennessee Merit System can be corrected and they can op-
erate wh at can be the most efficient, economical, and honest 
method of public personnel administration that can be found 
and one that provides for employees of integrity -- the merit 
selection of employees in the civil service of Tennessee. 
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ABSTRACT 
It is the objective of the writer in analyzing the 
present personnel system of Tennessee to make a contribution 
toward better government there. 
This study includes an anRlysis of the administration 
of Tennessee's merit system from its beginning in 1937 through 
1950. It also analyzes Federal-State and State-Local rela-
tions in personnel adrainistration in this state. The study 
concludes with an appraisal of the program of the Tennessee 
merit system today. 
The Tennessee Department of Personnel is an over-all 
agency for centralization of personnel administration in the 
state govermaent. The Director and the Civil Service Commis-
sion are answerable to the Governor, which makes the depart-
ment virtually a part of the Governor's office. 
Some of the department's activities extend to unclas-
sified as well as classified employees in the state. Besides 
the Director's office, there are five units which carry out 
the Act and the Rules and Regulations. These five units in-
clude the Examination unit, Payrolls and Certification Unit, 
Classifications Unit, Machine Tabulations Unit, and Central 
Files. 
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The Civil Service Co~nission consists of five members 
appointed by the Governor for overlapping terms of five years. 
Members must be citizens of the state and must be in sympathy 
with the application of the merit principles. No member is 
allowed to hold any elective public office during his member-
ship. 
The Director, as executive head of the Tennessee 
Department of Personnel, is responsible for the direction and 
supervision of all its administrative and technical activities 
A Chief Consultant is appointed by the Director to 
give consultation to the Supervisor of Examinations in plan-
ning policies and procedures for the examinations. He is also 
responsible for public relations and informational activities 
relating to the examination program and to act as liaison of-
ficer between the Department of Personnel Examination Unit and 
participating agencies on major problems of the examination 
program. 
The Examination Unit does all the recruiting of per-
sonnel, grades applicants for experience and training, does 
the actual writing of specifications of positions, compiles 
the examinations, gives the examinations, sets up eligible 
registers, and does statistical research. 
The Payrolls and Certification Unit checks and sees 
that the payrolls of all state agencies are checked and to 
ascertain that every employee receiving pay is properly 
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registered and is being paid in accordance with official 
records covering employment. This unit has a Budget Officer, 
who works out the budgets for all the Department of Personnel 
with the exception of the Examination Unit. 
The Classifications Unit is responsible for keeping 
existing registers uo-to-date and certifying eligibles from 
registers, while Central Flles maint ains and keeps up-to-date 
all material on all employees and prospective employees of the 
state. 
The Machine Tabulations Unit keeps up-to-date punch 
cards on all employees including cards on all changes made by 
employees such as promotions, transfers, demotions, etc. They 
can also provide information on st ate employees to research 
agencies and others. 
The Tennessee classification system covers those posi-
tions within the classified service with one exception. Posi-
tions in the Division for the Blind in the Department of 
Welfare, which was ex empted from the merit system, are classi-
fied. Total number of positions in the classified service as 
of July 1, 1950 was 3500. As of January 23, 195·1, all posi-
tions were filled. 
In common with most modern classifications, a range of 
compensation is provided for each class from minimum to maxi-
mum with specific steps within the range. These steps give 
opportunity for advancement until the maximum is reached to 
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those employees within the class whose efficiency records 
meet the standards of efficiency to be established for the 
different rates within the class. It has been suggested that 
previous experience requirements are too high for some posi-
tions in the present plan, and work has been done to reduce 
experience requirements through the use of promotional quali-
fications. 
The Tennessee Civil Service Act itself lays down few 
mandatory provisions regarding methods of recruitment. The 
program of the Department includes publicity as to specific 
examinations. It also seeks to keep the advantages of the 
merit system and the opportunities for careers in the public 
service before the public. To achieve these ends, special 
advertising is employed through the issuance of informational 
booklets, career bulletins, periodical reports, and articles 
in newspapers and journals. Some radio announcements have 
been made. Contact is made with public employment agencies 
and similar organizations and cooperative relations are estab-
lished with Bchools and colleges and scientific and technical 
societies. Special publicity is given in all examinations 
requiring particular training or experience of one kind or 
another. 
The Department uses the written test, the perform-
ance tests, the oral tests, the probationary period, and rat-
ings of published and unpublished writings. No test used 
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seeks to determine the 11 I. Q. 11 of the applicant but more to 
determine the :t job apti tude 11 of the competitor. 
Positions in the classified service of Tennessee are 
filled by promotion, regular appointments, iriterim appoint-
ments, war-duration appointments, temporary appointments and 
emergency appointments. After certification has been made, 
responsibility for the work of the employee is left to the 
appointing authority. However, the Department of Personnel 
is responsible for seeing that employees are treated fairly 
and in accordance with the Act and the Rules and Regulations. 
Promotions within the classified service are made on 
the basis of service ratings, seniority, and promotional 
tests. Separations from the service are by suspension, lay-
offs, resignations, and dismissals. Employees may be suspend-
ed for not more than thirty days in each year for disciplinary 
purposes. 
Employees in the classified service have the right to 
appeal in the case of disqualification for an examination, of 
unsatisfactory examination ratings, of removal from a regis-
ter, of demotion, of suspension, of dismissal, and of a lay-
o:ff. 
Six local units of government in Tennessee have their 
mm Civil Service Commissions and give their own examinations. 
These include _the cities of Johnson City, Columbia, Knoxville, 
Memphis, Nashville, and Davidson County. Kingsport has no 
-- ., .. 
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personnel agency but the merit principle has been applied 
there to a large degree. 
The Tennessee Act allows the Director of Personnel to 
enter into agreements with any municipality or political sub-
division of the state to furnish services and facilities of 
the Department to such municipality or political sub-division 
in the administrations of its personnel. 'V'J.hen such agreements 
are made, the local unit must reimburse the State of the 11 rea-
sonable11 cost of the services rendered to the local unit. 
The present Merit System has been in operation in 
Tennessee for only ten years. Merits of the system may be 
found in the Act, its recruitment program which has been in-
strumental in developing interest in the system, its examina-
tion program, its system of record keeping, and its classifi-
cation plan. 
The Tennessee Civil Service Act was modeled after a 
law prepared by the National Civil Service Reform League and 
the National Municipal League. However, important provisions 
in the model law for an adequate merit system wa s left out of 
the Tennessee Act. Provisions for adequate annual appropria-
tions to carry out effectively the provision of the Act was 
left out. 
Other provisions of the model Act ignored are that the 
Director be included in the classified service, that records, 
except those required to be held confidential, be open to the 
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public, and that adequate penalties be provided for violations 
of the Act. 
The Tennessee Act makes provision for a training pro-
gram, but the Ste.te Department of Personnel, because of insuf-
ficient staff to carry out a program itself, has to rely on 
departmental units to establish and maintain their own train-
ing programs. Some successful ones have been applied, but 
there is lack of coordination of training programs of the var-
ious departments. The need is for complete coordination of 
jobs and training for the jobs where promotions, departmental, 
and inter-departmental can be supervised. 
A main difficulty of the department is acquiring 
staff enough to carry out an enlarged program. Theoretically, 
all administrative authority of the Department of Personnel 
is vested in the Director, who is appointed by the Governor. 
Actually, however, the responsibility for the administration 
of the merit system has been delegated to the Supervisor of 
Examinations. 
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Announcing 
OPEN COMPETITIVE 
and COMPETITIVE 
PROMOTIONAL 
· Civil Service Examinations 
for 
POSITIONS 
in the 
Department of Safety 
State of Tennessee 
Department of Personnel 
War Memorial Building 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
C 0 N T E N T S • • • • • • • • • • • • 
General Information and Requirements 
for all Positions 
Number of Applications to be filed • 1 
Qualifications • • • • • 1 
Responsibility for Statements 1 
Signature 1 
Health • • • • 1 
Citizenship 2 
Time and Place of Examination 2 
Parts of Examination 2 
Salary Rates • • • • 2 
Filing ApplicatiQns 2 
CLASS SPECIFICATIONS 
Patrolman 
Corporal •• 
Sergeant • 
Lieutenant • 
Drivers License Examiner • 
Drivers License Corporal 
Drivers License Sergeant 
, Junior Radio Opera tor. 
Senior Radio Operator ••• 
Radio Repairman. • • • • 
Radiotelephone Engineer. 
Motor Maintenance Mechanic 
Staff Sergeant (Personnel & Training) •• 
Staff Sergeant (Supply) •••• 
Staff Sergeant (Statistics) ••••••• 
Staff Sergeant (Repair). • • • • • • • 
Staff Lieutenant (Personnel&Training) 
Safety Consultant ••••••••••• 
Assistant Supervisor of Drivers License. 
Supervisor of Drivers License. 
Motor Vehicle Title Examiner • 
Director of Motor Vehicles • • • 
Director of Accounts & Records 
Informational Representative 
INPOR!AN! 
Read att directions and specifications 
carefutty before starting to fitZ out 
the apptication btank. 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
u 
16 
17 
17 
17 
17 
19 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
28 
t 
). 
INFOI\M\TI<JIIAL ~PRESENTATIVE (Cmcluded) 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public, to 
exerciae good judpen t in eYa lua ting ai tua tiona 
•ad •king decinona, and to address an audi-
••• effectiY,.l'f, as eYidenced by an inYeatiga-
~·- and a paaa1n1 grade in an inteniew. 
REIATIV~ WEI(JITS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
lrit~n l~at, 3; Education and Experience, 4; 
liateniew, 3. 
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INFORMATIQ~AL REPRESENTATIVE 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under executive direction of the 
Commissioner of Safety, and in cooperation with 
other officials of th.e Department ·of Sa·fe ty, to 
plan and carry out a program of public informa-
tion; to prepare and distribute informati.onal 
materials designed to acquaint the general pub~ 
lie with the provisions and administration of 
the Tennessee Title and Registration Act and 
all other laws ad~inistered by the Tennessee 
Department of Safety; to perform related work 
as required. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To prepare and distribute 
press releases describing the work of the 
various divisions of the Department; to edit or 
draft manuscripts for radio presentation or 
public addresses by agency officials; to deliver 
speeches personally over the radio and before 
interested groups; to edit manuscripts to be 
published in magazines, newspapers, and other 
periodicals; to plan and direct the preparation 
of informational and promotional materials, in-
cluding posters, leaflets, exhibits, and 
materials for direct mail campaigns; to answer 
general inquiries concerning the work of the 
Department and to ~repare informational bulle-
tina thereon; t ·o plan and conduct educational 
campaigns designed to promote correct under-
standing of the law through radio, press, 
schools, professional and civic groups; to 
assist Departmental officials in maintaining 
good publ1c relations throughout the State on 
matters of public interest. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Graduation from an 
accredited 4 year college or university, in-
cluding or supplemented by a course in journal-
ism, and 5 years of successful full-t1me paid 
employment in writing or editing for newspapers, 
magaunes or bulletins, preferably in the helds 
of social sciences or industrial relations, 
·where the publication of informational materials 
or the direction of publicity was an important 
phase of the general duties, OR an equ1valent 
combination of education and experience, sub-
stituting 1 year of successful full-time paid 
employment in work related to the above duties 
for 1 year of the re~uired college education, 
with a maximum aubat1tution of 4 years. 
KN()YLEIXiE AND ABIUTIES: Thorough knowledge of 
the Rules and Regulations of the Department of 
Safety, of methods of securing adequate channels 
for publicity and news items, of effective ways 
of presenting news items, and of vocabulary and 
English usage; knowledge of the State Driver's 
License Law and Rules and Re~lations, and of 
the Tennessee Motor Vehicle T1tle and Registra-
tion Act; a011e knowled~ of all other laws the 
enforcement of which 1a the direct responsi-
bility of the Department of Safety; as evi-
denced by a passing grade in a practical 
written teat. 
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DIRECTOR OF ACCOON1S & RECOODS (Concluded) 
plan the installation of new accounting pro-
cedure!J and for!J!S; to supervise employt:es en-
gaged ~n perform~ng a var~ety of account1ng and 
clerical tasks, giving them instruction ~nd 
assistance with unusual or difficult account~ng 
problems; to confer with the Commissioner of 
Safety and other officials on matters relating 
to fiscal operation of the Department. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE : Graduation from an 
accredited 4-year ~ollege or university and 3 
years within past 10 years of succ:essful fu~l­
time paid employment ~n a respons~ble capac~ty 
in business administration or accounting, in-
cluding experience in construction and operation 
of accounting systems, of which 2 years must 
have been within past .5 years and ~ year m~st 
have been in a superv~sory or adm~n~strat~ve 
position in a large organization. Of total 
experience off': red, at leas~ 1 year mus.t ha.ve 
been in account~ng, OR an equ~valent comb~nat~on 
of education and experience 1 substitutin~ 1 year 
of successfu 1 full-time paie1 employment m bu!li-
ness administration, bookkeeping or account1ng 
for 1 year of required college education_, wi. th 
maximum substitut~on of 4 years, or subst~tut~ng 
1 successfully completed year of graduate study 
in business administration or accounting for 1 
year of required non-supervisory experience, 
with ~aximum substitution of 1 year. 
KNONIED<E AND ABILITIES: Thorou~ knowledge of 
modern methods of business and iiscal adm~nis­
tration , of budgeting procedures .a:nd analys i s; 
considerable knowledge of account~ng theory and 
practice, of principles a~d method~ of b~okkeep­
~ng of audit~ng, accoontmg and d~sburs~ng pro-ced~res, of modern office practices, ~ocedures 
and equipment, and of provisions of Tennessee 
laws relating to fiscal operation of the Depart-
ment of Safety; know ledge of methods and forms 
for preparing accounting reports , .estimates .and 
statements; as evidenced by a pass~ng grade ~n a 
practical written test. · 
Ability to exercise _good ju4~nt in evaluating 
situations and mak~ng dec~s~ons, to express 
ideas clearly and concisely, and to plan ~nd 
direct the work of others, as evidenced by ~n­
vestiga tion and a passing grade in an interview. 
RELATIVE WEIGH1S OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 4; Education and Experience, 4; 
Interview, 2. 
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CLASSIFICATION 
Patrolman 
Corporal 
Sergeant 
Lieutenant 
Drivers License Exa~iner 
Drivers License Corporal 
Drivers License Sergeant 
Junior Radio Operator 
Senior Radio Operator 
Radio Repa~r•n 
Radiotelephone Engineer 
Motor Maintenance Mechanic 
Staff Sergeant (PersOnllel & 
Training) 
Staff Sergeant (Supply) 
Staff Sergeant (Statistics) 
Staff Sergeant (Repair) 
Staff Lieutenant (Personnel & 
Training) 
Safety Consultant 
Assistant Supervisor of 
Drivers License 
Supervisor of .Drivers License 
Motor Vehicle Title .Examiner 
Director of Motor Vehicles 
Directo" of Accounts & Recorda 
Informational Representative 
8/50 
SALARY 
s 180 - s 200 
200 - 215 
215 - 230 
245 - 260 
180 - 200 
200 - 215 
215 - 230 
180 - 200 
200 - 215 
200 - 215 
290 - 350 
230 - 245 
230 - 245 
230 - 245 
230 - 245 
230 245 
260 - 310 
290 
215 - 245 
260 - 290 
260 - 310 
420 
275 - 330 
290 - 330 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
AND REQUIREMENTS 
FOR ALL POSITIONS 
FILE ONLY ONE APPLICATION 
To apply for _any or all positions i~ this 
announcement 1.t l.S only necessary to f1.le one 
application. List on this one application the 
titles of all examinations appearing· in the 
announcement in which you desire to compete. 
lou. a-re u.-rged to make you.-r app ~ication as 
co·mp~ete and accu.-rate as Possib~e. In this 
way you.~~~ imP-rove you-r chances of secu.-ring 
e ~i gi bi ~ i ty fo-r emp ~O)'!IIen t. 
READ THE QUALIFICATIONS 
Minimum requirements of experience and train-
in~ are established for each class of posi-
tions. These mini .. are explained in detail 
in the p11-ragraph entitled . "Education and 
Experience" wh1.ch is found in each class 
speci fica ti on. 
lou mu.st show on you.-r aPP~ication that you. 
meet these minimu.m -requi-rements if you are to 
be admitted to the exa111ination for the 
Position. 
MAKE CERTAIN YOOR APPLICATION IS ACCURATE 
All statements made in an application a_re 
subject to investigation. Any false or- ml.s-
leadin g statement is sufficient cause for the 
reject1.on of the applies tion, t~e remove 1 ?f 
the applicant's name from a reg1.ster; of h1.s 
6smissal _from the State's employ. 
If you. are not su.re of the information you. 
gi.ve, indicate that you are making the best 
estimate possibLe by pLacing the word 
a~proximate beside the data. Fart of the 
JtnaL score fo-r s0111e Po.si tions is i_nfh-!-enc~d 
~ the accuracy with wh~ch the aPPL~cat~on ~s 
. fi Lt ed O'U t. 
51<14 YOOR APPLICATION 
All applications must be signed by the 
applicat?-t.before they can be considered for 
any posl. t l.on. 
I:F.AL1li 
All applicants must be in ~ood ~ea l~h &f!d 
free of physical defects wh1.ch m1.ght 1.mpa1.r 
their workl.ng efficienc_y. Appl~can~s may _be 
required to pass a physl.cal examl.natl.on pr1.or 
to appointment. 
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DIRECTOR OF MOTOR VEHICLES (Concluded) 
or · not used, and of all motor vehicles resident 
to Tennessee, showing motor number, mode· l,~ make, 
body type and owner; to be responsible tor the 
issuance of temporary license plate permits; to 
direct the collection and compilation of statis-
tical data pertaining to motor vehicle registra-
tion and t1.tles; to direct and be responsible 
for the registration of all motor vehicles resi-
dent to Tennessee, the issuance of certificates 
and transfers of title, and the collection, 
deposit and recording of fees; to assist in the 
prosecution of violators of the motor vehicle 
title and registration laws; to keep records; to 
make reports. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Education equivalent 
to graduation from a standard high school, a 
license to practice law in the State of 
Tennessee, and 3 years within the past 10 years 
of active practice of law in the courts or of 
legislative experience. 
KNCAVLEDGE · AND ABILITIES: Thorou~h knowledge of 
State laws relating to motor veh1.cle titles and 
registration, of principles and methods of 
supervision, and of the organization of the 
State Department of Safety; considerable knowl-
ed~e of the rules governing the fresentation of 
evl.dence and of ~overnment; abi ity to collect 
proper evidence l.n connection with a particular 
law violation; as evidenced by a passing grade 
in a practical written test. 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public, to 
exercise good judgment in evaluating situations 
and making decisions, to express ideas clearly 
and concisely and to plan and direct the work of 
others, as evidenced by an investigation and a 
passing grade in an interview. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 3; Educa t ion and Experience, 4; 
Interview, 3. 
DIRECTOR OF ACCOUNTS & RECORDS 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under the administrative direction 
of the Commissioner of Safety, to planl · organize 
and direct the work of the Division ol Accounts 
and Records; to perform related work as required. 
EXAMPLES OF DUI'IES: To assist in the formulation 
of policies, rules and regulations, plans and 
procedures for effective fiscal administration 
of the program of the Department of Safety; to 
plan and direct the maintenance of all financial 
records, and the preparation of financial re-
ports and statements for annual and quarterly 
budget· estimates; to prepare material for inclu-
sion in an annual report; to he responsible for 
auditing of claims for administrative costs and 
for disbursement of all departmental funds; to 
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MOTOR VEHICLE TITLE EXNMINER (Concluded) 
incorrect or incomplete applications to appli-
cants with instructions for correction; to 
supervise clerical personnel; to examine all 
pertinent information and determine legality of 
title requests; to issue motor vehicle titles; 
to return denied applications with reasons for 
denial; to conduct correspondence relative to 
motor vehicle titles; to advise and consult with 
the Director on matters of policy and applica-
tions which involve difficult legal interpreta_-
tions. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Graduation from an 
accredited 4-year college or university, OR an 
equivalent combination of education and experi-
ence, substituting 1 year of succ'esaful full-
time paid emJ?loyment in a responsible super-: 
visory or adm1nistr.ative fosition in government 
or industry for 1 year o the required college 
education, with a maximum substitution of 4 
years. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Considerable knowledge 
of princifles and ~ethods of supervision, _of 
modern of ice pract1ces, procedures and equ1p· 
ment, of business English, and of the background 
and provisions of the Tennessee Motor Vehicle 
Title and Registration Act; knowledge of modern 
filing methods; as evidenced by a passing grade 
in a practical written test • . 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public, to 
exercise good judgment in evaluating situs tiona 
and making decisions, to express ideas clearly, 
concisely and convin~ingly, and t? dire_ct ~he 
work of others, as ev1denced by an l.nvest1gat1on 
and a passing grade in an interview. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 4; Education and Experience, 4; 
Interview, 2. 
'DIRECTOR OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under executive direction of the 
Commissioner of the Department of Safety, . t~ be 
responsible for the development of the pol1c1es, 
programs, methods, procedures and techniques of 
the Division of Motor Vehicles; to superv1se and 
coordinate a 11 activities of the personnel of 
the Division; to perform related work as 
required. 
EXAMPlES OF DliTIES: To interpret a~d direc~ the 
application of policies, plans and l..nstructl.ons; 
to determine the need for and ob~a1n necessary 
motor vehicle plates; to superv1se personnel 
enrged in distributing motor vehicle plates to 
al County Court Clerks and in receiving payment 
for same· to supervise the maintenance of 
records of all plates issued, sold, transferred 
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CITIZENSHIP 
Only citizens of the United States of America 
are eligible to take Tennessee Civil Service 
examinations. There is no residence require• 
ment but preference in appointment may be given 
to citizens of Tennessee whenever such are 
available on the eligible registers. 
TIME AND PLACE OF EXAMINATION 
Applicants who qualify will be notified in 
advance of the time and place to report for 
examination; those who do not qualify will be 
notified to this effect before tlie examination. 
PARTS OF THE EXAMINATION 
At the conclusion of the specification for each 
position th~ pa~ts and t~eir relative w~i~hts 
of the exam1.nat1on are hated. All pos1t1ons 
in this announcement require a written test; 
others may require an interview and a rating 
of education and experience: 
fhe rating of education and exPerience is an 
important part of the exaaination. It is aade 
on the basis of your aPPlication. therefore, fill out the application carefully and 
completely. 
SALARY RATES 
All salary rates are subject to revision. New 
appointments will be made at the entrance rate. 
FILING APPLICATIONS 
Applications for all positions will be 
received continuously until further notice and 
will be rated in the order in which they are 
received. Applica tiona filed after the closing 
date for a specific examination will be re-
tained and considered for the next examination. 
If you are interested you should file your 
application immediately so that it may be 
considered in the first group. 
Send applications to: 
Department of Personnel 
Examination Division 
323 Seventh Avenue North 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
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PATROLMAN 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under immediate supervision of a 
patrol officer of a higher classification, to 
complete a practical training course in high-
way patrol work; to patrol assigned State 
highways in the enforcement of traffic and re• 
lated laws, in promoting safety standards, in 
enforcing safety regulations, and in rendering 
assistance to the motoring public; to assist 
in the investigation of criminal cases; to 
perform related work as assigned. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To complete a prescribed 
schedule of work designed to rre_pare the indi-
vidual for the enforcement o h~ghway traffic 
and related laws b for rendering assistance to 
the motoring pu lie, for promoting safety 
standards, and for enforcing safety regula-
tions; to patrol highways of the State enforc-
ing safety laws and regu-lations; to make 
arrests for law violations; to investigate 
accidents on highways; to render first aid and 
assistance to accident victims; to study phy-
sical causes of accidents and to recommend 
elimination of hazards; to gather and preserve 
evidence for use· in court trials; to assist in 
the proeecution of offenders; to inspect trucks 
and busses for compliance with prescribed 
regulations; to ass~st other agencies in law 
enforcement; to enforce those statutes which 
are directly the responsibility of the Depart~ 
ment of Safety; to direct traffic; to furnish 
hi~way and other information to the motoring 
punlic; to keep records; to make reports. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Education equivalent 
to graduation from a standard high school, 00 
an equivalent combination of education and 
experience, substituting 1 year of successful 
full-time paid employment in investigational 
work or military experience for 1 year of the 
required high school education, with a maximum 
sul:istitution of 2 years. 
KNoPt'LED<E AND ABILITIES: Knowledge of business 
Enslish and arithmetic and of the Tennessee 
Dr~ver' s Manual; some knowledge of Tennessee 
history and government; a~titude for the per-
formance of the above dut~es; as evidenced by 
a passing grade in a practical written test. 
Abili~y to deal . tactfully with ~he 'ubli~, to 
exerc~se good ·Judgment ~n evaluat~ng Sl;tua-
tions and makin~ decisions, to express ~deas 
clearly and conc~sely, as evidenced by a pass-
ing grade in an interview. 
AGE: Not . less than 21 years at the time of 
examination nor more than 33 years of age at 
the time of current entry into the State high-
way patrol service. 
PHYSICAL ccr;oiTION: Good ~hysica 1 condition aP 
determined by an examinat~on given by a compe-
tent physician wh~ is - li~e~sed . or eligible for 
license to pract~ce med~c~ne ~n the State of 
Tennessee and designated by the Department of 
Safety. 
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SUPERVISOR OF DRIVER'S LICENSE (Concluded) 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Education equivalent 
to grad11a tim from a standard high school, and 4 
years within the past 10 years of successful 
full-time paid employment aa a member of the 
Departmen·t of Safety, of which 2 years must have 
been in a responsible su~rvisory capacity, or 
in the DriTer·s• License Division of the Depart-
ment of Safety, OR an equivalent c'ombination of 
education and experience, substitutin$ 1 year of 
successful full-time paid employment ~n work re-
lated to the above duties for 1 year of the re-
quired education, with a .. xi.u. substitution of 
2 years, or substituting 1 year of successfully 
completed college work for 1 year of the required 
experience, with a maximum substitution of 2 
years. 
KNQWLEDG: AND ABIUTIF.S : Thorough know ledge of 
the Tennessee Drivers' Manual, of the Tennessee 
Drivers' License Examiners' Manual, and of the 
Drivers' License Law of Tennessee; knowledge of 
the Highway Traffic Laws of Tennessee, of modern 
personnel practices and procedures, of modern 
office procedures and equ~pment, and of the or-
ganizat~on of the Department of Safety; as evi-
denced by a passing grade in a practical written 
test. 
Ability todeal tactfully with the public, to ex-
ercise good judgment in evaluating si tua tiona and 
making decisions, to express ideas ·clearly and 
concisely, to plan and d~rect the work of other& 
and · to address an audience effectively, as evi-
~enced.hy an.investigation a.nd a passing grade 
~n an ~n terv~ew. 
~ PHYSicAL CONDITION: Such physical condition as 
will assure the efficient performance of the 
duties of the position. 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: Reputation for integrity 
~nd go~d m~ral background as determined by 
~nvest~gat~on. · 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Teat, 4; Education and Experience, 4; 
Interview, · 2. 
MOTOR VEHlCLE TITLE EXAMINER 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under general supervision of the 
Director of Motor Vehicle Title and Registration 
Division, to receive and examine applications 
for Motor Vehicle Titles; to determine the 
legality of requests and issue titles; to per-
form related. work as required. 
EXAMPlES OF DUTIES: To receive applies tiona and 
related papers for Motor Vehicle Titles from 
county court clerks and motor vehicle owners; to 
examine such applies tiona and papers for correct-
ness, and completeness of inforaation; to return 
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ASSISTANT SUPERVISOR OF DRIVER'S LICENSE 
(Concluded) 
required education, with a maximum subs ti tu tion 
of 2 years, or substituting 1 year of success-
fully canpleted college work for 1 year of the 
requ1red experience, with a maximum substitution 
of 2 years. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Considerable knowledge 
of the Tennessee Drivers' Manual, of the 
Tennessee Drivers' License Examiners' Manual, 
and of the Driver's License Law of Tennessee; 
some knowledge of modern personnel · practices and 
Erocedures, of the Highway Traffic Laws of 
Tenne.ssee, of modern office procedures and equip-
ment, and of the organization of the Department 
of Safety; as evidenced by a passing grade in a 
practical written test. 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public, to 
exercise good judgment in evaluating situations 
and making decisions, fo express ideas clearly 
and concisely and to plan and direct the work of 
others, as evidenced by an investigation and a 
passing grade in an interview. 
PHYSICAL CONDITION: Such physical condition as 
will assure the efficient performance of the 
duties of the position. 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: Reputation for integrity 
and good moral background as determined by 
investigation, 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 4; Education and Experience, 4; 
Interview, 2. 
SUPERVISOR OF DRIVER'S LICENSE 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under administrative direction of 
the Commissioner of Safety, to plan, organize, 
and direct the State's Driver's License Program; 
to perform related work as required. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To assist in establishing 
rules and regulations ~overning the administra-
. tion of the driver's hcense .program; to organ-
ize, supervise and direct the staff of the 
Driver's License Division; to establish test 
centers and to govern· the issuance of licenses; 
to cooperate with the Divisions of Highway 
Patrol and Safety Education in the enforcement 
of Safety laws, the issuance of licenses, and 
the conduct of the Department's educational pro-
gram; in cooperation with county officials, to 
·renew dri vera' licenses; to supervise the issu-
ance of original, duplicate and special drivers' 
licenses; to he responsible for the maintenance 
of driver's license records, including viola-
tions; to answer . correspondence and make such 
public contacts as -.re necessary to carry on the 
work of the Division; to make reports. 
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PATROLMAN (Concluded) 
HEIGHT AND WEIGHT: Not less than 70 nor more 
than 76 inches in height and weight in reason-
able proportion to height, but not less than 
170 nor more than 230 pounds. 
oTHER REQUIREMENTS: Reputation for integrity 
and good moral background as determined by 
inves ti ga ti on. 
Possession of a valid Tennessee Operator's 
License. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 5; Education and Experience, 2; 
Interview, 3. 
CORPORAL 
General Character of Duties 
· DEFINITION: Under general supervision of a 
patrol officer of a higher classification, to 
be responsible for the patrolling of .State 
highways in the enforcement of traffic and re-
lated laws, for rendering assistance to the 
motoring public, for promoting safety stand-
ards, and for enforcing safety regulations in 
an assigned area; to assist in the investiga-
tion of criminal cases; to he in charge of a 
patrol station having a staff of not less than 
2 patrol officers on regular assignment; to 
perform related work .as required. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To assign routes and 
supervise activities of patrolmen ; to patrol 
highways of the State enforcing safety laws 
and regulations; to make arrests for law vio-
lations; to investigate· accidents on highways; 
to render first aid and assistance to accident 
victims; to study physical causes of accidents 
and to recommend elimination of hazards; to 
gather and preserve evidence for use in court 
trials; to assist in the prosecution of 
offenders; to inspect trucks and busses ; for 
compliance with prescribed regula tiona; to 
ass1st other agencies in law enforcement; to 
enforce those statutes which are directly the 
responsibility of the Department of Safety; 
to direct traffic; to furnish highway and 
other information to the motoring public; to 
keep records; to make reports. 
Minimum Qua li fica tiona. 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: The successful com-
pletion of 1~ years within the past 5 years of 
~uccessful full-time paid employment as a 
member of the Tenness.ee Highway Patrol. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Considerable knowledge 
of the powers and duties of highway patrol 
p_ersonnel as specified in the Code o.f 
Tennessee; knowledge of the rules and regula-
tions of the De~artment of Safety, of the 
State Driver's L1cense Law, rules and regula-
tions, and of business English and arithmetic; 
some knowledge of criminal laws of the State, 
CORPORAL (Concluded) 
of the rules governing the presentation of 
evidence, of the laws governing the operation 
of vehicles (brakes, lights, speed, etc,), and 
of all laws (the regulations concerning the 
certificate of convenience and necessity 
required of motor carriers by the Railroad & 
Pufilic Utilities Commission; forest protection; 
outdoor advertising; livestock diseases; State 
liquor laws; truck regulations; aeronautics; 
gasoline entry; registration) the enforcement 
of which is the direct responsibility of the 
Department of Safety~ ability to collect 
froper evidence in connection with a particular aw violation; aptitude for the performance of 
the above duties; as evidenced by a passing 
grade in a practical written test. 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public, to 
exercise good judgment in evaluating situations 
and making decisions, to express ideas clearly 
and concisely, as evidenced by a passing grade 
in an interview. 
PHYSICAL CONDITION: Such physical condition as 
will assure the efficient performance of the 
duties of the position. 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: Reputation for integrity 
and good moral background as determined by 
inve stiga ti on, 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 5; Education and Experience, 2; 
Interview, 3. 
SERGEANT 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under general supervision of a 
patrol officer of a higher classification, to 
be responsible for all patrol activities in 
an ass1gned area; to plan and supervise the 
work of a staff of highway patrolmen in the 
enforcement of traffic ahd related laws and 
safety regulations and the maintenance of 
safety standards; to assist in the investiga-
tion of criminal cases; to be in charge of 
a patrol station having a staff of not less 
than 4 patrol officers on regular assignment; 
to perform related work as required. 
EXAMPlES OF DUfiES: To assign patrol personnel 
to patrol areas; to assign routes and super-
vise activities of patrol personnel; · to check 
the work of · patrol personnel, assist them in 
the performance of their duties and reportany 
breach of duty or inefficiency to superior 
officers; to supervise and assist patrol per-
sonnel in the preparation of ev1dence for 
court use and in its presentation; to super-
vise the placement of charges against. law 
violators; to check court dockets for d18po-
sition of cases; to maintain accident spot 
maps; to receive, examine, and compile daily 
and weekly reports for patrol personnel; to 
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SAFETY COOSULTANT (Concluded) 
modern office practices, procedures and equip-
ment and of business English and arithmetic · 
some knowledge of relateq criminal law of th~ 
United States; ability to collect proper evi-
d~nce in c~nection with a partic.ular law viola-
t~on; as .ev1denced by a passing grade in a prac-
t1cal wr1tten test. 
Abili~y to deal tactfully with the public to 
exercut; good j_u~gment in eva lua tirig situs tiona 
and mak1ng dec1s1ons, to express ideas clearly 
and concisely, to plan and direct the work of 
other~ and to addre~s an ~udi~nce effectively, 
as ev1~enced _ by an _1nvest1gat1on and a passing 
grade 1n an 1nt.erv1ew. 
~SICAL CONDITION: Such physical condition as 
w1ll assure the efficient performance · of the 
duties of the position, . 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: Reputation for .integrity 
~nd go?d m?ral . background as determined by 
1nve s t1ga t1 on, 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Writte~ Test, 4; Education and Experience, 3; 
Interv1ew, 3 • . 
ASSISTANT SUPERVISOR OF DRIVER'S LICENSE 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINI'fl(l';: Unde~ ge,nera_l supervision of the 
S~perv1sor of Dr1ver s L1cense, in accordance 
w1t~ es.tablis.he_d ru~es and regulations, to 
a~s1st 1n adm1n1ster1ng the State's Driver's 
L1c~nse Program; to perform related work as 
ass1gned, 
~LES OF IXmES: To make recommends tiona con-
cer~1~g ru~es and regulations governing the 
adm1n1'! tra ~1on of the dr~ vl7r' s license program; 
to ass1st 1n the superv1s1on and direction of 
t~e. ~ffice sta.ff of the Driver's License 
D1v1~1on; to ass1st ~ the. issuance of original, 
duphc~te, and spec1al hcenses; to assist in 
the ma1ntenance of driver's license records in-
cluding violations; to keep records; to make 
rt;ports; . to ~ct for the Supervisor of Driver's 
L1cense 1n h1s absence. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXP~IENCE: Education equivalent 
to gradua ~io'!' from a standard high school, and 
3 year~ w1th1.n thefast 10 years of successful 
full-t1me pa1d emp oyment as a member of· the 
Depar~ment of Saf~ty, of which 1 year must have 
~en 1n a_respons1ble supervisory capacity or 
1n the Dr1ver s License Division of the Dep~rt­
ment 0~ Safety, rn !in equivalent combination of 
educat1on and exper1ence, substitu-ting 1 year of 
successful full-time paid employment in work 
related to the above duties for 1 year of the 
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SAFETY CONSULTANT 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under administrative direction of 
the Commissioner of Safety, to plan, organize 
and direct the educational pro!J' am of the De-
partment of Safety; to perform related work as 
required. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To examine and analyze data 
relative to motor vehicle accidents, to deter-
mine the most prevalent causes of such acci-
dents; to make recommendations designed to 
eliminate accidents; to instruct members of the 
Department of Safety, school, civic and pro-
fessional ~roups as to the cause of motor 
vehicle acc1dents and to make recommendations 
for their elimination; to/repare news and 
descriptive materials relate to accidents and 
methods of their elimination for release through 
newspafers, magazines and radio; to supervise 
the co lection and rreparation of materials for 
departmental manua s, booklets and other pub-
lications; to maintain maps, ~hotographs and 
other material related to traff1c accidents; to 
make recommendations to the Commissioner of 
Safe.ty regarding proposed legi sla ti on designed 
to decrease safety hazards; to keep records; to 
make reports. · · 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION·AND EXPERIENCE: Education equivalent 
to graduation from an accredited 4 year college 
or university and 1 year within the past 5 
years of ·successful full-time paid.employment 
in work related to the above dut1es, .OR an 
equivalent combination of education and experi-~ 
ence, substituting 1 ·year of successful full-
time paid ·employment in work related to the C 
above duties for 1 year of the required college 
education, wi.th a maximum substitu·tion of 4 
years. 
KN<YIVI..EDG: AND ABILITIES: Thorough .knowledge of 
the powers and duties ·of Highway Patrol person-
nel as specified in t~e Code of Tennessee, of 
the rules and ·regulauons. of the Department of 
Safety, and of the law~roverning the operation . 
of vehicles · (brakes, h ts, speed, etc.~; con-
siderable knowledge o . methods of ob.taining 
publicity and news ~tems and of effect1ve w~ys 
of P.resenting news 1tems, of the mo:st e~fect1ve 
and appropriate methods of present1ng 1nf9r~a­
tional materials, of vocabulary and .Engl1sh 
. usage, of the. State Driver's.L~cense Law, rules. 
· and regulations, of the cr1m1nal laws of the 
State and of all laws (the regula tiona conce~n­
ing ce rti fica te of c on'!enience and n~cess1 ty 
required of motor carr1ers by the Ra1lro~d & 
Public Utilities Commission; forest protect10Di 
outdoor advertising; livest~ck disease; S~ate 
liquor laws; truck regulat1ons i aeronaut1cs; 
gasoline entry; . registration) tne .enforcement 
of which is the direct responsibility of the 
Department of Safety; kn<?w ledge of. the rules 
governing the presentat1on of ev1dence, of 
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SERGEANT (Concluded) 
maintain time and efficiency reports on sub-
ordinates; to make safety talks to school, 
professional and civic groups; to cooperate 
with safety and civic organizations; to 1nspect 
and check equipment used by patrol personne 1; 
to visit local and county officials and assist 
them with traffic and related problems; to 
perform the functions of a patrolman in the 
en.forcement of highway laws; to keep records; 
to make reports. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: The successful com-
pletion of 3 years within the past 10 years of 
successful full-time paid employment as a 
member of the Tennessee Highway Patrol; 
KN<YIVLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Thorough knowledge of 
the powers and duties of highway patrol per• 
sonnel as specified in the Code of Tennessee; 
considerable knowledge of the rules and regu-
lations of the Department of Safety, and of 
laws governing the operation of vehicles 
(brakes, lights, speed·, etc.); knowledge of 
criminal laws of the State, of the State 
Driver's License Law, rules and regulations, 
of all laws (the regulations .concerning cer-
tificate of conveaience and necessity required 
of motor carriers by the Railroad & Public 
Utilities Commission; forest protection; out-
door advertising; livestock disease; State 
liquor laws; truck regulationsi aeronautics; 
gasoline entry; registration) the enforcement 
of which is the direct responsibility of the 
Department of ·Safety, and of. business English 
and arithmetic; some knowledge of the rules 
governing the presentation of evidence, and of 
modern office practices, procedures, and equip-
ment; ability to collect proper evidence 1n . 
connection with a particular law violation; 
aptitude for the performance of the above 
duties; as evidenced by a passing grade in a 
practical written test. 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public, to 
exercise good judgment 1n evaluat1ng situa-
tions and making decisions, to express ideas 
clearly and concisely, to plan and direct the 
work · of others and to address an audience 
effectively, as evidenced by an investigation 
al;ld.'a passing grade in an interview. . 
PHYSICAL CONbiTION: Such physical condition as 
will assure the efficient performance of the 
duties of the position, 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: Reputation for integrity 
and good moral background aa determined by 
i11oves·ti ga t;i on. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 4; Education and Experience, 3; 
Interview, 3. 
LIEUTENANT 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITI~: Under the direction of the captain 
(Division Chief), to assist in planning, or-
gani~ing, and directin~ the functions of a 
division of the State h1ghway patrol; to act 
as captain in his absence, and in this capacitl 
to be responsible for the enforcement o 
traffic and related laws and safety regulations 
and the maintenance of safety standards; to 
assist in the investigation of criminal cases; 
to be responsible for the conduct of non-
commissioned officers and patrolmen on special 
assi~nments; to perform related work as 
requ1red. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To direct the assignments 
and supervise the work of non-commissioned 
officers and .patrolmen; to check the work of 
non-commissioned officers and to assist them 
in the performance of their duties and to 
report any breach of duty or inefficiency to 
superior officers; to interpret laws, regula-
tions, and policies to subordinates and to the 
general public; to maintain records and spot 
maps based on reports from subordinates; to 
assist in the investigation of criminal court 
cases; to keep records of criminal and traffic 
court cases; to supervise and assist in the 
~reparation of evidence for court use and in 
1 ts presentation; to supervise the placement 
of charges against law violators; to inspect 
and keep records on personnel and equi~ment; 
to make safety talks to school, profess1onal, 
and civic groups; to cooperate with safety and 
civic organi~ations; · to visit local and county 
officials and assist them in traffic andre-
lated problems; to conduct correspondence ~er­
taining to highway patrol business; to perform 
the functions of a patrolman in the enforce-
ment of highway laws; to keep records; to make 
reports. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATI~ AND EXPERIENCE: The successful com-
pletion of 5 rears within the past 10 years of 
successful fu 1-time paid employment as a mem-
ber of the Tennessee Highway Patrol, of which 
2 years must have been as a non-commissioned 
officer in the Tennessee Department of Safety. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Thorough knowledge of 
the powers and duties of highway /a trol per• 
sonnel as specified in the Code o Tennessee, 
of the rules and regulations of the Department 
of Safet/, and of the laws governing the oper-
ation· 0 vehicles (brakes, lights, sreed, 
etc.); considerable knowledge of crimina laws 
of the State, of the State Driver's License 
Law, rules, and regulations, and of all laws 
(the regulations concerning ce r ti fica te of 
convenience and necessity required of motor 
carriers by the Railroad & Public Utilities 
Commission; forest protection; outdoor adver-
tising; livestock d1seases; State liquor laws; 
truck regulations; aeronautics; gasoline 
entry; registration) the enforcement of which 
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STAFF LIEUTENANT (Personnel & Training) 
(Concluded) 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To administer the personnel 
activities of the a~ency, including the mainte-
nance of the class1fication and compensation 
plans, request for certification of eligibles 
from registers, the maintenance of personnel 
records, the execution of all personnel func-
tions relating to appointment, transfer, promo-
tion, demotion, leave of absence, and separa-
tions, the direction of periodic service ratings 
on all employees, the preparation and certifica-
tion of payrolls, approval of changes in 'rates 
of pay, and in the handling of employee relation 
problems; to plan and direct tlie Ln•service-
training program designed to prepare employees 
for new tasks and to increase employee effi-
ciency; to plan and prepare manuals, bulletins, 
and other training material; to keep records; to 
make reports; to perform the functions of a 
patrolman in the enforcement of highway laws. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCA TI~ AND EXPERIENCE: Education equi valent 
to graduation from a standard high school and 4 
years within the past 10 years of successful 
full-time paid employment as a member of the 
Tennessee Department of Safety of which 1 rear 
mus~ ~ave provided . experience _in ~ersonne or 
tra1n1ng, OR an equivalent comb1nat1on of educa-
tion and experience, substituting 1 year of suc-
cessful full-time paid employment in work 
related to the above duties or 1 year of suc-
cessfully completed college work for 1 year of 
the required non-speciali~ed experience as a 
member of the Tennessee Department of Safety, 
with a maximum substitution of 3 years. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Considerable knowledge 
of modern person':le ~ practi.ces and procedures, of 
the Tennessee C1v1l ServLce Act and the Rules 
and Regulations for its administration, of 
methods of organi~ing and admi~istering induc-
tion and in-service-training programs and of the 
Tennessee Driver's Manual; as evidenced by a 
passing grade in a practical written test. 
Ability _ to deal tactfully with the public, to 
exercise good judgment in evaluating situations 
and making decisions, to express ideas clearly 
and concisely, to plan and direct the work of · 
others and to address an audience effectively, 
as evidenced by an investigation -and a passing 
grade in an interview. 
PHYSICAL C~ITION: Such physical condition as 
will assure the efficient performance of the 
duties of the position. · · 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: Reputation for integrity 
and good moral background as determined by 
investigation. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATI~ PARTS: 
Written Test, 4; Education and Experience, 3; 
Interview, 3. 
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STAFF SERGEANT (Concluded) 
substituting a successfully completed approved 
course in traffic accident statistics or 1 suc-
cessfully completed year of college, includi~g 
3 quarter hours in statistics for the required 
clerical statistical experience. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Knowledge of the work 
indicated by the subject matter outlined in the 
''Examples of Duties"; namely, (Personnel) con-
siderable knowledge of business English and 
arithmetic; knowledge of modern £ersonnel prac-
tices and procedures and of the Tennessee Civil 
Service Act and the Rules and Regulations for 
its administration; some knowledge of approved 
training methods and of methods of organizing 
and administering induction and in-service 
training programs; (Supply) considerable knowl-
edge of modern office practices, procedures 
equipment and supplies and of business English 
and arithmetic; knowledge of purchasing methods 
and procedures; some knowledge of business con-
tracts; (Statistics) considerable knowledge of 
business Englis:t and arithmetic; knowledge of 
statistical theories, interpretations · and . ~ro­
cedures and of statistical labor-saving dev1ces; 
ability to perform commonly employed statisti-
cal measures, to make valid interpretations of 
statistical products and to plan and execute 
routine stat1stical investigations; (Re{>air) 
considerable knowledge of methods, materia 1 and 
equipment used in painting, carpentry, plumbing 
and electrical repair and maintenance work, and 
of business English and arithmetic; as evi-
denced by a passing grade in a practical written 
test. 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public, to 
exercise good judgment in evaluating situations 
and making decisions, to express ideas clearly 
and concisely, and to plan and direct the work 
of others, as evidenced by an investigation and 
a passing grade in an interview. 
PHYSICAL CONDITION: Such physical condition as 
will assure the efficient performance of the 
duties of the position. 
OlHER REQUIREMENTS: Reputation for integrity 
and good moral background as determined by 
inves ti g_a tion. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 5; Education and Experience, 2; 
Interview, 3. 
S~FF LIEUTENANT (Personnel & Training) 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under administrative direction of 
the Commissioner of Safety, in accord~nce with 
established rules and regulations, to be re-
sponsible for administering the personnel and 
training program of the Departm~nt of Safety; 
to perform related work as requ1red. 
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LIEUTENANT (Concluded) 
is the direct responsibility of the Depa,rtment 
of Safety; knowledge of the rules governing the 
presentation of evidence, of modern office 
practices, procedures and equipment and of 
business English and arithmetic; some knowledge 
of related criminal law of the United States; 
ability to collect proper evidence in connection 
with a {>articular law violation; aptitude for 
the performance . of the above duties; as evi-
denced by a passing grade in a practical written 
test. 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public, to 
exercise good judgment in evaluating situations 
and making decisions, to express ideas clearly 
and concisely, to plan and direct the work of 
others and to address an audience effectively, 
as evidenced by an investigation and a passing 
grade in an interview. 
PHYSICAL CONDITION: Such physical condition as 
will assure the efficient performance of the 
duties of the position. 
011fER REQUIREMENTS: Reputation for integrity 
and good moral background as determined by 
in ves tiga tion. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 4; Education and Experience, 3; 
Interview, 3. 
DRIVER'S LICENSE EXAMINER 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under immediate supervision of an 
officer or non-commissioned officer, to complete 
• a practical training cours'e in highway patrol 
and driver's license work; in accordance with 
_prescribed schedules and rules and regulations 
of the Department of Safety, to examine appli-
cants for driver's license and to issue certif~ 
icates to successful candidates; to assist in 
the enforcement of traffic and related laws, 
in promoting safety standards, in enforcing 
safety regulations and in rendering assistance 
to the motoring public; to perform related work 
as assigned. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To complete a prescribed 
schedule of work designed to· prepare the indi-
vidual for examining applicants for driver's 
license, for the enforcement of highway traffic 
and related laws, for rendering assistance to 
the motoring public, for promoting safety 
standards and for enforcing safety regulations; 
following a prescribed itinerary, to examine 
applicants for driver's license and to issue 
certificates to successful candidates; to ex-
amine for and issue limited and restricted 
license and learner permits; to exchange 
driver's license for license of a different 
classification; to make daily and weekly activ-
ity reports; to collect f.eea for driver' a 
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DRIVER'S LICENSE EXAMINER (Cpncluded) 
license and to he res.ponsihle for such collec· 
tion and reports thereon; to enforce safety and 
driver's license laws, rules and regulat1ons; 
to furnish information to the public on highway 
safety and safe driving practices; to perform 
the functions of a patrolman in the enforcement 
of highway laws. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDtx:ATIOO AND EXPERIENCE: Education equivalent 
to graduation from a standard high school, OR 
an equivalent combination of education and ex· 
perience , substituting 1 Year of successful 
full-time raid employ,liient in. investigational 
work or mi itary exrerience for 1 year of the 
required high schoo ·education, ·with a maximum 
substitution of 2 years. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Knowledge of business 
English and arithmetic and of the Tennessee 
Driver's Manua 1; s·ome know ledge of Tennessee 
history and government; aptitude for the per-
formance of the above duties; as evidenced by a 
passing grade in a practical written test. 
Ability to deal tactfu~ly with t~e pu_blic,_ to 
exercise good judgment 1n evaluat1~g s1tuat1ons 
and making decisions! to express 1dea~ clearly 
and concisely, as ev1denced by a pass1ng grade 
in an interview. 
AGE: Not less than 21 years at .the time of 
examination nor more than 33 years of age at 
the time of curreri t en try in to the State high-
way patrol service. 
PHYSICAL COODITION: G?od physi~al condition as 
determined by an exam1nat1on g1ven by a compe· 
tent physician who is li~e~sed_or eligible for 
license to practice med1c1ne 1n the State of 
Tennessee and designated by the Department of 
Safety. 
HEIGHT AND WEIGHT: Not less than 70 nor more 
than 76 inches in height and w.eight in reason-
able proportion to height, but not less than 
170 nor more than 230 pounds. 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: Reputation for in~egrity 
and good moral background as determ1ned by 
investigation. 
Possession of a valid Tennessee Operator's 
License. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PAR1S : 
Written Test, 5; Education and Experience, 2; 
Interview, 3. 
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STAFF SERGEANT (Continued) 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES : (Personnel) to assist in 
the administration of personnel activities of 
the DeJ28 rtmen t, including th.e maintenance of the 
classification and compensation plans, ?equests 
for certification of eligibles fr~m registers, 
the maintenance of personnel records, the execu-
tion of all personnel functions relating to ap· 
pointment, transfer, promotion, demotion, leave 
of absence and separations, the direction of 
periodic service ratin~s on -all employees, the 
preparation and certihcation of payrolls, ap· 
prova l of changes i;n rates of pay, and in the 
handling of employee-relation problems; to 
assist in the plannmg and direction of the in-
service training program; to maintain complete 
records and files on all employees of the De-
partment; (Supply) to be responsible for all 
Department veh1cles, their assignment, mainte-
nance, storage and operating cost and deprecia-
tion records; to wr1te specifications for and 
requisition all supplies and equi~ent necessary 
for the operation of the agency s program; t o 
see that supplies and equipment meet specifica· 
tions, etc.; to supervise the maintenance of the 
perpetual inventory and the making of physical 
1nventories of all properties; in case of emer· 
gency, to purchase supplies and equipment; to be 
responsible for the maintenance of a stoc'k room 
and the distribution of supplies to the State, 
district and area offices; to keep records; to 
make reports; (Statistics) to compile, sum-
marize, and, in some cases, analyze data for 
statistical reports and statements; to compile 
tables, plot~raphs, pre_pa re diagrams, cha r .ts 
and other gra ic material from data; to examine 
traffic acci ent reports for accuracy and com-
pleteness; to supervise clerical personnel; to 
keep records; to make reports; (Repair) to. per-
form general maintenance and repair sucli as 
painting, carpentry ~ plumbing and electrical 
work; to make periodic inspections of Highway 
Patrol Stations and radio transmitter buildings 
to determine the need and extent of repair work; 
to prepare estimates of materials required for 
repair and maintenance; to keep records; to make 
reports. All Staff Sergeants are required to 
perform the functions of a patrolman in the en· 
forcement of highway laws. 
~inimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Education equivalent 
to graduation from a standard high school and 1 
year within the past 5 years of succ c8sful full· 
time paid employment involving experience rnerti-
nent to the tyf,e of work outlined under 'Exam• 
ples of Duties'; namely , (Personnel) experience 
1n personnel or trainin~; (Supply) responsible 
general business or off1ce experience involving 
a knowledge of requisitioning and purchasing; 
(Statistics) responsible clerical statistical 
work; (Repair) experience in building mainte-
nance involving a knowledge of carpentry, plumb-
ing, painting and electri cal work, OR. an equiva-
lent combination of education and experience, 
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MOTOR MAINTENANCE MECHANIC (Concluded) 
necessary to obtain bids and direct repairs by 
private shops; to assemble, adjust and test 
timing gears, ignition and transm~ssion systems, 
brakes, clutches, magnetos and distributors; to 
do necessary soldering, welding and other shoQ 
work; to assist the Staff Sergeant in charge of 
sup~lies in estimating the needs for automotive 
equ~pment. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Education equivalent 
to graduation from a standard high school, and 2 
years within the past 5 years of successful 
full-time paid employment in work related to the 
above duties, OR an equivalent combination of 
education and experience, substituting l year of 
successful full-time paid employment in work re-
lated to the above duties for l year of the re-
quired education, with a maximum substitution of 
4 years. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Considerable knowledge 
of standard shop methods, tools, equipment, and 
materials used in inspecting, adjust~ng; serv-
icing, overhauling and repairing automobiles and 
motorcycles and of automobile parts and their 
functions; knowledge of the bas~c principles of 
the operation of the gasoline combustion engine 
and of business English and arithmetic; as evi-
denced by a passing grade in a practical written 
test. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 5; Education and Experience, 5. 
STAFF SERGEANT (Personne 1) (Supply) 
(Statistics) (Repair) 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under general supervision, (Person-
nel) to .assist in the maintenance of personnel 
records and of the classification plan of the 
State Department of Safety; to aid in planning 
and conducting the training program of the De-
partment; (Supply) to be responsible for the 
acquisition of supplies and equipment for_the 
State Department of Safety; to be respons~ble 
for all office supplies and eq~ipment ~nd f?r 
clothing, arms, and transportat~on requ~red. ~n 
the operation of the Department and for ~ts 
maintenance and inventory; (Statistics) to per-
form responsible statistical clerical work in-
volved in the collection, compilation and analy-
sis of statistical data, the making of computa-
tions based thereon and the preparation of such 
data for use in connection with required statis-
tical reports; (Repair) to be responsible for 
the ~epair and m~intenanc~ of Hig~war Patrol 
Stat~ons and rad1o. transm~tter bu~ld1ngs; to 
perform related work as required. 
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DRI VER'S LICENSE CORPORAL 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under general supervision of a non-
commissioned officer o! the driver's license 
division, in accordance with prescribed sched-
ules and rules and regulations of the Department 
of Safety, to be responsible for examining appli-
· can~s in an assigned area for driver's license 
and to· issue certifies tes to successful candi-
dates; to enforce traffic and related laws.i to 
promote saf·ety standards; to enforce satety 
regulations; to render ass~stance to the motor-
ing public; to perform related work aa required. 
EXAMPLES OF DUllES: To assign routes and super-
vise activities of Driver's License Examiners; 
to assist in the establishment of an itinerary 
for driver's license examiners in an assigned 
area; to examine apflicants for driver's license 
and to issue cert~ icates to successful candi-
dates; to examine and issue limited and re-
stricted license and learner permits; to ex· 
change driver's license for license of a differ-
ent classification; to make daily and weekly 
activity reports; to collect fees for driver's 
license and to be responsible for such collec-
tion and reports thereon; to enforce safety. and 
driver's license laws, rules and regula.tions; to 
furnish information to the public on highway 
safety and safe driving practices; to perform 
the functions of a patrolman in the enforcement 
of highway laws. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: The successful com-
pletion of l~ years within the past 5 years of 
successful full-time paid employment as a 
Tennessee Driver's License Examiner. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Considerable knowledge 
of the Tennessee Driver's Manual, of the 
Tennessee Driver's License Examiners Manual, of 
the Driver's License Examiner procedure for 
Tennessee an~ of the Driver's License and High-
way Traffic Laws of Tennessee; knowledge of 
business English and arithmetic; aptitude for 
the performance of ·the above duties; as evi· 
denced by a passing grade in a practical written 
test. 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public, to 
exercise good judgment in evaluating situations 
and making decisions, to express ideas clearly 
~nd co~cisely, as evidenced by a passing grade 
~n an 1nterv~ew. 
PHYSICAL CONDITION: Such physical condition as 
will assure the efficient performance of the 
duties of the position • . 
O'IHER JEQUIREW.NTS: Reputation for inte$1'ity and 
~ood IJ!Ora_l background as determ~ned 1:¥ 
~nvest1gat~on. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 5; Education and Experience, 2; 
Interview , 3. · 
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DRIVER'S LICENSE SERGEANT 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under general supervision of an 
officer of higher classification in the driver's 
license division, to be responsible for the 
activities of the driver's l1cense program of 
the Department of Safety in an assigned area; 
to plan and supervise the work of driver's 
license corporals and examiners in examining 
applicants for driver's license; to be in 
charge of a driver's license examining station 
having a staff of not less than 4 examiners; to 
enforce traffic and related laws; to promote 
safety standards; to enforce safety regulations; 
to render assistance to the motoring public; to 
perform related work as required. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To assign personnel to 
roving crews; to assign routes and schedules 
for roving crews; to supervise and check the 
conduct of corporals and examiners in the per-
formance of their duties and to assist in the 
performance of such duties; to report any 
breach of duty or inefficiency to superiors; to 
assist and supervise driver's license corporals 
and examiners in giving examinations to appli~ 
cants for driver' a license and in giving special 
examine tion to licensees, in issuing learners 
~ermita and limited and restricted licenses, and 
1n exchanging licenses; to supervise and assist 
corporals and examiners in making and.filing 
act1vity reports including the account1ng for 
money collected; to make daily, weekly and 
special activity reports on personnel and ex~m­
ining activities in !in assignt;d .area;. to ma~n­
tain records of off1ce act1v1t1es, 1nclud1ng 
time and efficiency reports on subordinates; to 
make safety talks to schoolh profess.ional and 
civic groups; to perform t e f~nct1ons of a 
patrolman in the enforcement of h1ghway laws. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATI~ AND EXPERIENCE: The successful com-
pletion of 3 . years within the past 10 years of 
successful full-time paid employment aa a 
Tennessee Driver's License Corporal and/or 
Examiner with the Tennessee Department of Safety. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Thorough knowledge of 
the Tennessee Driver's Manual, of the Tennessee 
Driver' a License Examiners Manual, of the 
Driver's License Examiner procedure for 
Tennessee and of the Driver' s License Law of 
Tennessee; considerable knowledge of Highw~ Y 
Traffic Laws of Tennesseei knowl~dge of busl• 
ness English and arithmet1c; _apt1tude ~or the 
performance of the . above du~1es; a~ ev1denced 
by a passing grade 1n a pract1cal wr1tten test. 
Ability . to deal tactfu~ly with t~e p~blic~ to 
exercise good judgment 1n evaluat1~g s1tuat1ons 
and making decisions, to expr~ss 1deas clearly 
and concisely, to plan and ~1rect the w~rk of 
others and to address an aud1ence effect1ve~y ·, 
as evidenced by an investigation and a pasSlng 
grade in an interview. 
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RADIOTELEPHOOE ENGINEER (Concluded) 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Thorough knowledfe of 
the principles upon which the operation o the 
radioteleplione·ia baaed, of the tools, materials, 
equipment, methods and practices employed in the 
construction, assembly, installation, operation, 
servicing and repair of such equipment; con-
siderable knowledge of the sources of trouble 
common to radio receivers, and transmitters and 
of corrective measures and of the rules and reg-
ulations of the Federal Communications Com-
mission covering the installation, o~ration and 
maintenance of emergency radiotelephone equip-
ment; know~edge ~f the '!arioua types of e_quip-
ment used 1n testmg rad1otelephone transm1tters 
and receivers, including oscillators, output 
meters, radio set analyzers, tube generators and 
ohmmeters, of the ak1lls and devices used in 
electrical soldering, welding, drilling and other 
shop opera tiona, of engineering mathematics and 
of the reading and interpretation of blue prints 
and plana; as evidenced by a passing grade in a 
practical written teat. 
Ability to deal tactfully with the public, to 
exercise good judgment in evaluating situations 
and making decisions, to express ideas clearly 
and concisely, to plan and direct the work of 
others and to address an audience effectively, 
as evidenced by an investigation and a passing 
grade in an interview. 
PHYSICAL CONDIT!~: Such physical condition as 
will assure the efficient performance of the 
duties of the position. 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: Candidates who pass the 
examinat1on and whose names appear on the 
eligible register will be re9uired to obtain a 
second class (or higher) rad1otelephone opera• 
tor's license before they receive appointment . 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 5; Education and Experience, 2; 
InteTview, 3. · 
MOTOR MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 
~neral Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under general supervision, to be 
responsible for the service and maintenance of 
automobiles and motorcycles of the Department 
of Safety; to perform related work as asaigned. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To service and maintain auto-
mobiles and motorcycles of the Department in 
efficient run·ning order; to make periodic in-
spections of all vehicles to determine their 
condition; to service such vehicles, including 
lubricating, refueling, checking tires and 
tubes, draining and refilling oil supply, check- . 
ing battery and electrical system and generally 
assuming the responsibility of their up-keep; to 
make repairs and replacements of parts or when 
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RADIOTELEPHONE ENGINEER (Continued) 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To supervise, instruct and 
assist personnel engaged in keeping daily logs of 
all items and calls transmitted over the air, re-
cording ·time, item authority and nature of call, 
in receiving police alarms and messages and pre-
paring them for broadcasting and broadcasting 
same, in dispatching a 11 .traffic calls and in-
structions from patrol offices to patrol cars, in 
maintaining transmitting equipment by cleaning and 
rel'lacing defective parts and tubes, and by re-
palring breakdowns of all kinds, in operating 
testing equipment in locating trouble and re-
pairing transmitters and receivers, and in main-
taining files on motor license numbers of stolen 
11-nd wanted cars and alphabetical file on wanted 
persons; to design and direct the ins ta lla tion 
of transmission equipment for the highway patrol 
radiotelephone network; to supervise the con-
struction, operation and maintenance of all 
communication equipment for the Department .of 
Safety (including composite transmitters and 
antennas); to check and repair radio receivers; 
to act as radio adviser to law enforcement 
officers; to interpret to and instruct the per-
sonnel of the Division in the policies and pro-
cedures of the Department and in the rules .and 
regula'tions of the Federal Communications Com-
mission pertaining to the operation and con-
struction of police or other emergency radio 
s 'tations; to maintain records of all applicants 
for license from the Federal Communications Com-
mission and the Civil Aeronautics Authority; to 
keep records of stations, operators and equip-· 
ment pertaining to cost, mintenance and replace-
ments; to maintain work schedules on all OJilera-
tors; towrite specifications for and requis1tion 
all necessary radio parts and equipment for 
the Division; to assist the Commissioner of 
Safety in selecting sites for stations and 
transmitters; to supervise the collection, com-
pilation and analysis of statistical data re-
lating to traffic accidents; to keep records; 
to make reports, 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATIQil AND EXPERIENCE: Graduation from an 
accredited 4 year college or university, with a 
degree in electrical engineering , and 1 year of 
successful full-time paid employment in work 
providing technical knowledge .of radiotelephone 
construction, maintenance and repair, OR gradua-
tion from a recognized trade or vocational 
school with courses in the construction, opera-
tion and maintenance of radio equipment, and 1 
year of s~cc:essful full.-time paid employment. in 
work provldlng a· technlcal knowledge of raalo-
telephone construction, maintenance and repair, 
OR an equivalent combination of education and 
experience, substituting 1 year of successful 
full-time paid employment in work related to the 
above duties for 1 year of the required college 
education, with a maximum substitution of 4 
years, 
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DRIVER'S LICENSE SERGEANT (Concluded) 
PHYSICAL CCl'lDITICl'l : Such physical condition as 
will assure the efficient performance of the 
duties of the position. 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: Reputation for integrity and 
good m?ral . background as determi~ by 
1nvest1ga t1on. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 4; Education and Experience, 3; 
Interview, 3. 
JUNIOR RADIO OPERATOR 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under immediate supervision of 
Senior Radio Operator and the Radiotelephone 
Engineer in charge of conmunications and recorda, 
to perform work of moderate difficulty, in re-
ceiving and transmitting police messages by 
radiotelephone, teletype and telephone, in op-
erating tne communications equipment and in pre-
paring and maintaining records concerning the 
communications received and transmitted; to per-
form related work as assigned, 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: On an assigned shift, to 
receive messages by radiotelephone, telephone 
and teletype; to transmit messages, departmental 
information, time signals and other material by 
telephone, radiotelephone and teletype; to use 
communications equipment as a relay {'oint in 
establishi«g connections between two or more 
other stations; to monitor other stations and 
transcribe messages; to maintain a continuous 
log of all transmissions; to prepare and main-
taln files pertaining to all types of communi-
cations. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: Education equivalent 
to graduation from a standard high school, (1\ an 
equ1valent combination of education and experi-
ence, substituting 1 year of successful full-
time paid employment in work related to the 
above duties for 1 year of the required educa-
tion, with a maximum substitution of 2 years. 
KNOYI.EDG: AND ABIUTIES: Knowledge of Tennessee 
geography, of business English and arithmetic 
and of modern methods of alphabetical and numer-
ical filing; some knowledge of the powers and 
duties of the Tennessee Highway Patrol, of the 
use of maps and of the keeping of logs and re-
ports; as evidenced by a passing grade in a 
practica 1 written test, 
Ability to speak clearly and distinctly and 
possession of a suitable voice for radio work, 
as evidenced by a practical performance test 
prior to appointment. 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS: Candidates who pass the ex-
amination and w~ose names appear on the eligible 
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JUNIOR RADIO OPERATOR (Concluded) 
register will be required to obt~in a re-
stricted radiotelephone permit before they re-
ceive appointment. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS : 
Written Test, 8; Education and Experience, 2. 
SENIOR RADIO OPERATOR 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under general supervision of the 
radiotelephone engineer in charge of communica-
tions and records, to be responsible for the 
operation of a communications station of the 
Tennessee Highway Patrol; to operate radiotele-
phone, teletype and telephone; to supervise the 
work of the Junior Radio Operators; to perform 
related work as required. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To be responsible for and to 
direct the work of Junior Radio Operators in a 
communications station; to act as an operator on 
an assigned shift, receiving messages by radi?-
telephone, telephone and teletype; to transm1t 
messages, departmental information, time sched-
ules and other material by telephone, radiotele-
phone and teletype; to SUJ?f:rvise the mainte!lanc;:e 
of the station log and f1les; to make per1od1c 
reports concerning the operation of the station. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE: The successful com-
pletion of 1~ years within the past 5 years of 
successful full-time paid employment as a Junior 
Radio Operator with the Tennessee Department of 
Safety. 
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES: Considerable knowledge 
of Tennes.see geography, Earticularly of the 
highways and roads a~d of ~~dern methods of 
alphabetical and numer1cal f1l1ng; knowledge . of 
business English and arithmetic, ofmode.rn off1ce 
prac~ices and . p~ocedures ~nd ?f methods of re-
cord1ng and f1l1ng commun1cat1on records; some 
knowledge of the powers and duties of the 
Tennessee Highway Patrol and of the rules a~d 
policies of the Departmen.t of Safe~y; as .en-
denced by a passing grade 1n a pract1cal wr1tten 
test. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS : 
Written Test, . 8; Education and Experience, 2. 
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RADIO REPAIRMAN 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under general supervision of the 
Radiotelephone Engineer, to he responsible for 
the care and maintenance of radio transmitting 
and receiving equipment; to perform related work 
as required. 
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES: To maintain radio trans-
mission towers, i ncluding the changing of air·-
~raft warning lamps and the clea!ling and paint-
1ng of the towei's of the grolmd1ng systems; to 
aid in the installation of and to service and 
re~air mobile units and fixed transmitters; to 
ma1ntain electrical e~uipment necessary to the 
operation of the rad1o system; to assist in 
ordering repair parts; to keep records; to make 
reports. 
Minimum Qualifications 
EDUC4TION AND EXPERIENCE: Education equivalent 
to graduation from a s tandsrd high school, and 1 
year within the past 5 years of successful full-
time paid employment in the repair and service 
of radio equ1pment, OR an equivalent ·combination 
of education and experience, substituting 1 year. 
of successful full-time paid employment in work 
related to the above ·duties for 1 year of the 
required education, with a maximum substitution 
of 4 years, or substituting graduation from a 
recognized trade or vocational school with 
courses in the construction, o~ration and msiq-
tenance of radio equipment for the required 
high school educa t1on. 
KNCY!VLEDGE AND ABiliTIES: Considerable knowledge 
of basic electrical principles as related to 
radio transmission and reception and of safety 
methods and devices used in radio construction 
and maintenance; knowledge of radio construction 
and maintenance ; as evidenced by a passing grade 
in a practical written test. 
RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF EXAMINATION PARTS: 
Written Test, 5; Education and Experience, 5. 
RADIOTELEPHONE ENGINEER 
General Character of Duties 
DEFINITION: Under administrative direction of 
the Commissioner of Safetr, in accordance with 
established rules and regu ations of the Federal 
Communications Commission, to elan, organize and 
direct the o~eration and ma1ntenance of the 
Division of Communications and Records of the 
Department of Safety; to be responsible for the 
technical work involved in the construction, 
maintenance and repair of radiotelephone trans-
mitting and receiving equipment; to perform 
related work as required. 
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